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It's taken 
fifteen dears. 

`Q The 200 Delta establishes a 

new standard for compact mixing 

consoles. 
But its sophistication doesn't 

simply mean the most advanced 
technology. 

Achieving such performance at 

this price has taken all our fifteen 
years of unrivalled experience in 

mixing console design. 
(In particular, the development 

of the world's most popular mixer, 

the Series 200B.) 

And the most advanced pro- 

duction system in the recording 
industry. 

With so much behind it, it's no 

wonder the 200 Delta is so far ahead. 
Call Soundcraft Sales today 

on 01 -207 5050 for more details 
and the name of your nearest 
200 Delta dealer."/ 

Soundcraft 

200 COELTA 
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"No one will ever 
buy a console with a 
television in it" 

It is hard to believe that a modest VDU could attract much attention. Today, 

even effects processors use visual displays. Why have they become so necessary? 
Quite simply, the greater the number of functions in a system, the more 

flexibility there must be in showing its status. In the recording studio the 
central piece of creative hardware is the console. To unlock its full potential, 
Solid State Logic gave engineers digital control of its facilities. The VDU was a 

side effect of this plan. 

. .... ... 
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In the intervening years our designs were 
enhanced, incorporating the suggestions of the 
many leading studios who had adopted our 
system. Ultimately, the G Series Master 
Studio System evolved. 

G Series offers the fastest execution of 

complex commands by storing the entire 
operating program in 2Mbytes of on -board 
RAM. Its removable Data Cartridges preserve 
mobility of data, without the capacity 
limitations of floppy disks. Each cartridge holds 
20Mbytes of removable RAM -the equivalent of 
80 floppy disks. 

Because G Series software represents over ' ... ̀' \ \° ten years of evolution in some of the busiest 
recording studios in the world, it incorporates an unparalleled degree of user 
experience. Advanced facilities like Selective Rollback and Group Set make mixing 

faster. Rapid comparison can be made between mixes. Large or complex mixes can be 

handled effortlessly on or off -line. 
Throughout, SSL has preserved compatibility with earlier systems, creating a 

functional standard for the industry. By providing a realistic upgrade path, the 
investment of studio owners has also been protected. Most importantly, G Series 

remains at the forefront of audio production technology. 

Solid State Logic 
MASTER STUDIO SYSTEMS 

Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU (0865) 842300 

London (01) 706 4948 Paris (1) 34 60 46 66 Milan (2) 61217 20 New York (212) 3151111 Los Angeles (213) 463 4444 

Toronto (416) 363 0101 Tokyo (03) 3201101 
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The '80s- polishing off the old or 

preparing for the new? 
Slowly creeping upon us are the '90s. As I write this in mid -October there are still 
several weeks to go before the end of the year; the end of decade; the end of the '80s. 

I find myself compelled by tradition to try to draw the ends of the decade together 
and neatly parcel them so that when we talk about the '80s it is to identify them as 
strongly as it is now the '60s or '70s. But try as I might, we are really still too close 
to see what the ninth decade of the 20th century has brought the recording industry 
in the way of major advances. Let us look back to see some of the developments of 
the '80s in technology. 

How about digital recording? How about digital reverb? What about large 
computer controlled consoles? Whoa! -Sorry but before we go any further please note 
that these all first appeared in the '70s. 

Then how about the full synthesis of musical tracks and the use of... Let's stop 
there -this was the '60s and maybe even earlier. 

One can almost say `Find me one good thing about the '80s for our industry' but 
that would be unfair. There has been much to recommend the '80s but generally as 
a period of development and improvement and not with major milestones. There has 
been a transfer of artistic control into the hands of the creative musician. At the end 
of the decade it is undoubtedly more certain that you will make a good recording -it 
is much easier. There are now so many ways of achieving the same end. We have 
turned the experience of numerous musicians playing together in the studio into a 
novelty and at one stage almost dispensed with the need for real instruments. 
Rather sourly I could mutter that the nearer the '80s draw to a close, the better the 
'70s look. Will we see the '80s as the decade when hi -tech replaced high skill? When 
signal manipulation replaced good sound? And the time when the creative musical 
focus moved from the studio to the bedroom? 

None of this is really true. I would like to see the '80s as really just an energetic 
preparation for the '90s. The last AES Convention of the decade has kindly thrown 
us all the elements we need for some serious progression -ADC/DAC of 20 bits and 
over, true realtime DSP power, the maturity of the hard disk recording /editing 
system with a human interface, the recordable optical disk, fibre optic data 
transmission, much improved monitoring and acoustic environments, cost effective 
and high performance digital recording systems and an interest from console 
manufacturers in maximising the signal path quality. The components are ready. 
The domestic high quality replay medium of CD is in place. High quality film and 
broadcast sound is happening. CD derived video, ROM, interactive formats promise 
much and when combined with computer processing to draw diverse elements 
together the possibilities are open- ended. We can record, manipulate and produce the 
finished product as we desire; the quality consumer formats of software and 
broadcasting are ready and waiting; and our attention must turn to those who input 
the creative and musical drive at the front end of the industry. We must trust that 
their muse (and the vision of the record companies) is fully a match for the 
possibilities that await. 

I'm looking forward to the '90s and I hope that you are too. Nothing will change 
on New Year's Day but in 10 years time I think that I will be able to look back over 
the decade with rather more positive tones than I could apply to the '80s. 

May I close by wishing all our readers, wherever they are, on behalf of myself and 
all the staff of Studio Sound, a very prosperous decade. 

Keith Spencer -Allen 

Cover: Incompatibilities. Photography by Tony Petch 
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MIDEM 

21ST - 25TH JANUARY 1990, 

PALAIS DES FESTIVALS, CANNES, FRANCE 

Book Your Participation 
With just a few weeks to go, it's still not too late to arrange participation if you haven't already. 

And it's still not too late to book valuable advertising too ... 

Book Your Advertising 
Book your advertising campaign in the MIDEM Daily News and reach the 6000+ industry 

executives who'll be there every day. 

And there's the MIDEM Guide, the indispensible year long reference source. 

MIDEM - MEANS BUSINESS 
DON'T DELAY 
Contact: PETER RHODES 

International Exhibition Organisation Ltd., Metropolis House, 22 Percy Street, London W1P 9FF. 

Tel: 01 -528 0086 Fax: 01 -895 0949 Telex: 920173 MIPMID G. 

6 Studio Sound, December 1989 
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NEUTRIK 
connectors SW'SS 

Since 1975 Innovative Connector Technology 

Original design NC3FC Current design NC3FX 

GNS50 
gooseneck 
with twist 'ock 

NL8MPR 
loudspeaker socket 
large flange 
for speaker cabinets 

NL8FC 
8 pole 

loudspeaker 
coniactor 

NC4FDL1 NC5FDL1 NC6FDL1 

NC3FEH 
cost effective 

PCB mount 
receptacles for 

horizontal fixieg, 
hard gold plated 

NC3MEH 

NC3FPIB 

! NC3FP1 

NF2C /2 
pair (black & red) 

phono plugs 
nickte housing 

gold contacts 

NHE 
escutcheon 

for 'E' series 
receptac'e 

NC3MDL 1 B NC3FDL I B 

NC3MDL 1 V NC3FDL 1 \' 

NEUTRIK 
Sole Agent UK 

Eardley Electronics Ltd 
Eardley House, 182 -184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, W8 7AS 

Telephone: 01 -221 0606/01 -727 0711 Telex: 23894 Telefax: 01 -727 9556 
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Sooner Or Later You'll Need 
A Dayner! 

Dayner 42 studio console. 

D &R 's Dayner series offers more inputs in less space than any other console. 

Up to 56 input modules (112 mix inputs) in less than 1.85 m. Ideal for 

space -limited control rooms and MIDI oriented studios. 

Yet despite its compactness, the Dayner is long on features. Split EQ, Floating 

Subgroup System (FSS), 8 aux send busses and digital quality specs are just 

a few. 

Whether you have 8, 16, 24, or 32 tracks and the most elaborate MIDI set up, 

the Dayner is all the recording mixer you'll need for years to come. 

If you prefer the traditional split format, the innovative in -line format or both, 

your Dayner can be custom configured to fit your particular needs in just 

minutes. 

Don't you deserve the best now rather than later? 

Contact the D &R sales /service distributor in your area or call us. 

D &R Electronica b.v.,rijnkade 15B , 1382 GS WEESP,the Netherlands. 

Phone: --31 2940 18014 *, Fax: --31 2940 16987. 

D &R USA , Montgomery, TX 77356,Rt. 3 Box 184 -A.USA. 

Phone: (409) 588 -3411, Fax: (409) 588 -3299. 

D &R Electronica GmbH. Steinkaulstrasse 21 D5100 Aachen, BRD. 

Phone: 0031 -2940 -18014* Fax: 0031 -2940 -16987. TOTAL CONTROL 

Over 500 consoles in world wide use! 

AUSTRALIA, AUDIO &RECORDING, 2019 Sydney, 36 -38 Daphne St Botany, Phone: (02) 6669935. AUSTRIA, KÜNL & WURZER, A 4020 Linz, Waldeggstrasse 68, Phone: 732668125. BELGIUM, D &R 

Electronica by, 1382GS Weesp, Holland, Phone:0031 -2940- 18014. CANADA, J -MAR, M4H 1E9 Ontario, 6 Banigan Drive, Toronto, Phone: 4164219080. DENMARK, P.S.S. DK 2400 Kobenhavn,Gortlervej 4, 

Phone: (01) 821582.EGYPT, Alpha Audio, 6 Mahmoud Hafez St suite 905, Safir square, Heliopolis, Phone: 245 6199. FINLAND, SAHKKEIDEN OY, 01301 Vantaa 30, P.O. Box 88 Sahkometsa, Phone: 

908381. FRANCE, METTLER AUDIO, 75009 Pans, 1 -3 -5 Blvd de Clichy, Phone: 148782911. GREECE, Omlkron, 20 Salomou Street 147, Athens 106 -82, Phone: 3631066. HONGKONG, JOLLY SOUND Ltd, 

Tower B, RM 1214 -1215, Hunghom Comm, centre 37 -39, Ma Tau Wei Rd KLN H.K., Phone: 36202025. ICELAND, RADIOSTOFAN HF, 130 Reykjavik, P.Box 10340, Phone:354- 1673737. ISLD. CANARIAS, 

MUSIC ACCORD, S. Cruz de Tenerife Puerta Causeco 35, Phone: 22-289506. ITALY North, Bosoni &Co, Corso Monforte 50, 20122 Milan, Phone: 2- 793048,ITALY South, Syncrom,S.r.l., Via Fabio Massimo 

34 00192 Rome, Phone: 6- 3581296.NEW ZEALAND, Accusound NZ LTD, Auckland 3, Linwood industrial park, unit 12, 43A Linwood Avenue, Phone (09)- 8150258.,NORWAY, VEDUM ELEKTRONIKK, N -1381 

Heggedal, Aamotveien 2, Phone: 2798990. PORTUGAL, JORSOM AUDIO VISUAL, 1000 Lisboa, Rue Eca de Queiroz 20 -3 Phone: 19562850.SPAIN, BOSE SA, 28027 Madrid, Aristoteles 3, phone: 4050611. 

AUDIO SINTESIS, 08007 BarcelonaS, Ronda UniversidadW, 19, Phone: (93) 4171340- 212891.SWEDEN, MONTEZUMA RECORDING, 10265 Stockholm, Kocksgatan 17, Phone: 8436291. SWITZERLAND, 

ISLER AG, 8048 Zurich, Badenerstrasse 808 -810, Phone: 14321444. VENEZUELA, SOUND AND POWER, 1070 Caracas, P.O. box 76766, Phone: 2223201. 
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We're Back! 

The most successful line of compressors ever sold - The Industry Standard rack 
processor system. The products asked for and recognized at every level of the audio industry. 
Backed by the strength of AKG Acoustics, Inc. with a worldwide commitment to the 
professional audio market and a focus on new technology. 

We're glad to be back to fill your needs in the recording, touring, post production, 
broadcast and installed sound markets, and we appreciate your support and patience during 
the past year. We are already working extra hours to take care of your orders as rapidly as 
possible while we build our inventories and systems back up to full normal operating level. 

What You Can Do 
If you are a dbx customer waiting for a piece of dbx professional equipment you have 

ordered, or if you have been waiting to order - contact your dbx dealer today and confirm 
your order. If your dealer has questions about product availability, have them contact their 
authorized dbx representative for the latest information! 

What We Can Do 
We will have started our first shipments of dbx professional products to waiting dealers 

by the time you read this. Deliveries of some products will be delayed as we start up the 
production lines, and we know that many of you have been waiting a long time already. But 
the problems that caused you to wait are now behind us, and we plan to prove it has been 
worth it to get the products you really want. We will support your confidence by 
strengthening and enhancing the dbx product line through investments in inventory, 
engineering, product development and distribution support. We're back, and we'll be better 
than ever! 

dbx Professional Products, a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc. 
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THE TECHNICS DAT RECORDER IS HERE. 
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The Technics portable DAT recorder 

would have been an admirable choice for 

the Admiral's Cup. 

While the yacht sways and heaves, 

the last thing a journalist needs is an 

unwieldy tape machine. 

The Technics SV -260 portable DAT 

recorder's small size is due to a 15mm 

head drum. 

The quality however is heavyweight 

and on a par with a deck -type DAT 

recorder mainly due to MASH ADC and 

XLR balanced Cannon connectors. 

Like the U.S. America's Cup team, it 

goes really fast forward and like them is 

quick to rewind in the event of an error. 

Using the portable recorder is plain 

sailing in dramatic productions and audio 

rèsearch, where DAT picks up the small- 

est vibration. 

Docked in a studio, the SV -360 DAT 

deck is equally impressive. 

Like the portable, it 

offers all the flexibility 

of tape with the sound quality of C.D. 

It can be used on its own or as a back 

up system in a recording studio. 

It can also be used alongside our 

already well -established C.D. players and 

turntables which have become classics 

in the studio. 

Out of the studio, the DAT deck is 

equally effective on location. 

Where it is often used for outside 

broadcasts. 

Its popularity with the professionals 

is due to full digital in and out terminals, 

analogue sampling of 44.1Khz for C.D. 

mastering and hard wired remote control. 

It's 4 DAC 18 bits also delivers higher 

fidelity. 

Something yacht crews could learn a 

lot about. 

Technics 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE RANGE OF TECHNICS PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS CONTACT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ADDRESSES: 

ASC, 1 COMET HOUSE, CALLEVA PARK, ALDERMASTON, NR. READING, BEAKS RG7 4QO. TEL: 07356 79565. HHB, 73 -75 SCRUBS LANE, LONDON NWIO 6QU. TEL: 01 960 2144. 

RAPER & WAYMAN LTD, UNIT 3, CRUSADER INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 167 HERMITAGE ROAD, HARINGEY, LONDON N4 112. TEL: 01 -800 8288. 
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MASTERS 

OF 

REPRODUCTION 

Rembrandt van Rijn 

Self portrait 

®Registered trademark of 

AlJ C) I 

Koxkampseweg 10 

5301 KK Zaltbommel Holland 

Telefoon: (0)4180 -15583 

Fax: (0)4180 -18077 

AXYS R Sound Systems 
Total transparency... 

AUSTRIA KLANGFARBE, EINSIEDLERPLATZ 4, A -1050 VIENNA. TEL: 0222 54.13.02, FAX: 0222 54.41.18 

BELGIUM VERBIEST PVBA, INDUSTRIEZONE "BERKEN HOEK ", B -2860 O.L.V. WAVER. TEL: 015 -754959, 

FAX: 0t5- 756288 FRANCE CINECO, 72 AVENUE DES CHAMPS -ELYSEES, 75008 PARIS. 

TEL: 01 43.59.61.59, FAX: 01 42.25.92.03 GERMANY DURAN AUDIO GERMANY, TERSTEEGEN- 

STRABE 29, 4130 MOERS 1. TEL: 02841 16654, FAX: 02841 16638 ITALY C.D. VIDEOSUONO, VIA 

OUINTILIANO 40, 20138 MILAN. TEL: 02 50.84.1, FAX: 02 50.84.295 NEW ZEALAND CLEF INDUSTRIES 

LTD., P.O. BOX 13 -315, ONE HUNGA, AUCKLAND. TEL: 09 66.49.15, FAX: 09.66.64.32 SPAIN TRACK S.A., 

SAN QUINTIN 47.53, 08026 BARCELONA. TEL: 03 347.51.44, FAX: 03 347.19.93 SWEDEN MONTEZUMA 

RECORDING, KOCKSGATAN 17, S -116 23 STOCKHOLM. TEL: 08 43.62.91, FAX: 08 70.20.252 

SWITZERLAND LEVINSON MUSIC PRODUCTS, ALLSCHWILERSTRABE 35, CH -4055 BASEL. 

TEL: 061 38.31.77, FAX: 061 63.78.79 

AXYS 
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Otan and 

DigiDesign 

develop disk 

recorder 
Otani Corporation have announced 
that an agreement has been reached 
with DigiDesign of Menlo Park, CA, 
to jointly develop a professional hard 
disk recorder. John Carey marketing 
manager of Otari has stressed the 
need for reliability in such a venture, 
"DigiDesign audio editing software 
SoundDesigner II is solid and 
reliable. Reliability is essential for a 

professional application, and 

DigiDesign allows Otani to overcome 
the problems many new software - 
based products encounter." 

Peter Gotcher, DigiDesign's 
president added, "We're looking 
forward to working with Otani to 
create state-of-the-art digital audio 
recording systems. 

"The new product will be marketed 
by Otari and is scheduled for 
mid -1990 introduction." 

Connector chart 
AWP, suppliers of connectors and 
connector systems, have published a 
guide to help users identify and 
select the correct connector for a 
given specification. The guide was 
initially developed for their own use 
and takes the form of an A3 chart 
that cross references specs against 
product type, and for `D' 

subminiature connectors, basic design 
part number with BS9523 -F0013 

reference. The major specifications 
are included, like MIL -C, PAN, VG 
and BS9000, although the listing is 

not intended to be inclusive. 
The connector specification guide is 

available free on request from the 
sales department, AWP Electronics, 
Dalma House, Kings Mill Lane, 
South Nutfield, Redhill, Surrey RH1 
5ND, UK. Tel: 0737 823421. 

Exhibitions and conventions 
November 28th to December 3rd 
Sound Expo /China '89 Shanghai 
Exhibition Centre, Shanghai, China. 

1990 
January 21st to 25th Midem '90, 
Palais des Festivals, Cannes. Contact: 
Handel Communications on 01 -627 

8083, or Peter Rhodes. 
March 13th to 16th. AES 88th 
Convention, Centre de Congres, 
Montreux, Switzerland. Contact: AES 
Exhibition Director, Herman A 0 
Wilms, Zevenbunderslaan 142/9 - 
B-1190 Brussels, Belgium. Tel: (2) 

345 7971. Fax: (2) 345 3419. 
March 30th to April 3rd NAB, 
Atlanta, GA, USA. 
April 22nd to 25th Vision and 
Audio International, Earls Court 
Exhibition Centre, UK. Tel: 01 -776 

0709. 
June 6th to 8th APRS 90, Olympia 
2, London, UK. Contact: APRS 
Secretariat. Tel: 0923 772907. 
September 21st to 25th 
International Broadcasting 
Convention, Metropole Conference 
Centre, Brighton, UK. Contact: IEE 
Secretariat. Tel: 01 -240 1871. 

News from the AES 
There is a broad spectrum of subjects 
to be covered in this year's session of 
British AES evening meetings and 
more details will be available on 

each nearer the time. To help future 
planning, the dates, speakers and 
titles are listed below. 

1989 
December 12th 
Leisure and Entertainment Noise 
Ken Dibble 

1990 
January 9th 
Satellite Distribution of Audio 
Chris Hibbert 
February 13th 
Digital Audio in the TV Studio 
Paul Evans 
March 20th 
To be announced 
April 10th 
Amplifier Differences 
Paul Miller 
May 8th 
DAT Timecode 
Sony 
June 12th 
Active Acoustics 
Philip Newell 

The next lecture is on the subject 
of Leisure and Entertainment 
Noise by Ken Dibble of The Sound 
Practice. "Fifteen years ago 
entertainment noise was an unheard 
of phenomenon and the understanding 
of its control and regulation has 
grown up alongside the 
development of the technology which 
is its cause -ie audio systems 
engineering. 

"This presentation will provide an 
overview of the peculiarities and 
particular problems associated with 
entertainment noise control. It will 
examine the reasons why 
entertainment noise is singled out as 
unique among noise sources, will 
consider the difficulty in application 
of normally adopted units of 
measurement, will consider the 
difficulties associated with legislative 
enforcement arising therefrom and 
will discuss the ways and means 
available for effective control. 

"The presentation will be 
illustrated by selected actual case 
history data, demonstrations and 
some 40 slides." 

This lecture will be held at the 
IBA, 70 Brompton Road, London 
SW1 starting at 7.00pm with coffee 

at 6.30. 
We are now able to supply the 

revised edition of John Watkinson's 
book The Art of Digital Audio priced 
at £39.95 and a new book Stereo 
Sound for Television by Francis 
Rumsey at £12.95. The proceedings of 
the recent AES/EBU Interface 
Conference are also available at £20. 
These can be obtained from the 
address below. 

For further details on any of the 
above or information on joining the 
AES, please contact: Heather Lane, 
AES British Section, Lent Rise 
Road, Burnham, Slough SL1 7NY, 
UK. Tel. 0628 663725. Fax: 0628 
667002. 

Agencies 
B &B Systems Inc, CA, USA, have 

announced that A/V Technology 
International Inc, MA, have been 
appointed exclusive distributor of 
B &B Systems' products both in the 
US and worldwide. A/V Technology 
International, PO Box 275, Newton 
Centre, MA 02159, USA. Tel: (617) 
965 -5656. Fax: (617) 965 -1865. 

Odetics Broadcast, Anaheim, CA, 
have opened a subsidiary in the UK 
to serve as a sales and service office 
to enable Odetics US to better serve 
the UK and European markets. 
Odetics UK Ltd, 23 Prospect Street, 

Caversham, Reading, Berks RG4 

8JB. Tel: 0734 461 488. 
Harman UK, distributors for the 

Fostex D -20 R -DAT recorder have 
announced a network of agents to 
handle the D -20 and other products. 
The agents include HHB 
Communications; Stirling Audio and 
Multitrack Hire. The appointed 
agents will work alongside Harman's 
own sales team. 

WaveFrame have announced the 
appointment of Naniwa Gakki Co Ltd 
to be the AudioFrame production 
system distributor in Japan. 
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In brief 
London, UK: KFA Associates, 

the studio design and construction 
company, recently delivered a 
complete 30 ton studio installation 
for new incremental station WNK 
Radio, only to find themselves 
repeating the process 24 hours later 
when WNK had to find new premises 
due to lease problems. 

Aylesbury, UK: Bopla Ltd have 
brought out a new technical 
catalogue that provides 
comprehensive details of the 
company's range of 19 inch rack 
cases, industrial enclosures and 
desktop cases, together with cable 
glands and other accessories. 

London, UK: Nexus International 
Consultancy, part of the TVS 
Entertainment Group, has been 
formed to offer everything that is 
needed to enable television 
programmes to be made and 
broadcast, terrestrially or by satellite. 
Services include design, studio 
construction and studio equipping. 

Hounslow, UK: Akai have 
announced their recommendation of 
Maxell 8 mm tape for their DR1200 
digital audio multitrack. 

Manila, Philippines: The second 
Annual Sights & Sounds Fair was 
the site of a workshop on tape 
machine alignment and maintenance 
held by Otani. The workshop drew 
professionals from the recording, 
broadcast and tape duplication 
industries. 

Sheffield, UK: Audionics, custom 
broadcast equipment manufacturer, 
have completed the installation at 
their Sheffield premises of a PCB and 
silk screening plant. 

Uden, The Netherlands: A new 
EMI compact disc manufacturing 
plant for continental Europe has been 
announced by EMI Music 
Worldwide president Jim Fifield. 
The new CD factory will be sited at 
Uden with installation beginning in 
early 1990 and manufacturing in mid 
1990. 

Chessington, UK: Beyond 2000, an 
Australian TV programme seen in 
over 60 countries worldwide, will be 
transmitting a feature item on 
Digital Audio Research's 
SoundStation II early in the new 
year. The programme examines new 
ideas in science and technology. 

Wendy, UK: Thatched Cottage 
Audio are opening a digital division 
to cater for the new generation of 
professional 16- and 24 -track 
machines. Tel: 0223 207979. 

AKG/Orban/dbx 

marketing 

structure 
S Richard Ravich, president of AKG 
Acoustics, Stamford, CT, has 
announced the formation of a new 
marketing and sales team for AKG's 
dbx Professional Products division. 

Marketing and sales for North and 
South America will be headed by 
David Roudebush, who will also be 
responsible for marketing and sales 
of AKG's Orban division throughout 
the same area. Sales in Europe, Asia, 

Africa and Oceania will be handled 
by Howard Mullinack, in addition to 
his responsibilities as marketing and 
sales manager for Orban products in 
those regions. 

The dbx Professional Products 
Division and Orban Associates were 
acquired within six months of one 
another earlier this year by AKG 
Acoustics, the US -based subsidiary of 
AKG GmbH, of Vienna, Austria. 

r 

,... 
__ ... ,, 

LIGHTFALL: Shown here magnified several hundred 
times is the receiver portion of IBM's experimental 
optoelectronic computer chip set. The four large ovals 
are optical fibres, scarcely larger than the average 
human hair, sliced at a precise angle so the light signals 
they carry are aimed at the photodetectors directly 
beneath them (unseen in dark area). The photodetectors 
take the light signals- arriving at one billion bits per 
second -and convert them to electronic signals 
`understandable' to a computer. The filigree -like circuitry 
(in the foreground) are amplifiers. They strengthen the 
electrical signal so that it can be used by the chip's logic 
circuits. 

People 
BeyerDynamic UK have 

announced the appointment of Chris 
Gilbert who will be responsible for 
broadcast and professional sales. 

David Ward and Mark Smith have 
joined the Broadcast Systems 
Divisions of Philip Drake as project 
managers. Ward comes from BBC 
television's planning and 
installations department and Smith 
from the projects and maintenance 
department at TVam. 

Neve US have announced the 
promotion of Rick Plushner to the 
newly created position of national 
sales manager for PCM products in 
the USA. Neve became the exclusive 
North American distributor of 
Mitsubishi Electric's professional 
digital audio products in April. 

Digital Audio Research have 
announced the appointment of Bob 
McNabb to the position of regional 
manager in the US. McNabb was 
formerly regional manager with the 
Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group. He will 
be based at DAR's LA office. 

The monitor and broadcast 
products manufacturer, Croma, have 
appointed Charlie Raynsford as 
senior sales engineer for UK and 
Europe. 

Philip Rambow has been appointed 
managing director of Scarlett 
Recordings, a division of the music 
based consortium the Scarlett Group 
of Companies. Rambow was 
previously A &R manager at Arista 
Records. 

HHB Communications have 
announced the appointment of Chris 
Barron as field service engineer. 
Barron joins from Solid State Logic, 
where he was a senior systems 
engineer. 

Limehouse Television have 
appointed John Turner as the new 
managing director. Turner was group 
resources manager for Trilion, owners 
of Limehouse. 

Crest correction 
In the `Products' section of Studio 
Sound October we included the new 
additions to Crest Audio's FA series 
of amplifiers. Unfortunately we 
included the wrong UK distributor 
information. Crest Audio's sole UK 
distributor is First Audio Ltd, 95 
Ditchling Road, Brighton, East 
Sussex BN1 4SB. Tel: 0273 693610. 
Fax: 0273 693620. 
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TLM 170 
The studio microphone which achieves that elusive perfection. 

There is no comparison. Each one handcrafted by NEUMANN -the world 
leader in microphone technology for over half a century. 

Distributers: Argentina: (041) 3129968/3112574 Austria: (0222) 487741 Australia: (02) 9751211 Belgium: (02) 7352193 

Brazil: (011) 5425534 Canada: (0416) 6652660 Danmark: (02) 648522 Finland: (0) 8381 UK: (01) 9530091 France: (01) 45302123 - 

Italy: (02) 25390121 Japan: (03) 9506266 Netherlands: (020) 5105911 Spain: (01) 5210187 Sweden: (08) 7340750 

Switzerland: (01) 3913939 Turkey: (04) 1262919 USA NY: (0212) 7653410 USA CA: (0818) 7852211 Taiwan: (02) 3214454 -6 
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Fostex 

statement 

on timecode 
Fostex have recently announced that 
should the IEC choose to adopt 
the NHK timecode standard for R- 

DAT, Fostex will provide a software 
and hardware retrofit to make the 
D -20 DAT machines currently in use 
compatible with other machines. 

The Fostex statement comes in 
recognition of the NHK proposal for 
subcode timecode recording, 
supported by Sony, Matsushita and 
Teac. Yuki Ikeda, Fostex 
international marketing manager, 
explained that the retrofit would only 
be offered in the event the IEC 
specifies and approves that standard, 
"Of course, the D -20 will continue to 
support Fostex's existing 
implementation allowing the user to 
select which timecode format to 
decode on playback." 

Contracts 
The new version of the Drake 

8000 series studio intercom has been 
chosen by VCF in France for each of 
their two new OB vans. Inelco 
Electronique, Drake's French 
representative, recently confirmed 
the order. Granada Television, in 
preparation for stereo programme 
transmission have placed an order 
with Philip Drake for 7200 series 
stereo distribution modules. 

New England Digital, VT, USA, 
have supplied aircraft manufacturers 
the Boeing Corporation with a 
16 -track PostPro workstation for their 
in -house studios. 

An Allen & Heath Saber 16 -track 
console has been used by the 
University of Sussex in conjunction 
with the Musician's Union for their 
courses on musicianship and audio 
technology. 

Music producer Steve Levine has 
invested in four DCS 900 A/D 
converters for his studio, Do Not 
Erase, in London, UK. The addition 
of the DCS 900 units has enabled 
Levine to upgrade his two Sony 3324 
24 -track digital tape recorders 

without having to replace them with 
Sony's improved 3324A versions. 

KFA Associates, London, have 
supplied a modular acoustic booth, 
The Box, to Raper and Wayman, 
suppliers of professional audio 
equipment. Raper & Wayman are to 
use The Box for demonstration 
purposes at their premises in Wood 
Green. 

Electro Sound, manufacturers of 
high -speed audio cassette duplication 
systems and equipment, have sold 
music duplicating systems to three 
leading companies in the People's 
Republic of China. 

Radio Bremen, North Germany's 
regional broadcasters, have installed 
an SSL audio production 
console in its new outside broadcast 
vehicle. The new mobile is part of an 
expansion of radio OB operations and 
is equipped with an SL 5548 M 
series console with 32 mono and four 
stereo channels plus Instant Recall. 

Gerr Audio, Allen & Heath's 
Canadian distributors, have supplied 
a 44 -input recording Saber console for 

use in a presentation and seminar 
room in the Vancouver offices of 
TMI, distributors of Akai and Fender 
products. 

Solid State Logic have installed a 
64 -input SL 4064 G series console 
with computer into the new Battery 
Studios in New York. 

A Lyrec P4400 duplicating line 
and four Lyrec twin slave units have 
recently been installed at the Nortorf 
operation of Teldec Press, record and 
cassette production company. 

Imagination, the London based 
design and communications company 
have opened two new 24 -track 
studios. The studio complex was 
designed by Eastlake Audio and 
includes the SSL 6000 series console 
brought from the previous studio and 
a Harrison SeriesTen. 

Current Eastlake Audio design 
and construction projects include 
work in Africa, an orchestral studio 
and control room in Libya; the Far 
East, studio complex in Kuala 
Lumpar, Malaysia; and South 
America, a complex to house 10 radio 
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stations for Caracol in Columbia. 
WaveFrame, CO, USA, have 

announced the delivery of two 
AudioFrame production systems to 
Werner Studios in Copenhagen, 
Denmark; and two AudioFrames to 
Real to Reel studios in Dallas, TX, 
USA. 

Recent Amek contracts include 
three BCII consoles to Spitfire TV, 
London video facilities, a BCII 
console to Sync Facilities in 
Yorkshire; a Classic console to Sky 
TV for their Thames Valley 
headquarters; and a Classic console 
to Studio L'Equipe in Brussels, 
Belgium, fitted with GML moving 
fader automation. 

Video post -production facility 
Molinare SA, Madrid, Spain, have 
become the first operators of Solid 
State Logic's ScreenSound digital 
audio -for -vision editing suite. Recent 
orders have come from clients in the 
USA, Japan, Europe and Canada, 
and recent installations include 
Magnetic North, Canada and Pearson 
Roff video house, London, UK. 

The first Solid State Logic 01 

digital production centre to leave the 
company's Oxford headquarters has 
been installed at Video Sunmall 
audio /video post -production facility in 
Tokyo, Japan. UK Film Production 
company Goldcrest have ordered two 
SL 5000 M series film consoles as 
part of their studio modernisation. 

Recent orders for the Fostex D -20 
DAT player have been placed by the 
BBC's TRU; Yorkshire TV, Granada 
TV; Thames TV; Marks & Spencer's 
in -house audio -visual department; 
and Network Music & Media. 

The Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation have equipped three 
audio /video post -production studios 
with Audio Kinetics ESbus machine 
control and synchronisation products. 

Recent sales of Soundcraft's video 
post -production console, the series 
200 BVE, include the BBC's 
Research Department for use in their 
HDTV experimental OB truck; 
Central TV; and Watford based Blitz 
Vision. 

Prism Sound, Cambridge, UK, is 

to supply VSD, a new Video Status - 
Display and metering system, for the 
Neve DSP series digital sound 
mixing consoles at WDR (West 
Deutscher Rundfunk, the West 
German Broadcasting Authority). The 
first VSD systems will be installed at 
Cologne in two live transmission 
studios where performance will be 
mixed for digital recording and 
broadcast. The order has been placed 
by Siemens, Neve's parent company 
and distributor for West Germany. 

Recent sales of the ASC CDK006 
pro audio RS232 interface have 
included exports to Hong Kong, 
Germany, Canada, Italy and the 
USA. The ASC CDK006 Pro Audio 
RS232 interface enables user control 
of the Sony CDK006 juke box by 
simple ASCII strings sent from any 
micro computer using the ASC 
CDCoI serial protocol. 

Elliott Brothers, Oxford, UK, 
have won the contract for the design 
and installation of the complete 
Central Technical Area of the BBC's 
Queen Street Edinburgh complex. 

Address changes 
HEAD Acoustics are now at 

Kaiserstrasse 100, D -5120 
Herzogenrath 3, Aachen, West 
Germany. Tel: (49) 2407 577 30. Fax: 
(49) 2407 577 99. 

Audio Design, Pangbourne, UK, 
have a new telephone and fax 
number. Tel: 0734 844545. Fax: 0734 
842604. 

DTL Broadcast Products and 
Systems have moved to DTL House, 
Knaves Beech Way, Loudwater, 
Bucks HP10 9QY, UK. Tel: 0628 
819481. Fax: 0628 819369. 

In brief 
London, UK: Europe's first No- 

Noise service has been based at the 
Chop 'Em Out audio faci ity in 
London, W10. Developed in 
California by Sonic Solutions No- 
Noise is a computer -based system 
that can be used to enhance poor 
quality or damaged recordings. 

Breakthrough 

To match the breakneck pace of 
communications today you need the - 

breakthrough technology of FRED® The 
truly self- contained portable editing 
machine which can be used anywhere. 
FRED - known to professional broadcast 
users worldwide, has an unrivalled track 
record with 

Servo controlled capstan -less tape 
transport 

.. Two nominal tape speeds of 19.05 
and 38.1 cm /sec (71/2/15 ips) 

Varispeed up to 3 times nominal 
Dump Mode (optional) 
Safety protected Erase mode for `soft fades' 
Built -in tape cutters 

When it comes to quality and time - 
FRED makes it 
When it comes to FRED - Lyrec makes it 
What else would you expect from the Danes? 

Lyrec 0 

Technology where it suits. 

Lyrec (UK) Ltd. Ardhaven House, Old London Road, Milton Common, OXFORD OX9 2JR Tel (0844) 278866 Fax (0844) 278810 
LYREC MANUFACTURING AIS, Box 199 (Hollandsvej 12). DK 2800 Lyngby. Denmark. 

Tel 02 87 63 22. Fax 010 452 882540. Tlx 37568 lyrec dk. 
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We are pleased to announce that 
we're ready to fit the final pieces 

to our new demo facility. 

Specialist expertise and objective advice you just won't find for Amcron and Quad amplifiers with a powerful choice of speakers 

anywhere else. - from the ever -popular Yamaha NS IOM's to ATC's much - 

Take a look at the huge selection of recording technology in acclaimed range of studio monitors. Signal processors? We are the 

HHB's superb new demo facility. Now you can understand why we UK's exclusive Eventide distributor, London's single 

can afford to be so objective. Consoles from SSL, Soundcraft, AMS dealer, Drawmer's biggest pro -audio dealer and 

Soundtracs and Sony. Analogue recorders Britain's sole Focusrite distributor. Not only is HHB a 

from Sony and Studer - while as the nominated Roland Systems House, but we can 

UK's biggest Dolby dealer, we can ;' also supply the latest and the best from 

supply a comprehensive selection + Lexicon, Tubetech, Urei, Yamaha, BSS, 

of Dolby `SR' and `A' noise Klark Teknik, Akai and many, 

reduction systems. ! many more 

HHB is famous for its ' ,. ` Audio and video technologies 

specialist digital audio expertise. ` ! now overlap. That's why HHB's 

We can advise on a choice of DAT 'ì ; 'tI j; ) broadcast video portfolio now 

recorders from Sony, Panasonic/ 'i` ̀  j +,` ° features selected Panasonic 

Technics, Radio Systems and even products alongside the complete 

Fostex and Casio. In the digital Sony range. And that means 

multi -track arena, the options are broadcast cameras, camcorders and 

wider than ever. From Akai's low -cost video monitors as well as U -matic SP, 

12 track device right up to Sony's Betacam SP and D2 composite DVTR. 

PCM -3348. CD players, cassette decks and With this breadth of choice and 

consumer audio and video technology from expertise, what else is missing? Just 

Aiwa, Sony and Panasonic /Technics. Microphones you the customer. We're confident 

from a large selection of manufacturers, including that the HHB product range fits into your 

Neumann, Amcron, AKG, Shure, Sennheiser, x H , - -_- -- -- picture, so be sure to book an appointment 

IIIMD KERSHAW, MARTIN O'DOKVELL, 

STEVE ANGEL, MARTIN WESJWPQD, 

Beyer and B&K. We also support our positon as key UK distributors with one of our resident experts. 

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, 73 -75 SCRUBS LANE, LONDON NWIO 6QU PHONE 01 -960 2144 TELEX 923393 FAX 01 -960 1160 'Ilill 
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"Very high power 

triamped active 

monitoring system. 

144dbSPL very low 

distortion and 

colouration" 

"We tried these out for 

four weeks and the 

response from our 

customers was so 

encouraging, we bought 

three pairs': 

S Y S T E M 1 0 3 5 A 

STATEMENT: OLYMPIC STUDIOS 

D I S T R I B U T I O N 

Ñi 
SSE MARKETING 

UNIT 2 

10 WILLIAM ROAR 

LONDON NW1 3IEN 

TEL 01 -381 1262 
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Digital Dynamics recording) 

editing system 
Digital Dynamics demonstrated a 
24 -track hard disk recording /editing 
system at the NY AES. The 
ProDisk-464 is a 4- to 64 -track 
recording and editing system that the 
manufacturers describe as suitable 
for all audio production areas. The 
system is controlled through an 
Apple Macintosh computer and 
displays a transport console, level 
meters and an editing console from 
multitrack reel -to -reel hardware. 
Editing operations include copy, cut 
splice, replace and align. Identical 
edits can be made across single or 
multiple tracks. Sound libraries may 
be compiled and auditioned in 
realtime. 

On- screen editing facilities include 
crossfades, slipping, reel- rocking, auto 

record and individual track 
realignments. The system also 
automatically builds edit decision 
lists in realtime. ProDisk can lock to 
SMPTE/EBU timecode, has MIDI 
compatibility and accepts AES/EBU 
digital inputs. The minimum 
configuration is four tracks, and one 
disk provides 30 minutes per track 
recording time and additional drives 
may be added up to three track 
hours. The hard disks are on a SCSI 
bus and back -up is to 8 mm cartridge 
Upgrading is available in 4 -track 
sections. 
Digital Dynamics Inc, 270-02 East 
Pulaski Road, Greenlawn, NY 
11740, USA. Tel: (516) 271 -5600. 
Fax: (516) 271 -5607. 

FhoDtsk-464 ' 

Agfa XT restoration process 
Agfa have introduced an advanced 
tape restoration process that restores 
deteriorating tapes for playback, 
something that is particularly 
important at the present time with 
much remastering of back catalogue 
for CD release. Agfa -XT allows badly 
shedding and flaking tapes of all 
brands that would normally be 
considered unplayable to be played 
back on a standard tape machine 
without damaging the heads. The 
recordings must then be transferred 
onto a new tape reel for futher work 
or storage. 

XT is a five -step process developed 

by Agfa Technical Support Services 
in conjunction with the Agfa 
Technical Centre in Munich and is 
being offered as a service through the 
Agfa US company headquarters. The 
archives of two major record labels 
are currently being processed with 
XT. Charging for the service is on a 
time basis and is not connected to the 
tape width. 
Agfa- Gevaert AG, D509 
Leverkusen, West Germany. 
USA: Agfa Corporation, 100 
Challenger Road, Ridgefield Park, NJ 
07660. Tel: (201) 440 -2500. 

lexicon Opusle and 480E 

software 
Lexicon have introduced a 
development from the Opus Random 
Access system. The Opus/e is largely 
the editing and disk -based recording 
system of the full Opus but without 
the mixing and signal processing 
capabilities. It will function as a 
standalone editor or can be used in 
conjunction with an existing console. 
Opus/e can be upgraded to a full 
Opus as well as operate as a satellite 
accessing the system from other 
rooms in the facility. All the 
multitrack edit functions including 
the edit audition facilities of the full 
Opus remain. Analogue and digital 
inputs and outputs are 
simultaneously available as are the 
electronic patching 110 capabilities. 
The Opus /e consists of the edit 
controller, a colour coded keyboard 
and a monitor with the ability to 
rackmount the controller and 
keyboard or install directly into a 
console. 

Enhancements were also announced 
during the AES Convention for other 
Lexicon products. New software for 
the Opus allows recall of up to 10 
complete groupings and console 
status configurations including 
channel fader, mutes, pans and 
sends. There are also possibilities for 

QSC MX 100 
QSC have added a new model to the 
MX range based on the same design 
philosophy. The MX 700 is a fan - 
cooled 2U chassis with front panel 
gain controls, clip indicators and 
power on/off. Rear connections 
include electronically balanced 
1/4 inch tip /ring sleeve and barrier 
strip inputs and 5 -way binding post 
connectors. Output rating is 

different relations between the group 
master and the slave such as 
relative, direct, inverse and no 

connect. EQ grouping is also possible. 
There have also been changes to the 
recorder interface to allow manual 
record in/out as well as auto record 
against timecode values. 

For the 480L effects processor, 
Lexicon have introduced new 
software enhancements in cartridge 
format, Program Cartridge 1.0 

features four new algorithms: 
Ambience, designed to control room 
ambience by positioning the direct 
signal within the ambience and 
tailoring the reverb of the space; 
Random Hall, enhanced reverb 
programs based on the Hall programs 
in the 480L but with the addition of 

spread and wander; Panorama, giving 
the ability to `spread out' reverb and 
effects before they are mixed with 
the main signal; and a Stereo Digital 
Compressor/Expander with full 
parameter control. 
Lexicon Inc, 100 Beaver Street, 
Waltham, MA 02154, USA. Tel: 
(617) 891-6790. Fax: (617) 891 -0340. 

UK: For Opus products, FWO Bauch 
Ltd. Tel: 01 -953 0091. For other 
Lexicon products, Stirling Audio. Tel: 
01 -624 6000. 

150 W /channel into 8 Il; 25 W /channel 
into 412; and 350 W /channel into 2 St. 

Circuit protection is for open circuit, 
short circuit and mismatched loads. 
QSC Audio Products, 1926 
Placentia Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 
92627, USA. Tel: (714) 645 -2540. 
UK: Music Lab Sales, 72.74 
Eversholt Street, London NW1 1B Y. 

Tel: 01 -388 5392. 
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Panasonic SV-255 DAT 
At the recent AES show in New 
York, Panasonic introduced an 
updated version of the SV -250 
portable DAT machine designated as 
the SV -255. There are several areas 
of update including the newly 
designed mic amps offering lower 
distortion and a quoted S/N ration of 
128 dB. There is also now a dual - 
channel mono recording mode where 
the right channel input is recorded at 
full level on that channel and at 
15 dB lower on the left channel 
creating a useful backup should an 
unexpected overload clip the normal 
channel. Power consumption has also 
been improved over the previous 
model. 

NB: Matsushita, parent company of 
both Panasonic and Technics, 
currently has a policy of different 
model designations for Europe and 
the US which creates a very 
confusing situation for international 
coverage. As far as we can ascertain 
the Panasonic SV -250 is the same as 

the Technics SV -260, and the 
Panasonic SV -3500 is the same as 
the Technics SV -360. Undoubtedly 
there will be small differences 
between models such as voltage, etc. 
In Europe the SV -260 was introduced 
after the SV -250 and incorporated 
some of the changes present in the 
SV -255 and now the current models 
of the SV -260 (SV -260A) have the 
same specification as the SV -255. 

UK: Panasonic/ Technics, Panasonic 
House, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, 
Berks RD12 4FP. Tel: 0344 853176. 
USA: Panasonic Communications & 

Systems Company, 6550 Katella 
Avenus, Cypress, CA 90630. Tel: 
(714) 373 -7277. Fax: (714) 373 -7242. 

JRF CTTC for Ampex 
Otani TC -50 centre -track timecode 
can now be linked to the Ampex 
ATR -100 with a retrofit conversion 
from JRF Magnetic Sciences. 
Retrofits are already available for the 
MCl/Sony JH110, Studer A80 and 
the Otani MX5050 for which the 
TC -50 was designed. 

The process includes relapping of 
the record and play heads with 
optical realignment and the 
installation of a fourth head (for 
timecode read, write and erase) 
between the record and playback 
heads. The existing erase head is 

replaced with a new one that has a 

timecode/FM read track. 
The JRF retrofit is authorised by 

Otani and includes the rackmount 
TC -50 timecode processor calibrated 
to the timing requirements of the 
tape machine manufacture. Also 
included are cable interconnects, 
timecode alignment tape, 
operation/maintenance manual and 
all the required hardware. 
JRF Magnetic Sciences, 249 
Kennedy Road, PO Box 121, 

Greendell, NJ 07839, USA. Tel: 
(201) 579 -5773. 

DAR SoundStation II upgrades 
Digital Audio Research have 
announced enhancements for the 
SoundStation II disk -based audio 
editing /record system. The system is 
now available with 16 channels of 
simultaneous input and output and 
record as either an option or an 
upgrade. Crossfades can now be 
recorded to disk guaranteeing 
playback on all channels without the 
crossfade restrictions present on some 
systems, meaning that SoundStation 
can replay 32 disk segments 
simultaneously with a 16- channel 
system. Also disk -to -disk copy to 
enable playback of any audio 
segment wherever and whenever 
required. Data can be bounced from 
one bank to another and this runs as 
a background task that does not 
interfere with working. 

A completely new feature is 
WordFit. This an automatic dialogue 
synchronisation and replacement 
software that will automatically edit 
a replacement dialogue track to 
synchronise exactly with another 
(guide or location recorded) track. 
WordFit was originally a standalone 
product from DAR but is now fully 
incorporated within the SoundStation 
II system as an option. 
Digital Audio Research, 2 

Silverglade Business Park, 
Leatherhead Road, Chessington, 
Surrey KT9 2QL. Tel: 03727 42848. 
Fax: 03727 43532. 
USA: Digital Audio Research, 6363 
Sunset Boulevard, Suite 802, 
Hollywood, CA 90028. Tel: (213) 
466 -9151. Fax: (213) 466 -8973. 

Studer D820-48 48-track DASH 
Studer unveiled a pre -production 
version of their long -heralded digital 
multitrack at the New York AES. 
The D820 -48 is a DASH format 
machine fully compatible with other 
DASH multitrack machines, both 24- 

and 48- track, with tracks 1 to 24 in 
the standard normal density DASH 
format and 25 to 48 in double density 
format (exactly as the Sony 48- track). 
The transport is based on the 820 
series with 14 inch reel capacity. For 
remote deck control there is the 
standard 820 parallel interface for 
synchroniser control as well as a 
serial interface with ESbus or binary 
protocol. There are two thin film 
record heads for all 52 tracks and one 
ferrite play head developed to match 
the 4x oversampling D/A converters 
as fitted to the 2- channel D820X 
machine. An additional erase head is 

provided for the four aux tracks to 
maintain full compatibility with 
24 -track DASH tapes. There is 
provision for an 'advanced output 
mode' to compensate for delays in 
external processing equipment. Each 
channel is equipped with high speed 
DSP for crossfading, switching, error 
correction and concealment. A 

penthouse over the deck has a 
30 -LED ppm meter for each channel 
with facilities including bouncing, 
group programming, individual 
emphasis settings, programmable 
user functions, master safe, auto 
mute and auto input. It can also 
store four complete setups of the 
panel. Different digital I/O formats 

are selectable with the machine 
supporting AES/EBU, MADI and 
SDIF multichannel with 2- channel 
AES/EBU format assignable to any 
two tracks. 

There is a test mode with an 
internal DSP generating test signals 
that can be injected into signal paths 
for troubleshooting. An audio 
memory system is in development, 
which is described as 'offering new 
and powerful editing features'. 

Delivery of production machines is 
being planned for mid 1990. 
Studer International AG, 
Althardstrasse 150, C -8105, 
Regensdorf, Switzerland. Tel: 01 
840.29.60. Fax: 01 840.41.71. 
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald 
Street, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 
4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. 
USA: Studer Revox America Inc, 
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 
37210. Tel: (615) 254 -565. 
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HARDWARE 
HOUSE 

10 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
I n LIVE PERFORMANCE SOUND 

Equipment Rental and Sales 
Specialist Radio Mic Applications 

Sound Design and Engineering 

Share our experience Contact us on: 

01 -986 6111 

West Works Chalgrove Road Distributor for 
London E9 6PB The Hackney 
Telex 265871 Attn, DG5 2220. Cab speaker 
E -Mail Hardware-0R system 
A member of the Association of . Dealer for AMI, Amcron, Beyer. 
Professional Entertainment Mire Countryman, Electrovolce, 
Companies Samson,Sennheiser, Shure Yamaha 

MAY YOU FIND WHATEVER 
MAKES YOU HAPPY IN 1990 

TOTALSYSTEMS 
41 Windermere Avenue 

Basingstoke, Hants RG22 5JH, UK 
Phone: 0256 -468555 

Telex: 858893 FLETEL G 

Fax: 0252 -620729 
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...every effect can be customised and stored within the unit's 

memory, with full user control of all parameters - including /.5 

seconds of delay and three -octave pitch variation. All this with full 
l6 bit resolution at 44. I kHz and a dynamic range of more than 

91dB. You may think there's little more we could possibly add. But 

there is. Call Eventide's exclusive UK distributor to discuss the 

different versions available and to discover how the H3000's 

performance capabilities can be expanded even further. 

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 73 -75 SCRUBS LANE, LONDON NWIO 6QU. PHONE 01- 960 2144 TELEX 913393 FAX 01 -960 1160. 
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Voyetra Sequencer Plus Version 3.0 E-mu Systems 
This popular IBM sequencer package 
for the IBM PC and compatibles has 
been significantly upgraded with the 
release of this new version. Voyetra 
are now referring to it as an 
`integrated MIDI control program' 
and have reduced the retail price by 

nearly 50 %. 

Version 3.0 integrates an enhanced 
version of the original Sequencer 
Plus with Patch Master Plus -their 
Universal Librarian. MIDI Data 
Analyser program -and Conversion 
Plus -a Sequencer Plus to Personal 
Composer Songfile Converter -to 
form a very powerful combination. 

On a typical recording session the 
program aims to enhance your 
productivity in the studio by 
providing a uniform environment 
within which you can create songs, 
manage your MIDI instrument 
sounds and patches, and diagnose 
MIDI network problems. These tasks 
were previously accomplished by 
switching between multiple 
programs, interrupting the creative 
process. 

The Universal Librarian functions 
are predefined for nearly 100 MIDI 
instruments from over 20 
manufacturers, replacing expensive 
RAM cartridges and inconvenient 
cassette tapes with the PC's disk 
logging power. It allows patches to be 
auditioned, named and grouped into 
banks in any order, making it easy to 

create an organised inventory of 
sounds for every supported 
instrument. 

The Network Organiser allows the 
PC to download patches from disk to 
32 MIDI instruments with a single 

keystroke. Multiple instrument 
settings may be saved as a Setup 
specific to the song, assuring that the 
correct patches will always be loaded 
in each device for every composition 
performed with the sequencer. 

The MIDI data analyser allows 
MIDI data streams to be viewed, 

captured, analysed, saved to disk and 
retransmitted. In addition to these 
diagnostic functions, multiple MIDI 
data strings may be defined and 
transmitted from the PC keyboard for 

directly controlling MIDI devices. 
Sequencer enhancements include 

Trackscan, which allows the number 
of sequencer tracks to be defined 
when the program boots. Over 3,000 
tracks can be used and the program 
defaults to 64 when Trackscan is not 
used. 

Comment: The Voyetra Sequencer 
Plus has long been established as the 
best sequencer available on IBM - 

compatible machines. These new 
features include just about 
everything you need to allow you to 

have complete control over your 
entire MIDI setup in the studio. And 
the price has dropped substantially 
as well. 
Voyetra Technologies, 333 Fifth 
Avenue, Pelham, NY 10803, USA. 
Tel: (914) 738-4500. 

UK: ADT, 5 -7 Buck Street, Litndon 
NW1 8ND. Tel: 01 -482 5224. 

Studio Sound's Music News is 

compiled by Mike Collins. 

Sweetwater Sound SW800 soundblocks for 

Kurzweil K260 ezpanderlRMX units 
The SW800 soundblock works with 
the Kurzweil K250, Expander, and 
RMX units. Featured instruments 
include the Yamaha DX7 electric 
piano, wurlitzer electric piano, 
orchestral hits, orchestral 
glockenspiel, harmonica, Fairlight- 
type and Roland LA -type sounds, 
drum sets and basses, and more. The 

SW800 adds 55 new keyboard setups 
to existing sounds. 

This new soundblock consists of 10 

IC chips that install just like the 
factory blocks A, B, C and D, and can 
be installed in any machine 
regardless of age or current options. 
The SW800 becomes resident and can 
be edited and combined like all other 
Kurzweil blocks. 

The SW800 is the first non -factory 

soundblock to be developed by any 
company and more custom blocks are 
planned. 
Comment: Sweetwater have chosen a 

`workhorse' -type selection of sounds 
for their first soundblock for the 
Kurzweil K250. The Kurzweil units 
are popular with professional users 
because of their sound quality and 
existing users will almost certainly 
wish to obtain one of these new 
soundblocks to extend their range of 

available sounds. 
Sweetwater Sound Inc, 4821 Bass 
Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808, USA. 
Tel: (212) 432.8176. 

E -mu Systems are now shipping their 
latest product the Proteus, 16 bit, 
32 -voice digital sound module. It uses 
E -mu's new generation of custom 
VLSI technology to combine 
Emulator III sound quality with a 

high level of creative control. 
Proteus contains 4 Mbytes 

(internally expandable to 8 Mbytes) of 

high quality 16 bit samples selected 
from the Emulator III sound library 
and stored in ROMs for instant 
access. Samples include pianos, 
organs, strings, horns, guitars, 
basses, drums, Latin percussion and 
much more. 

The 192 sounds can be taken apart 
and reassembled into an almost 
limitless number of entirely new 
sounds. You can combine parts of one 
sound with another or with any of a 

selection of digital waveforms also 
stored in ROMs. All programming 
can be done from the front panel. 

Proteus also features MidiPatch, a 

very powerful modulation and control 
structure functioning much like a 
digital patchbay. This gives you 
realtime access to over 40 of a 

sound's parameters from a keyboard, 
other MIDI controller or from 
Proteus' internal LFOs and 
envelopes. 

Other features include six 
polyphonic outputs for individually 
processing sounds (also configurable 
as three stereo submixes with fully 
programmable panning), integral 
sends and returns to allow the 
addition of external effects units 
without the need for a separate 
mixer, user definable alternate 
tunings and extensive MIDI 
implementation. 

Editor/Librarian software packages 
have been developed by Opcode 

Systems for the Macintosh and Atari 
ST computers, and other 
manufacturers are working on 
versions for the IBM and Amiga 
Comment: The Proteus is all set to 
become the next big seller in the 
multi -timbral expander market and 
will probably appear in most studios 
by the end of the year. Professional 
users will almost certainly wish to 
use Editor/Librarian software to get 
the most out of such a powerful 
instrument. 
E -mu Systems Inc, 1600 Green 
Hills Road, Scotts Valley, CA 
95066, USA. Tel: (408) 438-1921. 
UK: Syco Systems, Kimberley Road, 
London NW6 7SF. Tel: 01-625 6070. 
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Lexicon. 
The art of manipulation. 

The remarkable LXP-1 has 
brought the legendary Lexicon reverb 
sound to a whole new audience. 

Now, it's joined by an equally 
advanced stereo multi- effects 
processor - the LXP-5. 

With the optional Midi Remote 
Controller. they make up the exciting 
LXP Series, to give you sound 
manipulation of limitless scope. 

LXP -3 DIGITAL MULTI- EFFECTS 

The new LXP-5 comes with 64 
superb stereo effects. 

Each one -.whether it's smooth 
pitch shift (up to three octaves), 
digital delay, flanging, chorus or 
thickening - has the rich, musical 
quality for which Lexicon is 
renowned. 

With the LXP-5 you can combine 

no less than five effects simultan- 
eously., more than any other multi - 
effects unit. Simply use the presets, 
or create your own customised 
sounds - all instantly controllable 
via MIDI. 

LXP-I DIGIT:\I. REVERB 

The richness and depth of 
Lexicon's compact. affordable 16 -bit 
reverb will be a revelation. 

(Unless you've already heard the 
PCM -70. the professional studio's 
standard reverb. in which case you'll 
simply be astonished by the price.) 

A powerhouse of highly advanced 
reverb, chorus and delay programs. 
the LXP-1 gives you fast. intuitive 
control with the Option to create 128 
effects of your own. 

EVERY EFFECT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 

The optional MRC MIDI Remote 
Controller provides real -time fader 
control of up to 16 MIDI devices - 
including any LXP Series parameter. 
Its general purpose MIDI capabilities 
make it the ideal master controller 
for any MIDI system. 

And with the LXP -1 and LXP -5's 
Dynamic MIDI feature. expressive 
effect variations can be controlled 
directly from your keyboard. 

Together. the LXP Series puts a 
unique array of professional sounds 
at your fingertips. with the legendary 
quality that's purely Lexicon. 

Ask your dealer for a demon - 
stration. And discover the art of 
manipulation for yourself. 

MO,. I.\I'-I £381.01 + \:VII I.\R.i.C:iftI.IN1 + \:\'I. \lltl: Cal I"I + \I 

Stirling lexicon 
Stirling Audio, Kimberley Road, London NA TH I Id: 01- 624 6000. Fax: 01-372 63 i 0. 
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EVERYTHING YOU'VE 

HEARD ABOUT THE COST 

OF DIGITAL RECORDING 

SYSTEMS ... FORGET IT. 

An appropriate name for a world's first ... but what 

A -DAM really stands for is Akai Digital Audio Multi -track 

format recording system. Comprised of the DR1200 Digit - 

tal Multi -Track Recorder, DL1200 Programmable Auto - 

Locator and DM1200 Meter Unit, this advanced system 

gives studios and individual musicians easy and affordable 

access to digital 12 -track recording using popular 8mm 

video tapes. It's a technical feat made possible through a 

unique combination of Akai's three fields of engineering 

excellence: digital audio, video and multi track recording. 

The A -DAM Recording System combings superb techni- 

cal specifications like 16 -bit quantiza:ion, selectable 

44.1/48 kHz sampling frequency, powerful error correction 

capabilities with features for easy operation: digital 

crossfade, synchronized operation of up b three DR1200 

recorders, plus a number of automated operations. 

Hundreds of A -DAM systems are already being 
used worldwide 

The A -DAM Recording System from Akai is a simple yet 

versatile means for creative studio 

engineers and musicians 

to explore artistic 

possibilities - all in 

the incorruptible 

digital domain. 

DR -1200 DEALERS: HHB, KGM, SOUND CONTROL, SYCO, TSC. 

AKAI 
DIGITAL 

4 Pattern channel mode memory 
Auto /Manual Peak hold 

For brochure phone or write to: AKAI {UK) LTD, Haslemere Heathrow Estate. Silver Juoilee 

Way, Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex,TW4 6NQ.Telephone: 01 -397 6388, 
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The Otan MX-80. 
More Than Worth A Second Look. 

You'll already know the 
Otani MX -80. 

As the truly `professional' 

way to record 24 tracks on a 

less than exorbitant budget. 

Allow us, then, to 

introduce you to the Otani 

MX -80 for a second time. 

As the truly professional 

way to create a more flexible, 

enterprising studio on a 
budget that's every bit as 
economic. 

All you need do is 

combine a pair of MX -80 

machines. And add an Otani 

EC -102 synchroniser. 

Now this won't simply 

afford you two tape facilities. 

But all those additional 

tracks you've long hankered 
after. For experimenting on. 

For laying down effects. 

For avoiding unnecessary 
bouncing. And for compiling 

vocals and solos. 

With all this goes the 
added convenience of recording 

direct to tape. And, as you'd 

expect, the extra mobility of 

two smaller machines. 

What may surprise you, 

however, is the price. Stacked 

against a larger 24 track 
recorder. 

Of course, your (first) 

Otani MX -80 will still answer 
all your 24 track requirements. 

As professionally as ever. 

While the second will be 
on hand to double the 
attraction of your studio. 

The Otani MX-80. 

Now twice the machine. 

Otani (UK) Limited. 22 Church Street, 
Slough, Berkshire SLt WT. 

Tel: (0753) 822381. Telefax: (0753) 823707. 
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AES /EBU INTERFACE 

COMES OF AGE? 
Francis Rumsey looks at some of the 
aspects of this digital interface standard 
and its complexities 

It would now be reasonable to accept that the 
AES/EBU digital interface has become the 
standardised means for transferring 
2- channel digital audio over medium 

distances. Individual manufacturers may retain 
their generic interfaces but these may be 
gradually superseded as time passes. The 
AES/EBU 2- channel interface has been 
standardised by the IEC as IEC 958 (1989). A 
number of interesting issues now surround the 
interface, some of which will be discussed here, 
firstly concerning the relationship between the 
consumer and professional versions, secondly 
concerning the problems of decoding and 
synchronising AES/EBU data and thirdly 
concerning various multichannel offshoots based 
around MADI. 

AES /EBU revised 
To recap, for those who are not familiar with the 
interface, the AES/EBU format allows for two 
channels of digital audio to be transferred serially 
over one balanced interface, using RS422 drivers 
and receivers. In addition to up to 20 bits of audio 
data, the AES/EBU subframe (Fig 1) contains a 
synchronising pattern at the start of each 
subframe (to identify the data as A- or B- channel, 
as well as delineating the channel status block 
boundary), four bits of auxiliary data (which may 
either be used for additional audio resolution or 
for other purposes such as low quality speech), a 
validity bit, a user bit, a channel status bit and a 
parity bit, making 32 bits per subframe (one 
subframe per audio channel) and 64 bits per 
frame. 

One frame is transmitted in the time period of 
one audio sample, and thus the data rate varies 
with the sampling rate (this is different from 
MADI, see below). Channel status bits, carried 
one in each subframe, are aggregated at the 
receiver to form a 24 byte word every 192 frames, 
and each bit of this word has a specific function 
relating to interface operation. Examples of bit 
usage in this word are the signalling of sampling 
rate and pre -emphasis, as well as the carrying of 
a sample address `timecode' and labelling of 
source and destination. A number of uses have 
been suggested for the user bit, including the 
possibility of a high level packet system for 
labelling audio data. 

The interface allows two channels of audio to be 
transferred over distances up to 100 metres but 
longer distances may be achieved using 
combinations of appropriate cabling, equalisation 
and termination. It terminates in standard 
XLR-3 connectors, which will look for all the 

world like analogue audio connectors, except that, 
on equipment, they may be labelled DI (Digital 
In) and DO (Digital Out). 

The consumer/ 
professional 
relationship 
When the IEC standardised the 2- channel 
interface, two requirements existed: one for 
`consumer use' and one for `broadcasting or 
similar purposes'. There may be considerable 
advantages in the fact that a single IEC standard 
has resulted with only subtle differences between 

consumer and professional implementation but 
the very fact that the differences are subtle has 
led to some confusion over which pieces of 
domestic equipment may interface to which 
professional devices and vice -versa. 

The consumer format interface is sometimes 
known as the SPDIF (or Sony/Philips Digital 
Interface) and can be found on many items of 
semi -pro or consumer digital audio equipment, 
such as CD players and DAT machines. It usually 
terminates in an RCA phono connector. As stated 
above, the professional interface terminates in 
XLR connectors. In many ways, the data format 
of the two interfaces is the same, the 
incongruities lying mainly in the electrical 
differences between them but it is necessary to 
understand how the channel status 
implementation differs to see where 
incompatibilities may arise when trying to 
connect digital equipment together. 

Firstly, it is important to itemise the differences 
between the electrical interfaces. The professional 
interface is shown in Fig 2a, whereas the 
consumer interface is shown in Fig 2b. It can be 
seen that the professional interface is a fully 
balanced circuit, whereas the consumer interface 
is an unbalanced circuit. The pro interface 
involves a transformer at both ends (although 
there is a small amount of disagreement about 
the need for this) whereas the consumer interface 
has a transformer only at one end. Interestingly, 
the consumer interface is considered by many to 
form a better transmission line than the pro 
interface, because it specifies the need for 75 S2 

termination and 75 St cable, whereas the 
professional interface has to accommodate a wide 
range of cable types and is required to use XLR D 

4 4 20 4 

Sync Aux 
W 

Audio data bits 1 -20 W V U C P 

Fig 1: AES /EBU subframe format 

Driver Cable Receiver 
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Fig 2a: Professional format electrical interface 

Driver Cable Receiver 

Fig 2b: Consumer format electrical interface 
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connectors (preventing the specification of a 
standard characteristic impedance, although a 
nominal 110 B is recommended). 

Concerning the possibility for consumer/ 
professional interconnection using the AES/EBU 
interface, one should note that the consumer 
version operates at peak -to -peak voltages of 
around 0.5 V, whereas the professional version 
operates around TTL levels (5 V). Nonetheless, the 
professional receiver must accommodate a 
minimum eye- height of 200 mV, thus most 
professional receivers will be able to accept 
signals from consumer interfaces, provided cable 
and termination losses are not too severe. The 
real problems are not in getting electrical 
interconnection to work but in ensuring some 
degree of compatibility in the data format. 

Looking back to Fig 1, it will be seen that the 
subframe format is the same for consumer and 
professional interfaces, in that both formats carry 
data grouped into this 32 bit pattern. Whether or 
not devices will communicate correctly depends on 
a number of factors, assuming that the electrical 
interfacing question has been addressed. The 
main stumbling blocks come in the question of 
what the receiving device expects to see in terms 
of the status of bits both in the body of the 
subframe and in the channel status information. 

In theory, consumer and professional uses of the 
channel status block are different, with the first 
bit of the channel status block in the professional 
format being set to a '1', whereas the consumer 
format is set to a '0', followed by five control bits. 
Devices intending to accept both consumer and 
professional data should be able to recognise this 
bit and alter their interpretation of channel status 
accordingly, otherwise strange things may 
happen. In practice, devices vary as to how 
comprehensively they have implemented either 
mode and may ignore many of the bits in the 
channel status block, and it should also be borne 
in mind that some devices may simply refuse to 
do anything if they see the first bit of channel 
status set to the opposite format from their own. 

The second byte of channel status in the 
consumer interface has been set aside for the 
indication of `category codes', these being set to 
define the type of consumer use. Currently 
defined categories are (00000000) for the general 
category, (10000000) for compact disc, (01000000) 
for a PCM adaptor (such as a Sony PCM 601) and 
(11000000) for a DAT machine. Once the category 
has been defined, the receiver is intended to 
interpret certain bits of the channel status word 
in different ways, depending on the category. For 
example, in CD use, the four control bits from the 
CD's 'Q' channel subcode are inserted into the 
first four control bits of the channel status block 
(bits 1-4). 

Historically, a number of bits in the format 
have been left intentionally undefined in order 
that their use could be defined later. 
Furthermore, new uses for bits have been defined 
since the original specification and some 
equipment may not recognise these. Problems 
arise when a receiver is expecting certain bits of 
the channel status world to be set in a particular 
pattern, locking out any data that does not 
conform to this exact pattern. Conversely, other 
systems may be very loose in their AES/EBU 
implementation and will accept virtually 
anything, provided that it looks like AES/EBU 
data. There is a danger in the latter approach 
that audio data will be transferred with 
something set wrongly (pre- emphasis for example), 
whereas a more rigorous implementation would 
ensure that transfer only took place if every bit 
were set in the correct manner. 

Depending on the application it might be 
suggested that there are cases where the user will 
want devices to talk, no matter what the niceties 
of channel status (in order simply to assess the 
viability of communication), whereas in other 
applications the rigorous interpretation of channel 
status will be necessary. Some have suggested 
that there would be considerable value in the 
AES/EBU equivalent of an RS232 `break -out' box, 
which could be inserted into a linkage to allow 
various bits to be manually set or reset until 
satisfactory communication was established (in 
other words, to con the receiver into accepting 
data it would otherwise have rejected). 

A final, and rather worrying point to be made is 
that there have been instances in which 
manufacturers have taken a consumer interface 
chip (a consumer serial output is understood to be 
provided on a particular Philips oversampling D/A 
converter incorporated in some systems) and 
balanced the output, terminating it in an XLR 
connector, making an interface that masquerades 
as a professional interface but with consumer 
channel status. From the previous paragraphs it 
should be clear that the adoption of such a 
method is likely to end in tears. 

Decoding and 
synchronisation 
If a number of digital devices are all to be 
connected together using the AES/EBU interface, 
then the question of synchronisation will arise, 
since all devices must be operating at the same 
sampling rate, with very small tolerances. 
Additionally, if devices are to be able to receive 
data from remote locations (say from another 
room in the same building), the problems of 
decoding AES/EBU signals that have been 
degraded during transmission must be addressed. 

The concept of synchronisation is not really 
inherent in the nature of analogue audio, because 
analogue waveforms are essentially time - 
continuous, but in digital systems where 
information is time -discrete the subject becomes 
more important. Unless two devices that are to 
communicate are locked to the same sampling 
rate clock, they will drift in relation to each 
other. In the simple instance where you are 
copying a digital tape from one machine to 
another synchronisation is usually achieved by 
the recording device deriving its sample clock 
from the replay device, either using a separate 
word sync connection or by deriving the clock 
from the incoming data. 

In the AES/EBU interface, a clock is encoded 
with the data, such that a transition from high to 
low or vice -versa occurs once every clock period 
(biphase mark coding). A receiving device should 
be able to extract clock information from 
incoming data and this may need to be 'cleaned 
up' to provide a stable clock signal to the rest of 
the system, since there may be considerable 
'jitter' on the decoded clock. Jitter, in fact, is a 
major evil in digital audio interfacing, as it blurs 
the edge of bit cells making it difficult to 
determine where one ends and the next begins 
and, if passed on to the conversion circuitry, it 
will add noise to the eventual output. 

It is intended by the AES that two grades of 
sync reference should be adopted, the sync 
reference supplying a centrally distributed signal 
that all digital devices in a system will be locked 
to, having a very fine tolerance in its frequency. 
In this way it could be ensured that all sample 
clocks might be aligned, thus the only form of D 
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Whist everyone 
tried to copy 

the SI VB, 
guess what 

redid? 
Went one better. 

The SM58 has been a wcrld standard for many 

years and try as they may, competitors have not 

yet been able to replicate it's performance and 

reliability. 

Now, from the engineerir:g team that brought you 

the SM58, Shure announce a new improve3 

version -- the BETA 58. 

Whilst sharing the same low frequency 

warmth and guts, the 3eta's unique 

supercardiod construction produces 

an even more open and natural 

sound. And as you'd expect from 

Shure, the m ke is tough enough to 

withstand any amount of 

punishment it's likely to get, both 

on and off stage. 

All this doesr't rrean that the SM58 

is being discontinued. In fact quite the 

reverse. It will carry o'i as a central part of 

the Shure range - and at a reduced price too. 

So, if you are one of the envious competitors trying 

to replicate the performance of our world standard 

SM58, there's only one place left to go. 

Back to the drawing board. 

SHURE 
HW International Ltd. 3 -5 Eden Grove, 

London, N7 8EQ. Ter: 01 -607 2717 
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Q synchronisation required at receivers would be 

the need to perform alignment of samples whose 
position had changed due to timing delays in 
propagation (since `synchronous' signals are to be 

defined as those whose sync preambles lie within 
a 25 %, or '/4 sample period, window of the 
reference). Drift would not be a problem. The two 
grades of timing reference intended are: Grade 
One, intended for the timing of a large studio 
complex and operating to an accuracy of ±1 Part 
Per Million (PPM), and Grade Two, intended for 

synchronising the operation of a single studio 
with an accuracy of ±10 PPM. 

The synchronising signal would take the form of 
an ordinary AES/EBU data stream, carrying 
audio or not, distributed to all operational areas, 
much as video sync pulses are distributed in 
TV operations. Thames Television, at its Euston 
site in London, is installing a complete AES/EBU 
network for the distribution of stereo audio 
around the complex, and such synchronising 
signals are used in this instance to ensure 
common timing of all sources. 

It may be of interest to note that the BBC has 
designed an integrated single -chip device for 
handling AES/EBU interfacing, known as AESIC, 
which is to be commercially available and is 
expected to retail at around £26 ($40) in quantities 
of 1,000 off. This chip takes into account many of 

the decoding difficulties often encountered with 
AES/EBU signals and allows decoding of signals 
with any incoming phase relationship to a master 
clock, which is likely to be useful in large 
installations with timing problems. 

Multichannel 
interfacing 
Although not finalised as an international 
standard at the time of writing, a number of 
manufacturers have combined forces to propose a 
multichannel interface standard known as MADI 
(the Multichannel Audio Digital Interface), which 
is based on the 2- channel AES/EBU interface and 
is designed to be transparent to such data. MADI, 
for the record, is nothing whatsoever to do with 
MIDI, which is a control interface for musical 
instruments. 

MADI has much in common with the AES/EBU 
standard described above, as the information 
carried for each channel is in a very similar 
format, except that it naturally uses a higher 
data rate to carry the increased amount of 
information. The format has been submitted to 
the AES and EBU for consideration as a 
multichannel standard. MADI allows for 
56- channels of audio to be carried serially over 
one 75 fl co -axial cable, such that one sample for 
each of the 56 channels is transferred within one 
audio sample period. Each subframe within the 
56- channel MADI frame carries a 32 bit word, of 
which all but the first four correspond to the 
2- channel format (Fig 3). 

Unlike the 2- channel interface, the transmission 
data rate of MADI is fixed at 125 Mbit /s, 
irrespective of the sampling rate or number of 
channels, and the actual data transfer rate is 
100 Mbit /s due to the use of a 4 to 5 bit encoding 
scheme. In this channel code each 32 bit subframe 
is broken up into 4 bit words, which are then 
encoded to 5 bit words according to a look -up 

table, the reason being to maintain a low DC 
content to the code. A synchronisation symbol is 
inserted at least once per frame, and in cases 
where the full bandwidth of the link is not being 
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Channel 0 

NB: Sync blocks may be 
inserted between any two 
channel sub -frame blocks 

Channel 55 

0 1 2 3 

Channel on /off 
Frame 
sync 

As AES /EBU sub - 
frame bits 4 -31 

A/B of 
Block sync 

stereo pair 

Fig 3: MADI frame construction 

used, additional sync symbols are inserted to take 
up the capacity of the bus. Communication is 
handled entirely by TAXI chips (Transparent 
Asynchronous Xmitter/Receiver Interface), which 
take care of the insertion of sync symbols. 

Unlike the 2- channel format, it is intended that 
the link will be asynchronous, accompanied by a 
separate synchronising clock, as it is not intended 
that the data be self clocking. BNC connectors of 
75 f) are to be used and the maximum cable 
length is intended to be no more than 50 metres. 
The modulation method used is to be NRZI, in 
which a transition from high -to -low or low -to -high 
represents a binary `one', and no transition 
represents a zero. This differs from the bi -phase 
mark coding method, used in the 2- channel 
interface, which is self -clocking, having a 
transition at every bit -cell boundary, as well as a 
transition within the bit cell in the case of a 
binary `one'. 

Because of the asynchronous nature of the 
interface, buffers are required at both ends of the 
link so that data can be re- clocked from the buffer 
at the right rate (Fig 4). At the receiving end, the 
data is clocked out under control of the 
synchronising signal that may accompany the 
MADI audio data. 

As digital mixers and multichannel tapeless 
systems grow in popularity, the need for a 
multichannel digital interface will also grow. A 
format such as this has wide applications for 
interface between digital tape machines or 
tapeless workstations and digital mixers, and 56 

channels is likely to be an adequate capacity for 
all but the most demanding systems, in which 
case a second interface could be employed. 

As a development that goes even further than 
MAIM, the BBC is working on an experimental 
distribution system for 224 channels of digital 
audio, using optical fibres to accommodate the 
wide bandwidth required. In this system, four 
MADI multiplexes will be multiplexed together 
over a single link operating at 500 Mbit /s 

(0.5 Gbit /s). The multiplex will be distributed to a 
number of locations within Broadcasting House 
using passive optical splitters and rackmounted 
terminators will be provided with individual 
AES/EBU format inputs and outputs. Selection of 

signals is then a matter of demultiplexing the 
desired channel(s) from the 224 -channel multiplex, 
rather than the electrical switching of `hard' 
channels. 

Conclusion 
A number of aspects of AES/EBU interfacing have 
been described and from this it should be clear 
that not only is the interface a comprehensive and 
standardised means of communication but also 
that considerable care must be taken in its 
implementation. Manufacturers must be aware of 
the wide range of possibilities inherent in the 
interface and make equipment that is able to 
accommodate data originating from a wide range 
of sources. As applications become more complex, 
the need for rigorous interpretation of the 
standard will become important, as will the need 
for very clear definitions of the different modes. 

If anyone is interested in designing the `break- 
out' box mentioned above, they could well find 
themselves a considerable market!E 
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Fig 4: MADI buffering arrangement 
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MAIN vATRIRE 
Truly coincident stereo 
imaging 
Remotely switchable between 
MIS and X/Y stereo formats 
Remotely switchable for 
vertical and end -fire use 
Independent remote control 
over the "S" width and "M" 
polar patterns from omni 
through all the cardioids to a 
figure -of- eight, (M /S mode) 
Total remote control over the 
effective capsule angle and 

polar patterns (X /Y mode) 
The most accurate polar 
patterns in the world 
Linear frequency both on and 
off axis 
Powered by mains, 110 - 250v, 
phantom and standard 
batteries 
Total compatibility with mono 
In built stereo monitoring 
Linear frequency response 
20Hz - 20,000Hz 

The AMS ST250 stereo 
microphone produces the 
most accurate stereo image 

of any microphone available 

and offers several unique 
and practical features that 
have only previously been 
available to owners of the 
AMS SoundField. 

Surface mount component 
technology is employed to 

achieve a compact reliable 
unit with an 
uncompromised 
specification. 

The flexibility 

of the ST250 

exceeds the 
normal 
bounds for 

one microphone. Its ability 
to switch remotely from 

X Y to M -S stereo formats, 
and from vertical to end -fire 

with total remote control 
over the effective capsule 
angle and polar patterns, 
allows this microphone to 

be used in almost any 
application for stereo or 

mono recording. 
The integral self powering 
allows unrestricted use both 
in the studio and on 
location. 

Using the AMS ST250, 

audio engineers and 
producers all over the 
world can now look 

forward to total control over 
the most accurate stereo 
recordings possible. 
AMS Industries plc., UK, AMS Industries Park, 
Burnley, Lancs. BB11 5ES. Tel (0282) 57011. 
Telex 63108 AMS-G. Fax (0282) 39542. 
AMS Industries Inc., USA, 3827 Stone Way North, 
Seattle, WA98103 USA. Tel (206)633 1956. Fax (206)547 6890. 

4, 4 
The Queen's Award for Export Achievement in Edendeck Ltd 199445 and 
AM5 lndoones pk 1986. In July I%5 Edendeck Ltd became AMS Industnes plc. 
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Its a pity that more retailers don't copy our ideas (instead of just our ads), tree 
courses with packages, faulty goods replaced and money refunded are all part of a 
service to which customers are entitled. It is a shame that more retailers do not realise 
this. 
By the way, have you noticed how some shops are incapable of giving you a price on the 
telephone? (Frustrating, huh ?) Next time a shop respond with "How much have you been 
quoted already?" say "Why - are you too thick to think of a price yourself?" They'll soon 
learn! 

NEW STOCK 
Whilst we do not pretend to carry EVERY item from EVERY manufacturer, (as some shops 
seem to - ever tried putting it to the test?), all new equipment is tested in our of our three 
working studios, and if we like it, our buying power can usually ensure that we have it in 
stock at all times (even when your local dealer might have run dry!). In addition, if we 
recommend an item, we will REFUND YOUR MONEY if you do not agree with us. 
In fact we are the largest pro audio dealers in Britain for Alesis, Korg, Drawmer, Casio, 
Fostex, Seck, Yamaha, TOA, Tascam, Studiomaster, Allen & Heath, C -Labs and a good 
many more! (Last year we sold nearly 600 new 8 & 16 track packages and around 200 s/h 
machines!!) Its always worth ringing us for a quote on new equipment and it you're still 
unconvinced, ask yourself why we became the biggest in such a short time (or better still 
ask the rest') 

If you are bewildered by the vast amount of multitrack recording products 
currently on otter, Thatched Cottage fax packs should make the job of choosing 
the right equipment that much easier. There are 5 in the series; P.A. - 
Portastudios - 8 Track - Financial advice and MIDI. To obtain any of our fax 
packs just phone or write. 

Concert Grand Piano - £173 + VAT 
The Korg P3 sampled piano module is widely acclaimed as one of the most realistic, 
full spec grand piano modules on the market today. With full MIDI spec and 
switchable octaves. In addition to the Steinway and Bechstein grand pianos, extra 
sound cards are available (e.g. orchestra, with super brass, strings, flutes, timps etc) 
making it one of the most versatile sampled (as opposed to P.C.M) sound sources on 
the market today. It was good value at nearly £500 when it was introduced; because 
of a once only purchase we are able to offer it at the unbelievable price of only £199 
inc VAT. Whatever your MIDI keyboard set -up we reckon that another grand piano 
will never go amiss. Give us a call! 

When it comes to new equipment you may have noticed that we don't 
say 'phone for the best deal, POA, or "lowest price guarantee" (Ha! Ha! 
if the prices are so great why don't they just print them and amaze us 
alp. Our bulk buying policy can usually guarantee that a telephone call 
to us will not be wasted and in any case we can throw in those 
"hidden" extras - cables with multitracks, patchbays with desks. (By 
the way, next time a dealer "guarantees" the lowest price and then 
can't deliver, try reporting them to the local Office of Fair Trading - it will 
teach them not to waste your time!) 

To be honest though, if you spend all afternoon on the telephone the chances are you might 
find someone somewhere who will undercut us by a pound or two. The difference at 
THATCHED COTTAGE is it your E16 breaks down on a Sunday morning or your Drum 
Machine blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday you CAN ring us, we'll be here and we WILL 
do something about it - 365 days a year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside 
shop hours? if you are serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that 
makes the difference and at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call away' 

TASCAM /ALLEN 8 HEATH 24 track £14,000 + VAT 
At last a fully professional 24 track system for £14,000 + VAT. 
Combining the best selling Allen 8 Heath Saber with a 36:16:24 
format (24 metering) and brand new Tascam MSR24 1 inch 24 track. 
Complete with jack patchbay + all plugs and cable. 
If you are thinking of trading up, why not give us a call for information 
or arrange a demonstration. 

THATCHED COTTAGE RECORDING SCHOOL 
In response to popular demand we now run a one week recording course, designed 
specifically for those of you who feel they can make a go of running a professional 8, 16 or 24 
Track Studio. The emphasis will be largely on the practical side and topics covered are finance. 
premises, running a recording session and hints and tips on every aspect of recording. Class 
sizes are limited to eight at a time and guest speakers will cover relevant areas. The price is 
lust £200 for the week, including accommodation. Interested? Telephone or write and we'll tell 
you more We also run "arranging courses ". useful for samplers. call for details. 

SANSUI WS -XI 
By now you have probably heard about the brand new recording workstation 
from Sansui. 6 tracks, a full feature mixer, built-in effects and even a stereo 
mastering machine make it the most versatile single unit on the market today. If 

you don't like wires this is the recorder for you! 

At Thatched Cottage for a limited period we will be GIVING AWAY an Axxeman. 
Bassman or a Korg P3 piano module with each Sansui to provide a complete 
recording /writing package. At £1126 + VAT it might be all you'll ever need! The 
phone lines are open. 

THE SECOND ISSUE OF OUR FULL COLOUR QUARTERLY MAGAZINE FULL OF 
PRODUCT NEWS RECORDING ARTICLES AND DETAILS OF OUR BARGAINS IS 

NOW AVAILABLE. WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR YOUR FREE COPY. 

Dealers constantly complain about our secondhand and ex -demo list - it seems they are 
losing too many customers! 

Being by far the largest supplier of 8 + 16 track equipment in Britain, we've decided we can 
afford to give away a few secrets! We simply tell customers that if any new equipment they 
purchase breaks down in the first two months we won't fix it, we will REPLACE it! 

Result! Yet another customer who KNOWS they can rely on Thatched Cottage, and a 
secondhand list full of the latest gear, factory repaired, in mint condition with a full guarantee. 

Simple? We didn't become the biggest without being the best! 
By the way, when it comes to sill gear we care what we part- exchange. We only accept 

equipment which is in first class condition after all. when you buy from us its our guarantee 
you are relying o0' 

SOME SECONDHAND AND EX-DEMO BARGAINS 
Seek 12.82 Mixer, Mint 
Seek 18:8:2 Mixer (black). 
Drawmer DS201 /Dual Gates __._......_.,... 

Nomad Axxeman......._._ .... 

32 Way Patchbays (new) ._..._._....._........ -. 
XRI X300 SMPTE Generator..._ ................ 
Aphex Type C Exciter ... ............................... 
Tascan, MSR 16 'h" 16 Track ..................... 
Dynamix 16:8 inc. flight case....._..._._..... 
Fostex 450 8 Track Desk .............._..._...... 
Aka, S950. 
Tascan, ATR 60 42" 2 track (inc. trolley) 
Yamaha WX7 wind controller.................... 
Fostex E8 large reel 8 track ..................... 

Kawai K3 rack synth expander ................ 
Casio FZ10M rack sampler (new)........... 
Tascan, MX80 8 channel mic/line amp. 
Yamaha MT100 4 track ......._ ...................... 

KorgMIR ............................ ............................... 

Fostex 4035 controller (for shovels 
Fostex Ele (secondhand with new heads/full guarantee)...... 
Apple Computer plus Greengate sampling software...._.......... 
Steinberg Pro 24 Inewl ....................._........_._... ....._..._..................... 
Steinberg DMP7 software (runs up to 4 units)... ......................... 
Fostex 260 (demo). 
Fostex E22 Fe" centre timecodel Demo ........ ....................._......... 
Fostex E2 PA" centre timecodel......._ ................ ............................... 
Beyer MC740 me ultimate condenser mtc (new) ........_..... 
Drawmer LX20 compressor gate ...................... ............................... 
Allen 8 Heath 24.16 System 8.. . 

RSD Series 1 28:8:2 Impressive! ........................ ............................... 
Allen 8 Heath Saber large frame 24:16:24, as new .................. 
Teac3340 4-track ............ ._........................ ............................... 
Allen 8 Heath Sigma 32:24.24 (full automation fitted)-- . -. -. -. 
RSD Stellamix 12/ 8/ 2......__.._...._._ ..................... ............................... 
ROD Series 2 36/16/2....._._ __.. _ .............. ............................... 

Fostex 160 (Demo)..........._ __ ............ ............................... 
Alitais HR16 ¡Secondhand - Mntl_ ........... .__......_..._ ................. 

£750 
E1399 
£249 
C199 

._....._..C30 
£199 
C199 

C3250 
£599 

...... £499 

.... ..£999 

.......£2999 

.......£199 

...... £ 1499 
E199 
C899 
£199 

-.... E199 
£875 
C999 
£375 

.......£2750 
£299 
[199 

C99 
£499 

E1999 
......E1999 

C849 
L199 

£1399 
£1299 
£5999 

C399 
£13,000 

E850 
C3500 

E299 
.._.... E250 

Akai 51000 + 2 meg expansion (lull guarantee) ....-.. ................................................. ..................._......._... ..£2250 
Alesis Midiverb 21S/HI_.. _.. __ ............................................_...... ............................._. E 185 
CasioSZ10M ............. ___.. 

_.. _..... _ ......._..................... ..............._...._.......... ... ............£399 
ToaD3 Mixer 8:2..... _ _ ._...............................__..:.....................................-...... ...................._.._...__.. C99 
YamahaR1000 dig. revert. ............ ....................................._...................................................... ............................... £79 
Yamaha TO5(TX81Z + sequencer) E 199 

We have a certain number of ex demo Fostex E1es available ail in mint condition 
with boxes - Give us a call (All prices exclude VAT) 

SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW) 
Nomad Axxeman - the Ultimate Guitar Processor .. ............ CRAZY PRICE C199 + VAT 
NOMAD BASSMAN - the Uhimate Bass Processor .................._....._. .CRAZY PRICE f199 + VAT 
Seck 18:2 desk )exclusive to us). .._...... _...._........ .__..._..._._..._.... £849 + VAT 

Tannoy DC100 monitors per pairs - -- -- - - - -- -- -.£150 + VAT 

Yamaha TX16W 16 voice sampler with fun library (new) ... _....._ .............. ....._._..._................... -£799 + VAT 

Fostex 460 - Rolls Royce of Portastudios inc full 8 track mxmg desk RRP C2125 Our Price .............£725 
r VAT 

Memory expansion boards for AKAI S100012 meg) ............ ............................... ._...._._..._.___...__.._..£280 + VAT 
We usually have large stocks of used + demonstration machines, call us for our comprehensive list. 

THATCHED COTTAGE SERVICE 
At our fully equipped in-house service centre we can service all types of equipment leap. 8-16 tracks) Every 
reputable audio dealer should have one on site (don't let anyone tell you any different)- Belave a or not, some 
retailers actually sell complex electronic equipment from their front room or garage (nothing wrong with that of 

course - we an had to start somewhere - when you are successful though. you outgrow it pretty quickly!) It 

does though tend to suggest a lack of back up facilities. So if your multitrack needs a service or the heads 
looking at give us a call before is too late. 

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial studio we've come up 
with three packages, each containing everything you will need for your first paying session. 
from the Multi -track Machine right through to DI Boxes and Cables. The price of the 8 Track 
System is £4,300 + VAT. the 16 Track is £7,800 + VAT and the 24 Track is £15,750 + VAT. At 

Thatched Cottage we proved it could be done, and we have helped many new studios to open 
and start making money - our experience could help you. Give me a ring and have a chat - 
what have you got to lose? Plus: FREE Thatched Cottage Recording School Course to 
package buyers!! 

THATCHED COTTAGE PRIVILEGED CHARGE CARD 
In our efforts to make life easier for our customers we have launched our own credit 
card! 

Like Access and Barclaycard, our Privileged Charge Card allows instant credit up 
to £1000 and some VERY special discounts. 

For larger purchases we have arranged a unique loan/lease scheme for amounts up 
to £25,000 

Full details of all our new financial services (including equipment insurance) are 
contained in our new Financial Fax Packs - Give us a call. 

NEW PRODUCTS 
CASIO DA2 - brand new updated DAT. Still only £849 + VAT inc. free rack kit RSD PROLINE 18:8:18 plus 
MIDI muting, TASCAM 1" 24 Track - revolutionary at lust over £7000 o VAT DIGIDESIGN SOUND TOOLS 
HARD DISK RECORDING - call for demonstration KORG M3 their brilliant new expander YAMAHA 
F5500 TASCAM 844 and 888 PORTASTUDIOS ART SGE outer processor BEL BDE 2400ES 24 
seconds (stereo) Delay/Sampler RRP C3000 - C699 

Thatched 
,Çottage Audio 

Telephone (0223) 207979 Fax (0223) 207952 
Thatched Cottage Audio, North Road, Wendy, Near Royston, Herts. 

Access 

VISA TCA 
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MADI INTERFACE 

AN OVERVIEW 
Stella Plumbridge and Yasmin Hashmi 
interviewed Alan Jubb and Paul 
Lidbetter of Neve to discover how the 
MADI standard has developed and to 
review its technical specifications 

Currently, a great deal of material that 
ends up as a digital master will have 
passed through the analogue domain at 
some point in the production process. 

The most common area that still generally 
requires analogue audio is the mixing process. 
However, the continuing increase in the use of 
digital recording will inevitably lead to greater 
demands being made on sonic fidelity and will 
highlight the basic requirement to keep audio in 
the digital domain from source, through editing 
and mixing, to master. 

Stereo interfaces such as AES/EBU and SDIF -2 

have been around for some time and are only now 
being used widely as a means of transferring 
digital audio. However, until recently there was 
no standard interface available for multichannel 
digital audio and this has been a cause for 
concern among users and manufacturers. 

Is it possible then, for a group of pro -audio 
manufacturers to get together, agree on a set of 
common objectives and provide working hardware 
inside a year- without the motivation of direct 
financial benefit? The answer is `yes' and this is 
exactly what the MADI group have achieved. 
MADI stands for Multichannel Audio Digital 
Interface and the MADI design team are from 
these UK -based companies: 

Mitsubishi Electric UK 
Neve Electronics International 
Solid State Logic 
Sony Broadcast & Communications Ltd 

History 
The MADI story began because of difficulties in 
interfacing DSP equipment with digital 
multitracks. This prompted Neve and SSL to 
approach Mitsubishi and Sony with the idea of a 

co- operative venture to help solve these problems. 
The response was so favourable that the group 
was able to have its first formal meeting only a 
month later. Their objectives were to design a 
multichannel digital audio serial interface that 
would: 

have a high probability of being accepted as an 
industry standard 

be based upon readily available components - 
not on designs owned by any of the MADI group 
members 

not require a long development cycle 
be economical to implement 
be transparent to the AES/EBU twin -channel 

interface 
be easy to understand 
accommodate at least 32 channels 
It is important to appreciate that the group set 

out only to provide a solution for transferring 
multichannel digital audio and not make a profit 
from it. To this end the interface design is made 
up of readily available components. However, the 
group hopes to benefit from the fact that 
providing such a solution helps in the general 
promotion of the technology. 

Naturally since the group have invested time 
and effort in developing the standard, they want 
it to be as widely used as possible. Hence the 
criteria for economic implementation and again, a 
design based on readily available components. 
There was also little point in developing an 
interface in isolation so MADI was designed to be 
compatible with the AES/EBU twin -channel 
format. 

Following their initial meeting, the group met 
monthly and were ready to make a presentation 
to the European AES Technical Sub -Group of the 
Digital I/O Interface Working Group only 5 

months later. MADI was then accepted for 
standardisation at a meeting of the full Technical 

MADI features 
1 Based on industry standard silicon (FDDI) 
2 56 channels of audio 
3 32 kHz to 48 kHz ±12.5% (for varispeed) 
4 Audio sample up to 24 bit 
5 Compatible with AES/EBU twin -channel 

format 
6 Serial point to point connection 
7 Interconnection to be standard quality video 

co -axial cable with BNC connectors 
8 50 metre cable length 
9 Fibre -optic cable option for longer distances 

10 Synchronisation of interconnected equipment 
by means of common master sample rate 
clock 

11 Link transfer rate 125 Mbit /s, data rate 
100 Mbit /s 

Working Group prior to the Paris AES, the Paris 
AES show itself included a stand (jointly funded 
by the MADI group) with working hardware 
based on prototype chips. The need for such an 
interface was confirmed by over 40 
manufacturers, with equipment ranging from 
multitracks to effects units, registering an 
interest in including the interface in their 
products. Following the Paris AES, MADI 
documentation was updated by the AES to 
conform to the formal requirements of a standards 
document in order that it could be presented to 
ANSI (American National Standards Institute). 
The working hardware is now based on production 
chips with the full operating speed of 125 Mbit/s 
and has undergone EMC testing (tests against 
radio frequency interference). 

The group are now working on a user guide, 
which will include hints and tips on MADI -their 
work is then complete. The MADI format should 
have been published in the Journal of the AES by 
the end of 1989. The speed with which the group 
have been able to work owes a lot to the close 
proximity of the participating companies, as well 
as the fact that the group is engineering led and 
not hindered by commercial differences. 

MADI group 
milestones 
June '87 Neve and SSL write to Mitsubishi 
and Sony 
August '87 The MADI group have their first 
meeting 
January '88 A private presentation is made 
to the chairman and European members of the 
Technical Sub -Group of the AES Digital I/O 
Interface Working Group 
February '88 MADI is accepted for 
standardisation at a formal presentation to 
the full AES Technical Working Group 
March '88 The MADI group jointly fund a 
stand at the Paris AES with a working 
demonstration of the interface 
November '88 AES Sub -Group approve the 
documentation for presentation to ANSI 
May '89 EMC testing completed 

Technical overview 
In order to keep costs down, the most attractive 
option was to go for a serial link- provided the 
link could offer the bandwidth required for the 
data rates involved. A serial link would also 
simplify connection between equipment. The 
MADI group researched several possibilities and 
found industry standard FDDI (Fibre Distributed 
Digital Interface) chips, which would convert data 
from parallel to serial and vice -versa, at the 
desired rates and with co -axial cable as the 
transmission medium. 

Frame format 
In keeping with the AES/EBU interface (which 
transmits in frames consisting of channel A 
followed by channel B), the multichannel audio 
information is transmitted serially via the co- 

axial cable link in frames. Each frame consists of 
56 channels, starting with channel 0 and ending 
with channel 55. All 56 channels are transmitted 
whether or not they are being used. The frame 
format is shown in Fig 1. 
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Channel format 
The AES/EBU channel format consists of 32 
bits -the first four bits are used as preamble, the 
following 24 bits for audio data and the last four 
bits for validity, user, channel status and parity 
bits. Given that most digital recorders currently 
use 16 bits maximum 24 bits may seem a little 
excessive, however, some systems are offering 18 

bit conversion and the first 20 bit recording was 
recently reported using the new DCS 900 A/D 
converter in conjunction with a Mitsubishi X-86 
digital tape recorder. 

The MADI channel format retains this 32 bit 
channel structure but uses the first four bits for 
sync information as shown in Fig 2. 

Data rates 
The maximum data rate required by MADI in 
order to meet the specification can be calculated 
using the maximum allowable sample rate of 
48 kHz +12.5 % =54 kHz. The bit rate would 
therefore be 54,000x56 channelsx32 bits per 
channel = 96.768 Mbit/s. The specified data rate of 
100 Mbit/s therefore easily accommodates the 
maximum rate actually required. 

MADI 
Digital 
Multitrack 

MADI 

f 
Master reference sync 

Digital 
Mixing 
Console 

Fig 3: Example of MADI setup 

Encoding 
The difference between the AES/EBU and MADI 
formats is how the digital information is 
transmitted. With AES/EBU the data is bi -phase 
encoded, which basically means that double the 
number of bits are used to provide a clock that 
the receiver can recover and use. This results in 
the required bandwidth being doubled. Because 
MADI must transmit 56 channels rather than just 
two, the bandwidth required by bi -phase encoding 
would not be practical, so another method of 

encoding is employed. 
This method, called 4B /5B encoding is achieved 

with a standard chip and involves breaking the 
32 bit channel word up into eight lots of four bits. 
Each four bit nibble is then converted into a five 
bit word. 

This ratio of 4/5 means that the 32 bit channel 
word becomes a 40 bit encoded word and the link 
transmission rate therefore only needs to be 
increased by the same ratio of 4/5, ie it is 
125 Mbit /s. The transmission rate is kept constant 
irrespective of the sample rate. 

Link 
synchronisation 
The operation of the link is asynchronous so it is 

necessary for the equipment transmitting MADI 
data to include timing information that the 
receiving equipment can extract and use for 
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IChannel 5511 Channel 0 I Channel 1 I I Channel 54 I Channel 55 I\ 
` Frame period 111 

Fig 1: Frame format 

Unencoded channel data bits 

o 21314 51617 81 9 

A 

BLOCK SYNC 

Audio data 

A/B 

ON /OFF (CHANNEL ACTIVE) 

FRAME SYNC 

25 26 27 28 29 130 

.l 
311 \ 

AES P 

AES C 

AES U 

AES V 

Fig 2: Channel data format 

synchronisation. At least one synchronising code 
must be sent per frame; this consists of two 

consecutive five bit words, which are not used in 
the 4B /5B encoding scheme. As already stated, 
the specified data rate is higher than the actual 
maximum rate needed -the difference between 
these rates allows enough space to include 
synchronisation codes within each frame. It 
should be noted that all these synchronising and 
coding operations are automatically handled by 

the FDDI chip set. 

System 
synchronisation 
Since the link is asynchronous, it is also 
necessary to provide a separate sample rate 
reference to which all interconnected systems can 
be synchronised. The AES working group on 
digital audio synchronisation favours the use of a 
master sample rate reference, which is fed to all 
pieces of equipment and allows audio data to be 
retimed and synchronised within specified 
tolerances. This standard, although 6 months 
behind MADI in the standardisation process, has 

been adopted by the MADI group and means that 
in addition to the MADI connection, 
interconnected equipment must also be connected 
to a master sample rate reference. A typical 
studio setup using MADI is shown in Fig 3. 

Conclusion 
With MADI having jumped through all the hoops 
required of a new interface standard, we now 
have to wait for the products to appear before it 
can be used. If comparable with the AES/EBU 
twin- channel format, the widespread use of MADI 
could take a couple of years. Neve are already 
developing products that include MADI and, as 
you would expect, they intend to incorporate 
MADI into any product where it is appropriate. 

The lack of standards has been cited as a reason 
for people being either discouraged or unsure of 
investing in digital audio equipment. Inevitably 
the industry will have to standardise if it is to 
progress -the development of MADI is certainly a 
step in the right direction. It is encouraging that 
four major competitors can work together to 
provide a design which could benefit the digital 
audio industry as a whole. 

Bit description of channel format 
Bit Name 
0 MADI Channel 0 

1 MADI Active 

2 MADI B/A 

3 MADI Sync 
4-27 
28 AES V 

29 AES U 
30 AES C 

31 AES P 

Description 
Frame sync bit -only true for channel 0, receiver detects this and resets to 
receive following frame 
Channel active bit -all active channels must be consecutive starting with 
channel 0 

AES stereo B/A leg- indicates whether channel is A or B leg of a stereo 
signal 
Channel block sync -a block consists of 192 frames* 
Audio data bits (bit 27 =MSB) -can also be used for non -audio data 
Validity bit -indicates whether audio data is valid 
User data bit -recommended for labelling purposes 
Status data bit- indicates which sampling rate is being used, whether 
emphasis is being used, whether data is audio or non audio, etc 
Parity bit (excludes bits 0 -3) 

*The scheme of signalling a block of 192 frames is in keeping with the AES/EBU format where the 
AES C bits can be received as a data stream of 192 bits repeating every block period. The AES U 
bits can be received in the same way 
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SONY Sony Broadcast 
& Communications 

European Headquarters: 

Basingstoke 
Hampshire 
United Kingdom 

b&?'rea " `" 1 

Re: 48 channel digital audio 
multi -track 

Sony is proud to announce 
the latest addition 

to 
DASH family, 

the PCM -3348, the worlds first 48 
channel dig 

track. 

Total compatibility with 
the already successful C 3324 

means 

that it works with your existing just move onto the 

already recording and need 
additional tracks, 

tjust 
move 

mixing, 

3348 - it's as easy as that! 
Whether 

vocals on a slave reel, 
just 

overdubbing or simply putting 
guide 

tape means total flexibility. 
Featuring 

anceextremely ufast 

and stable transport to 
take the best pos 

master tape, it will also save you 
studio time. 

Unrivalled audio quality 
is achieved by means of 

two times 

oversampling A/D and D/A 
converters, together with 

both digital 

and analogue filtering stretching 
the usable frequency response 

to almost 22KHz. 

Other features include 
track 

second full resolution for 
two channels for 

sampling memory for spinning 
sequences back onto tape. 

Even a multi- standard timecode 
generator /reader has been 

included, plus a unique advance output 
which enables external 

processing delays from digital 
mixing consoles to be compensated 

for. 

To achieve the ultimate 
in recorded sound, contact 

your nearest 

Sony centre now. 

dricoro, 
SONY 

,, , , ;; ,, , , ,,,, , , , 
;,; , , 

For further information contact 
Athens 2818273 Basingstoke. UK 0256 474011 Brussels 7214950 Cologne 59660 Copenhagen 995100 Dubai 04- 373472 Helsinki 50291 Jeddah 6440837 
Lisbon 573046 Madrid 7290988 Milan 618381 Netherlands 02968 81215 Oslo 303530 Paris 49454000 Rome 5290139 Stockholm 7736100 Vienna 61051 
Zurich 7333311 Eastern Europe - Vienna 554606 Middle East - Geneva 336350 Africa - UK 0256 55011 Headquarters - Basingstoke. UK 0256 55011 
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THE SOUNDHOUSE 
Dave Foister visits a London 
facility specialising in audio /visual 
soundtracks 

Many recording studios have their own area of 
specialisation, and Paul Deeley and Phil Horne's 
chosen niche is audio /visual soundtracks and video 
sound dubbing. Their West London studio is quite 

clearly designed and equipped entirely with this market in 
mind. 

The Soundhouse has two studios, sharing many common 
features. The first indication that this is not a music studio is 
the size of the recording areas, both extremely small (in Studio 
Two it is only 55 ft'!) with the bulk of the space given over to 
the control rooms. The consoles are a Soundcraft 1600 in Studio 
One and a TAC Matchless in Studio Two, both fitted with Audio 
Kinetics Reflex automation. The studios incorporate Otari 
24 -track machines with Dolby A and AK synchronisers, a choice 
of stereo formats, a small range of familiar outboard gear and 
video formats including low -band U- matic, VHS, S -VHS and 
Betamax. There are plenty of links between the rooms to allow 
48 -track work and many transfer permutations. 

Deeley and Home are proud of the specialist services they 
offer. Horne says, "Everybody thinks the whole world of sound 
recording studios centres around doing singles, albums and 
classical recordings, and no -one really takes any notice of the 
other people, like us, out there. 

"We're one of a handful of studios in London that specialise in 
doing A/V and video soundtrack work. We specialised more in 
the AN side with our client base being in A/V to start with, 
doing audio -visual soundtracks for car launches and corporate 
programmes. Then the industry developed onto doing corporate 
videos so we needed to be able to handle that too." 

Deeley: "People have been accustomed in the past to going 
into a sound facility somewhere, stripping up a piece of music 
behind a voice and going away with what they call a soundtrack 

but I don't think that's the way we see it at all. Fortunately a 
lot of our clients are very aware of what production services we 
and people like us can offer, and are prepared to put time and 
effort into making soundtracks." 

This kind of work depends heavily on the use of library music, 
which hasn't always had a very good reputation. However, 
Horne says, "Library music now is really good. Everybody's 
getting up to date with it, basically because the demand has 
been created by clients like ours who want more than was 
available before. Now they're digging out some good stuff and 
utilising it. They know more about the effects, they know what 
an SPX -90 does, they know you can do these things and make 
things happen; they're not so ignorant about sound any more. 
That's why we now need to have 24- track, we need to have all 
the facilities that top music studios have." 

Deeley agrees: "That's the overlap; we're borrowing a lot of 
things that traditionally you'd find in a music studio but using 
them in a different way, a sort of compilation way, which is 
basically the majority of what we're doing." 

How heavily do they rely on library music? "Very; 80 %. The 
rest is either originated here or commercially available." 

In -house music recording nearly always centres on keyboards 
and samplers, and in fact the studio owns very few microphones, 
a Neumann U87 and a recently- acquired U47, two Sony C48s, 
an AKG C414, a Reslo ribbon and a pair of Tandy PZMs. 

There is very little space for music recording anyway; clearly 
they have designed the layout on the assumption that they will 
not be doing very much of that kind of work. The recording 
areas are on the dead side for music work, although they can be 
livened up by removing some absorber panels. Horne says: "It's 
a compromise for doing mainly voiceovers, drama with actors 
standing round a mic à la Beeb, and doing a little bit of music." 

On the design side, Deeley elaborates: "We called in a 
consultant in the early stages to see what sort of ideas they 
would come up with but we had our own ideas of the way we 
wanted to do it anyway. The consultant who came in was 
frightening the life out of us with the sort of figures he was 
coming back with and we had to tailor it to suit the budget 
eventually. Practically it works fine." 

Home: "It's a floating room concept, with no contact between 
studio and control room. We don't monitor at ridiculously high 
levels anyway." 

Monitoring incidentally is on Tannoys in both rooms, chosen 
after extensive listening to the competition. 

So, what is the nature of their work. Home: "Most of our 
soundtracks are compiled 
off CD, which is why 
we've got the two Technics 
SL- P1200s. That machine 
is the mainstay of our 
work; without that we're 
stuffed. That to us is like 
a word processor to a 
journalist. That and a 
microphone is all we 
really need with a 
multitrack machine. 

"The quality of 
soundtracks is improving 
because of CD. None of 
the libraries are producing 
vinyl any more -they've 
all gone to CD -and the 
old idea of `you'll never 
notice when it's on VHS' 
is all going out the 
window now as people are 
realising that you do 

notice." 
The Soundhouse's library 

of music and effects is 
extremely large- around 
50 effects CDs, the same 
again on vinyl, and many 
more again of library 
music in both formats- L 

Studio Two 
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"A Focusrite dynamics processor 
gives more control and sounds better 

than anything else you can buy ". 

Believe it or not, there are many who regard a 

dynamics processor as nothing more than a 

necessary evil. 

At Focusrite, we're realistic enough to 

recognise that where problems can occur in the 

process of getting music to tape, they will do. 

And that to produce the best solutions you 

need a tool that is not only powerfully creative 

and sonically transparent but, above all, musical. 

Which is why the performance of our ISA 

range of dynamics processors is just as astonishing 

as that of our equalizer units. 

Available in both classic 7U upright and 19" 

rack mount versions, these modules incorporate 

every control function you need to iron out life's 

little problems while maintaining the finest audio 

quality: 

Like a text book compressor /limiter where the 

transition between the two functions is totally 

seamless; 

A de -esser /exciter which not only removes 

unwanted sibilance but also 

breathes personality on even the 

most recalcitrant vocals; 

A noise gate /expander that is 

extraordinarily fast and sensitive yet, 

significantly, is completely silent in 

operation; 

And a simplified version of the 

famous Focusrite equalizer, together 

with a full filter section, that can be 

employed in either the main signal 

path or the compressor and gate 

side chains. 

Providing such a degree of 

functionality and audio excellence 

in a single unit has a cost, we'll admit, but listen to 

an ISA 130 or ISA 131 and you'll agree with the 

studios around the world 

who already use them; the 

result is worth it 

NOTHING SHORT OF EXCELLENCE 

FOCUSRITE AUDIO ENGINEERING LIMITED. UNIT 2, BOURNE END BUSINESS CENTRE, CORES END ROAD, BOURNE END, BUCKS SL8 5AS, ENGLAND. TELEPHONE: ++ 44 (0)628 819456 FAX: + +44 (0)628 819443 

AUSTRALIA: MASER BROADCAST (021 958 6700 BENELUX: TEM (02) 466 5010 CANADA: IMAGINATIVE MARKETING (514) 685 2046 DENMARK: SLT (01) 713 344 FRANCE: SCV (1) 48 63 2211 

GERMANY: COACH (068) 94 4717 ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT (39) 2000312 JAPAN: TIMELORD (0468) 73 6226 NORWAY: LYDROMMET (02) 11 4085 SWEDEN: TAL & TON (031) 803 620 UK: HHB (01) 960 2144 

USA: SONIC IMAGE (312) 653 4544 
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Q and obviously a lot of the speed with which a job gets done is 
going to depend on how well they know those libraries. 

Deeley: "That's a very good point. The producers tend to lean 
fairly heavily on our knowledge of the libraries -they're not 
working with them day -to -day whereas we are." 

Deeley and Horne met while working at Sarner Audio -Visual. 
Eventually they both went freelance, separately, but found they 
were working in very much the same area and passing clients 
back and forth. This finally led to them setting up their own 
facility. As Deeley says, "Individually and together we were 
spending a lot of money dry- hiring studio time around town 
simply to service our clients, which was the reason for setting 
up our own thing. The clients expect it after a while, they like 
to see some substance." 

There was never any doubt as to what the market would be. 
Horne says "We already had the market, we were already 
getting work. When we went freelance clients went with us, so 
we'd already found our niche in the market. We enjoyed doing 
the AN stuff and people were working with us so we must have 
been doing it right." 

The specialisation led to some untypical equipment priorities, 
such as the video and synchronisation facilities, and even 
though music recording was not planned, multitrack was held to 
be essential. 

Home explains: "When we set up, the budget was very low 
but 16 -track was the minimum we would get away with. We 
needed to have the tracks because some of the jobs we do have 
multi -language versions, with a common soundtrack and then 
eight different languages, plus synchronisation codes and clock 
codes for the different AN control systems. It's not that rare to 
have a 24 -track with four tracks of different codes." 

They often also provide soundtracks for conference and trade 
show presentations with multichannel audio on site, for which 
their own experience of the live situation is obviously useful. As 
Horne says, "On the bigger presentations we work alongside the 
live sound guys -they often come down for the mix, for pre- 
production meetings and discussions." 

These contacts enable them to be more imaginative and 

flexible; for example, says Deeley, "Something we're doing from 
time to time for the better -organised show sound people is 
putting the voice on a separate track; we give them premixed 
music and effects, so they can actually mix the voice in." 

To an extent The Soundhouse's choice of equipment is dictated 
by the need for standardisation with other similar facilities. 
This influenced the choice of synchronisers, particularly since 
the studio is often dry-hired to other engineers who like 
something familiar to work with. It also meant 24 -track was 
essential from an early stage. Horne explains, "We don't have a 
1 inch video machine here; we synchronise to low band U- 
matic- basically because we can't afford to spend £60,000 on a 
machine that's going to sit here for 90% of its life doing 
nothing -so we get our video layoffs and laybacks done at 
various video houses. They will layoff any audio that we need to 
use off a 1 inch master straight onto 24 -track with timecode; we 
do all we need to do then mix it onto a couple of tracks on the 
24 -track and send it back." 

For the same reasons they use y4 inch centre -track timecode 
machines, rapidly becoming a standard in the industry. 

"The logical next step is to go for DAT with timecode. We're 
waiting to see exactly what happens with the Fostex machine 
and who else is going to come out with one -we're not going to 
make any rash moves yet." 

Another area of change to which they may have to conform is 
noise reduction. "Dolby SR is coming into our business now. 
The old standard for AN soundtracks was a 4 -track Teac with 
stereo audio on tracks 1 and 2 and two tracks of programming 
clocks, with dbx. Then people started looking at Dolby SR and 
it's becoming a bit of a trend now for the higher -quality shows." 

They don't yet have their own SR -it was on the budget for 
Studio Two until they won their second Reflex computer at this 
year's APRS and had to buy the rest of the system -but they 
aim to have it so that they can offer what a lot of other studios 
don't. 

What about hard disk? "For what we do it's a lot slower to 
work that way. It's a lot of number -crunching and you end up 
losing the creative flow. We're not just engineers in our studio 
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by any means; people come to us because we construct a 

soundtrack with them. With hard disk and things like this 
you're becoming like a lot of video editors, just pushing 
buttons." 

Of course, much of the gear gets used rather differently from 
its application in a music studio. A good example of this is 

reverb and effects, where the need is to match the acoustic of a 
dub to the pictures. For this reason small natural rooms are 
used far more often than the larger more musical ones. 

The work is more varied than might be imagined. The 
schedule might include dubbing work for a broadcast company 
(Yorkshire TV are recent clients), complete sound build -up to 
mute pictures, and conventional voiceover dubbing, often in 
other languages. At the time of this visit, Deeley had done "two 
or three sessions of that this week. Yesterday we did a Hebrew 
commercial for a vegetarian schnitzel dubbed into English. It's 
interesting; you get to meet lots of different approaches, lots of 

different production expertise." 
Like any area of recording it requires its own specialist areas 

of knowledge in order to communicate effectively with the 
clients. As Horne points out "We have to understand their 
storyboards; we have to understand their languagee when they 
say we've got a three -stage zoom here or whatever. 

Although the view of sound as the poor relation to the visuals 
is happily less prevalent than it once was, The Soundhouse often 
finds it is still having to battle to get it taken seriously as an 
equal contribution to a project, and as a specialist area 
requiring specialist facilities. Deeley says, "One of the 
heartbreaking things is when a track comes in which we have 
to start again, which has been made in a video edit suite by 
people who are picture specialists, not sound specialists. What 
we're trying to do is to persuade people to come to a sound 
facility and do a proper soundtrack." 

Horne: "Go to a sound studio for your soundtrack and a video 
studio to do your video editing. You go to the baker's to get 
your bread and the cobblers to get your shoes mended." 

Deeley points out that, "It's difficult to persuade people that 
it's worth coming into a sound facility and spending, say £85 an 

Directors Paul Deeley and Phil Horne in Studio One 

hour to get a really nice soundtrack which works well with the 
pictures, as opposed to going into a video edit suite where they 
will spend days at several hundred pounds an hour. They don't 
bat an eyelid at the cost of a video edit like that but when it 
comes to an extra hour of studio time at £85 they go `Whoa, my 

music budget's gone way over.' " 
Fortunately there is a healthy and growing number of 

exceptions, according to Home: "A lot of our clients do care 
about the audio quality and they realise that a good soundtrack 
makes or breaks a programme." 

The fact remains that The Soundhouse are clearly doing well 

by concentrating on their chosen field and helping to develop 

their market's awareness of the possibilities for the future, 
shunning the often illusory glamour of the music business and 
avoiding the temptation to be all things to all men. 
The Soundhouse, Unit 11, Goldhawk Industrial Estate, 2A 

Brackenbury Road, London W6 OBA, UR. Tel: 01.743 2677. 
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UNCOVERING SENTINEL 
Granite buildings provide a great 
recording environment but can cause 
one or two problems when rebuilding. 
David Hastilow was involved in one 
such project in Cornwall which he 
relates here 

Six months ago Sentinel Records was 
acquired by Admix AV with a deal that 
included the entire Sentinel record 
catalogue and the recording facilities 

situated in a former school in the picturesque 
hamlet of Paul near Penzance, Cornwall. Admix, 
together with their music publishing company 
Interspear are producers of original film and 
library music for major advertising clients. 

The feature of Sentinel Studios that attracted 
its purchasers was the large ambient recording 
area that was formerly the school hall. Brian 
Smith, co- director, musician and producer for 
Admix explains: "We now have seven writers 
inputting music into our catalogue, most of them 
using the Atari/Steinberg combination, but 
increasingly our clientele have been asking for 
live orchestral music for which we had no 
facilities at our original facility in Hampton. 
Normally we'd just use sampling to originate 
string and orchestral sounds." 

The original owner of Sentinel, Job Morris, had 
built the record label from a tiny studio in the 
fishing village of Newlyn. When Morris moved 
from Newlyn to the present studio he literally 
hard -wired many of his mic placements, using 
mainly STC 4038 mics, into the hall. Acoustically 
he left the hall completely untouched as it 
comprised hardwood floors and plaster walls to a 
height of 10 metres. Smith continues, "The hall 
divides itself perfectly into a strings and brass 
setup. Brass on the gallery and strings below in 
the hall. Even when it's not sunny in Cornwall 
the light here has a brilliant quality. I can 
understand why artists come here. In the control 
room I'm installing an Allen & Heath Sigma 
console, with automation and all of the latest FX 
and keyboard gear. Upstairs I'll probably install a 
pre -production programming suite. Job's 
duplicating setup I'll probably keep too. 

"When I first decided at Christmas 1987 to go 
and have a look at Sentinel, I had travelled 
around 200 miles in a howling gale to get there. 
But when I arrived and saw the place I was 
totally enchanted." 

As with just about everything else in that part 
of the world, Sentinel Studios, being an old school 
house, was built of good, solid Cornish granite. 
The perfect insulator and isolator. Hence the 
initial problem of isolating the musicians from the 
sound of snoring from the nearby 'sleepy hamlet' 
was overcome without much ado. 

Granite, and any other 'rock' in studios, can be 
a bit of a hassle if one is planning to alter the 
building structurally in any way but in Sentinel's 
case the original layout of the building worked to 
their advantage. 

Firstly it was discovered with the first swing of 
the builder's 4 kg lump hammer that the partition 
wall between the recording hall (the former 
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classroom/gymnasium /assembly hall -one 
enormous room to serve every purpose) and the 
control room (the former headmaster's study) was 
in fact almost 1 metre thick and already had 
three quarters of a hole knocked in it large 
enough for the sliding glass partition doors. 

The second swing of the hammer revealed that 
behind the plaster on which used to hang the 
headmaster's accessories -mortar board, cloak, 
canes, etc -was another granite wall. The 
builder's labourer was so excited with the find 
that he'd cleaned it, polished it, stabilised it and, 
well, finalised just about every decision regarding 
the control room acoustics before the rest knew 
what was happening. (Builders' labourers have an 
incredible knack of finalising decisions, in my 
experience of studio refurbishment anyway.) 

So, 'the wall' is now the central feature of the 
control room and very beautiful it is too. 

The acoustics 'plot' was simply to trap the lows, 
deflect the mids and scatter the highs, the latter 
scatter being already accomplished by our 
aforementioned friend. But first, the village had 
to be isolated from the studio because, well, they 

Co- owners Brian Smith and Brian 
Millar at the A &H Sigma console and 
Atari controlled keyboards 

didn't want anyone to be disturbed from their 
sleep. 

A laminated floor, two layers of plasterboard 
and two layers of Revac, and five gallons of 
Evostik later, the village was permanently 
isolated (and so was the builder almost). Once the 
floor was down, all the inner shell walls were 
built on to it leaving an appreciable air gap, 
deadened with Rockwool, between it and the outer 
building shell. 

The inner walls were bevelled in accordance 
with angles derived from the initial room acoustic 
analysis. 

And although one may use absorption coefficient 
tables, spectrum analysis and other calculations 
for decisions regarding use of different materials, 
woods, etc, a balance has to be struck between 
creating an atmosphere people want to work in 
and the theoretical ideal -and the unknown, ie 
what will happen to the sound when the room is 
full of equipment, full of people, full of people 
with people, and not forgetting the directivity 
factor, Q, placing coherence, timing alignment of 
monitor speakers that have only been listened to 
twice and that was in someone else's studio, 
showroom, or at a show. 

Suffice it to say, the acoustic designer's lot is 
sometimes a lonely one but there is always the 
escape route, Yamaha NS 10s. 

Joking aside, there is no substitute for practical 
experience and an ability to implement acoustical 
and psychoacoustical science to give the client 
what he wants...the impossible! 

Natural hardwoods were used throughout to 
continue the rustic theme. The rear of the control 
room incorporates Rettinger -type traps which also, 
through the nature of their construction, gives the 
illusion that the room is higher than it actually 
is. The illusion also counteracts the fairly low 
slung false ceiling and trap, which was provided 
to overcome any comb filter effects and reinforce 
the phantom images and to enable an even sound 
throughout the entire control room rather than 
just in one area of the console. A possibility with 
directional near and mid field monitors. 

From beneath the console to the rear wall the 
floor area was left hard, to create a diffuse sound 
field along with the battening on the front 
surface of the traps and the 'pyramid' tiles on the 
ceiling above and to the rear of the ceiling trap. 

Bearing in mind all the time that the RT60 had 
to be short enough so that the reverb time of the 
recording hall could be heard well, during 
orchestral recording, and at the same time, long 
enough for comfortable monitoring of electronic 
music. 

Once the basic constructional work was 
completed, equipment was moved in to help in the 
final trimming of the acoustics. 

The granite wall, lit with directional coloured 
lighting, blue hessian surfaces, teak finish and a 
grey carpet now provide the perfect backdrop to 
the Allen & Heath Sigma console, Atari ST1040, 
numerous keyboards and ATC midfield monitors. 

On the opening day, studio owners Brian Smith 
and Brian Millar gave local people a 
demonstration of how they work, bringing 
together astounding original compositions in just 
a matter of minutes. Much to the amazement of 
the audience. 

Electronic and orchestral music is not the prime 
production role of the studio as the two Brians 
intend to continue the furtherance of wholly 
Cornish music, such as choirs, brass bands and 
local musicians through the existing Sentinel 
Records label.E 
Sentinel, Paul, Penzance, Cornwall TR19 
6UD, UK. Tel: 0736 731246. 
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RUPERT HINE 
Rupert Hine talks to Ralph Denyer 
about songwriting, performing and his 
particular approach to record production 

All 

the artists I produce," Rupert Hine 
told me during conversations at 
Farmyard Recording Studio, "are 
motivated in a similar way to myself. 

They see music as a method of communicating 
ideas not simply as an entertainment format. 
That is the most crucial thing to establish when I 

talk to someone about producing them." 
Including his own solo and band projects Rupert 

has produced over 70 albums in a 16 year period. 
He's also written songs for himself and many of 
the acts he has produced including for one of his 
own bands Quantum Jump. He has produced 
albums for Saga, Kevin Ayres, The Fixx, Chris 
De Burgh, Thompson Twins, Howard Jones, Bob 
Geldof and, more recently, Stevie Nicks and Rush. 
He produced and co -wrote tracks for Tina Turner's 
Private Dancer, Break Every Rule and Foreign 
Affair albums. Hine's own album Immunity 
attracted considerable attention including that of 
Robert Palmer, with whom he co -wrote the 
singer's Pride album, he also played keyboards 
and performed with Palmer as part of The Power 
Station. He wrote and produced the soundtrack 
for Skolimowski's The Shout. 

"Most days," Hine explained, while talking 
about his production values, "I feel that it really 
is a fight against an industry that would love to 
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have music mean little more than a lightbulb. 
Simply something you switch on when you go into 
a room and it affects the room and not the 
occupants. And for anyone who lived through the 
most powerful part of the mid and late '60s and 
saw -in terms of what you can record -the kind of 
really evocative and completely limitless vision 
pop music can produce, that has to be a constant 
reminder that it can happen again at any time. 

"My initial drive was to be a record maker. As 

a kid, the records that I most liked were the ones 
that were most evocative on a sound level. Ideally 
they had to be great songs but the records which 
gave me a real spine tingle always had a very 
evocative and emotional sound. If I had to name 
one album that most convinced me I had to be a 
record producer, then it would be the Beach Boys 
Pet Sounds. 

"A different style yet equally evocative to me- 
would be the Phil Spector productions, 
particularly River Deep, Mountain High (Ike & 

Tina Turner) and You've Lost That Loving Feeling 
(The Righteous Brothers). I think both of them 
have become Top 10 classic singles of all time and 
quite rightly. Those records and the Brian Wilson 
productions for me were the first records on which 
it was quite impossible to tell what was being 
played; and it was really quite irrelevant. No 

longer were you listening to three or four 
musicians and a singer. You were just listening to 

a sound; a very evocative picture the same as 
when listening to the best symphonic writing 
when you can't tell what parts of the orchestra 
are playing and it's rather irrelevant anyway. It 
just adds up to a wonderfully evocative whole." 

Hine feels that the word genius must be applied 
to the 'production minds' of Wilson and Spector 
at their peaks during the '60s, particularly 
when considered in relation to the low level 
technology of the period, which they managed to 
overcome "usually in comparatively easy ways 
such as clever doubling -up of instruments and 
startling use of dimension and space. The only 
kind of tricks at the time were pretty much just 
compression and limiting as far as electronic 
processing is concerned. But those three major 
elements put together- incredible! Even now 

stunning records could be made with just those 
three ingredients. It's not particularly fashionable 
to go that route although I think more and more 
people probably will in an effort to redress the 
balance of instant technology." 

During his teens Hine was highly motivated to 
be singer and songwriter. He was in various 
R 'n' B groups and at one time was in a duo 
which had a few singles released. During the 
early '70s Deep Purple bassist Roger Glover 
produced Hine's first solo album Pick Up A Bone 
for Purple Records. During 1973 Glover's time 
was entirely taken up with Deep Purple and he 
suggested that Rupert should produce himself. 
Glover had been impressed by Rupert's home 
demo tapes, which showed that he had become as 
involved with the recording process as he was 
with songwriting. So Rupert recorded his second 
solo album Unfinished Picture with the assistance 
of Simon Jeffes. 

Singer Yvonne Elliman was also signed to 
Purple Records at this time. Through the record 
company connection Hine and lyric writing 
partner Jeannette Obstoj were approached to 
write songs for Ellimañ s Food Of Love album but 
she also decided that she wanted him to produce 
the album. Since that time he has pursued 
parallel careers as a producer and a solo artist 
with his songwriting playing a major part in both. 

In 1984 Rupert worked with Tina Turner for the 
first time producing I Might Have Been Queen and 
Better Be Good To Me for the Private Dancer 
album. He co -wrote I Might Have Been Queen 
with Jeannette Obstoj. Subsequently during 1986 

he produced Break Every Rule and I'll Be 

Thunder for the follow -up Break Every Rule 
album, both songs co- written with Obstoj. Apart 
from some guitar from James West -Gram of The 
Fixx and some percussion overdubs from Trevor 
Morais, Rupert played everything else on the 
backing tracks. 

Various songwriting and production teams had 
essentially been asked if they could help with any 
spare songs or time in which to work on tracks 
for the album. Subsequently different production 
teams were working on tracks in four or five 
separate studios all at the same time. 

Hine was asked if he could produce four or 

possibly five tracks. His only problem was time. 
The Fixx, on appreciating Hine's feelings about 
working with Turner, agreed to break their 
sessions at the Farmyard for a week. Hine agreed 
to write, arrange and produce one track which 
turned out to be I Might Have Been Queen. 

"In the end Roger pursuaded me to do the cover 
of Better Be Good To Me which was done in its 
entirety in two days, the other five days being 
spent writing and recording I Might Have Been 

Queen." 
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4 The first surprise for Turner was 

that Hine never writes songs off- 

the- shelf, preferring to work on 

what he jokingly calls a "bespoke 
songwriting" basis. Obstoj carried 
out the major part of the first step 
of the process. This is an almost 
patient -psychiatrist -like session in 

which several hours are spent 
discussing the singer's past life, 

experiences, beliefs, hopes, fears - 
you name it. Thus armed with a 

psychological profile of the artist, 
Obstoj and Hine set about writing 
the kind of song they feel that the 
artist would be likely to write for 
themselves. 

"I started the whole thing with 
drum machines and sequencers but 
when using them I like to try to 
make them as invisible as possible. 
So a great deal of effort goes 
into making the drums sound 

as organic as possible at the end 
of the day. I usually overdub 
some real drums or percussion 
and again, go to great lengths to make it trashy, 
wild and thumpy -not neat and tidy. The 
basslines were all keyboard, which I play. The 

only major extra person was Jamie on guitar." 
Hine wanted a strong guitar influence on the 

song so involved the guitarist right from the 
songwriting stage, quickly switching lines from 

keyboards to guitar. "So it was all done in a 

week. I love it when it's that fast. It's so 

exciting." 
So boredom is his biggest enemy in the studio? 

"Yes, but I would put it another way and say 
excitement and energy are quintessential to 

making records. The only way you'll get that is 

by keeping things moving along at a pace as one 
idea leads into another so that something is 

always up and happening. Keep the energy 
continuous because as soon as you stop and there 
is a long and deliberated point it's not just that 
one point and its resolution that will suffer. The 

next x number of things you have to do will all 
suffer from the slowing down of mental energies. 
It's better to keep the ideas flowing and re -do 

something later if it is proven wrong. Some people 

are going back to recording these albums which 
take months and it's dreadful. When people ask 
me to produce them if they've got that attitude I 
can tell at the first meeting and I'm straight off 

like a streak of lightning. 
"I'll Be Thunder represents an effort from me 

both as a writer and producer to try and give 

Tina a track of a size and scope that she'd not 
attempted on record since River Deep, Mountain 
High. The lyric was once again written as the 
result of a conversation with Jeannette. It was a 

monumental love song. 
"In a way if there are any influences on the 

track, they go right back to the beginning of our 
conversation. To me there are bits of the Brian 
Wilson and Phil Spector feeling of what I like 
about record making on that track. Nothing 
specific, just a feeling. It's a big sound with very 
few tangible parts. Clarity was not what I went 
for on that track. It's much more impressionistic. 
You don't want the listener to be sidetracked into 
detail. You want people to be hit by a force and a 
vocal. That was really the aim on that track. It 
did take some time, of course, because the 
arrangement was quite complicated with a lot of 

orchestral types of sounds carefully interwoven 
with drums, bass and some guitar. 

"I have my home recording setup. I do 
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Hine in musical mood 

virtually all my writing at home on piano and 
then into machines and a 12 -track tape recorder. 
Certainly Tina heard what I would regard as a 
Phil Spectorised demo, albeit just recorded by me 

alone at home. So Tina would sing over these 
early recordings. She 'owns' a song before she 
arrives at the studio. She'd already be in charge 
of a song. Tina only arrives at the studio when 
she's ready to perform your song as if she is on 

stage in front of 100,000 people. That's her 
attitude. They've all paid their money and they 
want to see a great performance." 

It was hoped that Rupert would be able to 
produce three or four tracks for the more recent 
Foreign Affair sessions but conflicting schedules 
restricted his input to two tracks. It seems the 
sessions were scheduled at short notice and by the 
time Hine was free of his commitment to a Stevie 
Nicks project, Turner's album was virtually 
complete and there was more than a tinge of 

disappointment in his voice as he related the tale. 
He did, however, produce the Sandy Stewart and 
David Munday song Falling Like Rain, and Bold 
And Reckless, which was co- written with 
Jeannette Obstoj and appears on the CD single of 

The Best. 
"I did the two tracks back here in London in 

about 8 days which included writing Bold And 
Reckless and Tina and I enjoyed them both. I 

recorded as before, all on my machines on my 

own. I did some percussion overdubs and Tina did 

her vocals in the inevitable 10 minutes. 
"Most of the rest of the album was done with a 

completely live setup. Dan Hartman did the Tony 

Joe White songs with a live band in New York, 
which again was different for Tina. I was going to 

put live players on my tracks but everyone 
thought they sounded so good that we didn't risk 
it." 

Rupert had already heard the demo of Falling 
Like Rain as the song had been offered to Stevie 
Nicks. "It wasn't right for Stevie, it was too kind 
of funky but I said 'Oh yeah, great track for 
Tina.' 

"They said they'd already had a go at recording 
the song with another producer who shall remain 
nameless, spent a fortune and the final result had 
absolutely no feel and the whole point of the song 
was that it had an almost 'Prince -like' feel. I said 
'Yes, I'd love to have a go.' " 

Rupert decided to transfer the 12 -track demo on 

to the studio multitrack and then gradually 

replace parts. "That way you keep 

the atmosphere of the demo intact 
and you've always got a frame of 

reference right there in your ears 
all the time. I like working like 
that. It only applies if you've got 

one of those magical demo tapes 
and this certainly was that." Hine 
actually retained some of the 
original demo backing vocals, 
which he tidied up via sampling 
and then mixed together with his 
own voice. 

He was pleased when Capitol 
Records in Los Angeles told him 
that Falling Like Rain was the first 
track from any of her recent 
albums that they felt could get 
airplay in the States on the black 
stations. Apparently she is usually 
only played on AOR rock stations. 

Earlier Hine had become involved 
with another `phenomenon'. At one 

point he was in America 
having meetings with three of the 
"biggest acts you could be offered" 

but was not excited by the prospects. 
Flattered by the approaches he thought he 

should at least meet the acts in question. It soon 

became clear that all three were on a financial 
treadmill, having to maintain a high level of sales 
to meet commitments from previous albums and 
past successes. They were forced to consider 
money first and foremost, otherwise they were in 

serious financial trouble. He found the meetings 
depressing. He also found that he was actually 
getting refreshment and relief by listening to a 

demo cassette of a young, unsigned, unknown act 

he'd brought with him from England. That was 

Howard Jones. 
I was so excited by what Howard was doing 

that it became no contest." On getting back to 

England he went to one of the singer's famous 
early gigs in local Aylesbury. 

"All I can say is I walked in and it was like a 

mini version of the Beatles at Shea Stadium. And 
this man hadn't even put a record out." On top of 

all this Howard Jones was of course making the 
music alone, just him and his machines. "That 
sealed it. I said: 'Bloody Hell! This is it!' 

"The fact that a man using machines -with all 

the things that have been described as 
uncommunicative to an audience, and I still 

believe that generally machines are -but in his 
case he completely transcended the limitations 
and liabilities. Not only that, he made a feature 
of them and rose above it. When the machines 
were playing on their own he was in the audience 
really involving them and getting them to sing 

the songs. That was such an exciting element to 

add to the songs that I'd already heard on the 
demo cassette. If I could only catch the liveness in 

his voice and personality on tape, not get it all 

studio sounding and avoid all methodical 
recording, just keep it alive; which was what we 

did and Howard responded so well to that." 
Hine was signed to produce the Human's Lib 

album, recorded at the Farmyard in true Hine 
style, in just five weeks. Colin Thurston had 
produced Jones' first hit New Song before Hine 

became involved so Warner Brothers were politely 

requesting a follow -up single as soon as was 

practically possible. 
"I suppose Howard's motivation for making 

records was exactly like my own, music is a 

handy and evocative vehicle through which to 

communicate ideas to as many people as possible. 

A means of communication that is not an end in D 
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MAGICAL MIXOLOGY 
Introducing the SM 82 
Stereo 8- Channel 
Line Mixer 

More mini -mixer sorcery from 
Rane. The SM 82: a mixing 

powerhouse in a miniscule chassis. 
Packed with the functions and features 
that cutting -edge performers desire. 

16 SEPARATE INPUTS on the rear 
accept discrete Left and Right line level 

programs. Or a single cable plugged 
into the Left input will drive both L and 
R from a mono source, without having 
to use a "Y" adapter. 

STEREO AUX SENDS, along with 
the stereo aux loop and return level 

control, allow you to create very 
flexible effects magic. 

FULLY EXPANDABLE via the Master 
and Auxiliary Expand jacks, any 
number of SM 82s can be linked 
together to handle a staggering 
number of inputs. 

SUPER LOW -NOISE PERFORMANCE 
allows you to mix and route programs 
to your ear's content, with virtually no 
loss in signal quality. In fact, the 
SM 82's specs are better than 16 -bit 
digital performance! 

THE MS 1 MIC STAGE accessory, 
available separately, allows you to use 
mic level programs with the SM 82, 
complete with phantom power and 
variable gain. 

The new SM 82 Stereo 8- channel 
Mixer. Another supernatural musical 
miracle. From the wizards at Rane. 

RANE) 
10802 -47th Ave. W. 

Everett, WA 98204 

(206) 355 -6000 
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Q itself. That was a chance for me to work very 

closely with someone on a one -to -one basis who 

was naturally commercial. The kind of music he 

most liked to write and that came naturally from 

the ends of his fingers and through his voice was, 

as luck would have it, right for the time. So he 
had that going for him and yet his motivation for 

making music was identical to my own. In other 
words my music would come out with angst - 
ridden darker sides and again by definition was 

hardly Radio One fodder. But exactly the same 
attitude in Howard would produce absolutely 
perfect Radio One material. So that was a very 

exciting starting point for me. We were not going 
to make superficial pop records but committed 
ideological records as far as the motivation went 
but they would just be so much more accessible 
and palatable." 

Rupert recalls that WEA Records were 

extremely supportive of Howard Jones' musical 
direction and that they did not try to force any 
artistic compromise. But he also feels that there 
are more than enough producers meeting the 
more common record company demands for 

and it goes beyond anything you can really talk 
about." 

A couple of years ago Rupert produced The 

Rebel Heels debut album for Atlantic Records. 
Atlantic's president Doug Morris was very 
impressed by Rupert's work and thought of him 
when Stevie Nicks came to record The Other Side 
Of The Mirror. Both Morris and Stevie Nicks' 
management thought Rupert's strong songwriting 
base would be a desirable asset to the project. 

"Stevie and I hit it off pretty quickly. She's got 

a little studio in her house and I went over there 
and did about 5 weeks pre -production with her. 
She had so many parts of songs that needed 
finishing and rather than finishing some 

unnecessarily I was trying to work through the 
ones that had most promise. She had lots of fully 

completed songs as well. Pre- production with her 
was crucial." 

Rupert was working with Nicks on uncompleted 
songs while working up arrangements on his 
keyboard rig. 

"First and foremost Stevie is very much a poet 
and lyricist. That is her main drive and she has 

co- written with 
various musicians in 
the past. I co -wrote 
four or five of the 
songs on the album 
which was great fun 
and very enjoyable. 
She writes poetry all 
the time. At the end of 

every day where most 
people might write a 
diary, she'll write 
down her feelings in a 
combination of prose 
and poetry. That gives 
her a colossal bank of 

ideas for songs." 
Rupert decided to 

hire an Otani 24 -track 
and start recording his 
basic instrumental 
work on to 2 inch tape 
in Stevie's studio. 
"Rather than uproot 
Stevie and say: 
'Now we're going to 

start recording the 
album for real,' we 

just stayed in 

Rupert Hine with Steve Taylor and percussionist Trevor 
Morais 

instantly commercial and disposable music. 
"The follow up album Dream Into Action could 

have been a disappointment but wasn't. There 
was an album which Howard, unlike a lot of 

artists, took firm control of in terms of expanding 
what he was trying to do. There's some pretty 
chunky stuff there in terms of him taking on 
fairly serious subjects that he needed to sing 
about. I enjoyed that album equally as much as 
Human's Lib and it sold equally as well on a 
worldwide basis. 

"He's become and stayed a very good friend and 
it was a difficult decision not to carry on working 
together after Dream Into Action in that both of 

us would have liked to continue but we agreed 
not to. Part of Howard's thing is to keep changing 
and looking for new areas. He is such a positive 
person to work with. His whole attitude is: Be 

positive and positive things will happen to you. 
And he generates such positiveness from people 
around him. It's so contagious that you do your 
best every minute of the day. Working with 
Howard you wouldn't possibly think of doing 
otherwise. I don't want to sound semi- religious 
about it but I think his strength is his personality 
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her house and upgraded the equipment a little 
bit. So the seam between pre -production and 
actually making the record was invisible and we 

ended up doing about 6 weeks recording, just in 
her house. I did all the programming of my stuff 
first, which meant she was able to hear it in a 

kind of natural surrounding without feeling that 
it had suddenly got serious. That way she could 
hear the arrangements and warm to them or 

criticise them. For the most part the tracks grew 
naturally and we started to add a few players 
there, like Mike Campbell from Tom Petty and 
the Heartbreakers." 

Eventually the main reason for moving to a 

commercial studio was that Stevie and some 
friends who were staying with her could not get 
away from the noise: "It was fine when Stevie 
was in the room working with me but a lot of the 
time I was in there pottering away on my own 

and I like to work through the night a bit." 
Rupert started working with Steve Taylor in 

various studios around Los Angeles adding top 

calibre musicians including Tony Levin and Vail 
Johnson on bass, Jerry Marotta on drums and 
Kenny G on sax. "Some great players. They 

started to replace my parts on tape. I kept some 

of my playing but for the most part the guitar, 
bass and drums parts were all replaced. Back in 
England we added Jamie West -Oram, guitarist 
with the Fixx and Geoff Dougmore played some 

drums. 
"Stevie's a very natural singer. Recording 

Stevie means recording her at the right time 
when she's in the right frame of mind. It's just 
timing. A classic case where the psychology of 

music is much more important than anything 
inherently more musical. It's a bit like going 
fishing. Fishing for the right moment to reel in a 

good vocal. She's one of those singers who will 
sing a song all the way through maybe once or 
twice and there's not much point in doing any 
more because it is just the wrong time of day. It's 
nothing to do with working harder. That's 
pointless. Stevie hates `dropping -in' and so do I. A 

vocal is supposed to be something you sing from 
top to toe and get it right, and that's got nothing 
to do with getting it right technically. If the 
actual spirit of performance is absolutely there, 
then use technology to take care of little 
inaccuracies rather than start dropping -in and 
lowering the spirit of the performer. That is 

certainly the way I feel." 
Hine seems to work in a series of organised 

stages. Firstly there is a distinct songwriting 
stage, then an arranging or pre -production stage, 
then the actual recording and mixing. 
Consequently his songs have structure not based 
on the finer points of the final record. 

"One of the biggest criticisms I have of the 
disposable side of pop music is that it is 

arranging nothing. It's starting with an 
arrangement and trying to make a song out of it. 

It almost always has some very intangible 
beginning which is just a couple of riffs or 

arrangement ideas of even just a couple of sounds 
that people think would make a great sound for a 
track. They start to work with that and hope, 
with their fingers crossed, that they end up with 
a song. That has never been my outlook. I've got 
too much of a songwriter background. 

"Pre- production to me is sitting down with the 
artist or the band and trying to get the song to do 

everything it should do, and to be a satisfying 
song, to have the right emotional possibilities 
arrangement -wise, and for the song itself to be of 

a very satisfying shape so that you can do it in a 

very simple way. You don't need loads of 

equipment to do that. Obviously if you are 
working with a solo artist it is a lot trickier. If 
they are self -accompanying it's not so much of a 

problem but if they aren't it's a question of 

whether I would do that work or try to get them 
involved with someone else. For the most part I 

do that work with the artist because I prefer to. 

"I feel a real responsibility in what I try to do, 

trying to redress the balance wherever possible to 
remind people that music -just as much as film - 
is one of the most powerful creative mediums, 
especially when you utilise the sung word as well. 

So you've got all the emotional and pictorial 
abilities inherent in music coupled with the very 
much more literal communication via a lyric. It's 
such a powerful medium but the industry itself 
doesn't really encourage it to be used in that way. 

"I react to so much of what I hear on the radio 
and dislike. A lot of my production work lately 
has been a reaction to the current obsession with 
superficiality. I'm always trying to produce the 
records I would like to hear. 

"My feelings towards production are always on 
the change and always on the move. That's part 
and parcel of being a good producer. I don't just 
have one way of making records." 
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T he Sennheiser MKH range of condenser 

microphones has been designed to capture sound 

with the detail and clarity demanded by today's 

advanced digital recording techniques. 

The range which comprises omni, bilateral, 

cardioid and supercardioid and 

includes long and short shotguns 

features state of the art microphone 

technology. Use of a symmetrical 

push -pull transducer virtually 

eliminates transducer distortion by creating a second 

identical air -gap acting in the opposite direction to 

the norm. 

All the microphones possess an exceptionally low 

inherent noise level, high sensitivity, wide frequency 

response, and all still use the well- proven, Sennheiser- 

developed RF technology which gives remarkable 

performance under high humidity and moisture 

conditions. The MKH range is well suited to and 

widely used in a broad range of broadcast and music 

recording applications. 

The MKH Range of condenser microphones 

firmly places Sennheiser at the leading edge of 

microphone technology. 

For literature and technical specifications of the 

MKH range contact Hayden Pro -Audio. 

fkSENNHEISER 

SOUND 
AS AN 
ART FORM 

Hayden 
Pro-Audio 

C H I L T E R N H I L L 

CHALFONT ST. PETER 
BUCKS SL9 9UG 
TEL: (0753) 888447 
FAX: (0753) 880109 
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Eastlake Audio is 

currently engaged 

in recording projects 

on -f continents 

and has completed 

studio recording 

projects in 

28 countries. 

Eastlake Audio - 
the standard of 

studio excellence 

WORLDWIDE 

Eastlake Audio (UK) Limited. 

Unit 2, 10 William Road, 

London NW1 3EN. 

Telephone: 01 -262 3198 

Fax: 01 -706 1918 

TS1 2 from Soundcraft 
The TS12 offers quality, performance and reliability, exceeding the 
needs of the most discerning engineer. Equally at home in either 

analogue or digital environments. Prices from around £16,000 
SOUNDCRAFT TS12 

Superb audio spec - pefect 
for analogue or digital 
recording media 

12 bus, 24 to 36 I /O, 
in -line console with 12 
subgroups for recording 
and mixing 

6 aux sends, expandable 
to 18, using group fader 
switches 

48 inputs available on mix - 
down, plus 6 stereo FX 
returns + further optional 4 
Quad FX modules 

1-.?0JAD 
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SOUNDCRAFT 6000 

16 or 24 bus console, 16 

to 48 input, split format 

Any group can be confi- 
gured as full sub -group 
with dedicated FX returns 

"Integrated Automation" 
- dynamic fader movement 
& mute flash solo are 
recorded and played back 
with quarter -frame SMPTE 
resolution. 

Logical, colour -coded and 
compact layout and a 
road - proven reliability 

FULL RANGE OF SOUNDCRAFT MIXING CONSOLES ON DISPLAY AND DEMONSTRATION 

153A VICTORIA ST, ST ALBANS, HERTS AL1 3TA TEL 0727 50075 FAX 0727 58977 (24 HOURS) 
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< The pairing of Rupert with Canadian rock band 
Rush for an album in September was not an 
obvious one. The band had approached him a few 
years previously with a view to working on their 
first album without Terry Brown. Rupert had 
gone over to Canada to meet the band. 

"When they asked me this time I felt absolutely 
ready to do an album with a real self-contained 
band of three very fine instrumentalists. They 
don't rely on umpteen sequencers and keyboards 
although in my opinion they had got a little too 
much into keyboards on their last two albums. I'd 
reached a point at which I would just love to hear 
guitar, bass and drums again. I'd done so much 
work in the electronic area. And if I was going to 
work with a guitar, bass and drums group it 
would be even more fun to work with extremely 
talented musicians, which Rush most certainly 
are. 'Progressive rock' -a label I haven't used to 
describe anything for about 12 years -actually 
seems quite fresh again. Everything is cyclical. 

"To hear people work out very intricate 
arrangements and very carefully crafted songs 
with lots of depth and interest -all of which they 
handle completely themselves without studio 
trickery -was extremely refreshing. That was 
absolutely the appeal for me; to have a refresher 
course in production and recording, and I must 
say it has been exactly that. Rush are not only 
talented, they are also extremely together. Both 
in the studio and pre -production, everything is 
finely crafted." 

Hine worked on the basis of recording the band 
very much as a three -piece, restricting keyboards 
to a secondary role. He encouraged the group to 
return to their 'powerbase' roots, while retaining 
their development in melodic songwriting. 

The Rush album was the first Hine has recorded 
completely digitally. A couple of years ago when 
Studer first introduced the A820 with Dolby SR 
Hine bought the machine for Farmyard Studios, a 
move many studios soon followed. At the time 
Rupert felt that the digital multitracks on offer 
had yet to be proven, particularly as Dolby SR 
had given analogue recording an extended lease of 
life. He heard AB tests and went for the A820. 
He felt that even when a digital multitrack 
arrived he was confident about investing in, he 
and the studio would benefit from having the very 
best of analogue machines for work on back 
catalogue. Up until the last year or so most of 
Rupert's own productions were recorded at 
Farmyard and thus Rush was his first completely 
digital project. 

"For me analogue and digital are fine as long 
as they are good machines. Digital tends to be 
fine almost regardless of the machine whereas 
you need a good analogue machine. So accepting 
that as the basis, in recent years I've recorded a 
lot of projects Dolby SR, both multitrack and 
mixdown. Invariably I've mixed down to a Sony 
1630 and before that a 1610. For some territories 
I've made straight copies to 1630, for vinyl 
sometimes I've taken a Dolby SR copy. But I'd 
never recorded an album on multitrack digital 
and Rush hadn't either." 

Hine and the band decided to set up a direct 
Dolby SR and Mitsubishi digital comparison on 
Neil Peart's drum kit: "Neil has a vast '70s type 
of kit with loads of cymbals and great- sounding 
drums. He's a loud, strong, intricate and fast 
player. None of us took more than about 2 

minutes to go for the digital recording, mainly 
because of the way it kept the impact on the front 
of the transients. To me, there was not a great 
difference in the nature of the sound, it was just 
the way it was handling transients, particularly 
on the bass drum. We certainly didn't think we 

were losing anything and decided to do the whole 
album using Mitsubishi multitrack and never felt 
the need for more than the 32 tracks." 

Hine decided to record the album exclusively on 
SSL G series consoles in preference to E series as 
he finds G series quieter. He also prefers the G 

series EQ, computer and stereo channels. 
Hine experimented with various mixdown media 

on the Rush project: "We're mixing on the 
Technics SV360, which is the sweetest sounding 
DAT machine I've ever heard. It's the same as 
the Panasonic machine in America (S V-3500)." 

(The Panasonic equivalent had been used by Bob 

Ludwig in the USA who was mastering engineer 
for many previous Rush albums.) - 

After a period of AB testing "like a bunch of 
loonies ", Hine says they finally decided that the 
semi -professional Technics SV360 sounded at least 
as good, if not better, than professional digital 
systems costing 15 times as much: "You could kid 
yourself that you'd figured out what the difference 
was but if someone switched over and didn't tell 
you you'd be lost again." 

Rupert first worked with Bob Geldof in 1986/87 
on his first solo album Deep In The Heart Of 
Nowhere. During October he was working with 
Geldof on a second solo album. 

"The new album is worth a mention because it 
illustrates another totally different way of 
working. We decided to try to record an album 
which was much less to do with the machine 
approach and much more to do with players. This 
time we had seven players, which included 
accordionists and violinists as well as guitar and 
bass. We had a seven -piece rhythm track line -up 
and in 5 days we recorded 26 songs. All of them 
had a nice loose edge, which was in a way why 
we were able to record so many songs in such a 
short time. We wanted a very spirited 
performance rather than getting everything finely 
crafted. I had obviously done a lot of pre- 
production with Bob so that the songs were as 
together as they needed to be. 

"In the studio we just kept throwing songs at 
the players and seeing how they reacted, 
capturing takes at those times when they were 
still, in a way, getting off on the songs; before 
they reached the point where they'd 'got it 
together'. It's a strange mixture of Celtic and 
Cajun with elements of World Party or Waterboys 
or even Elvis Costello. The only thing we cheated 
on was using a very basic drum machine as a 
click track, which I played controlling it from the 
studio, varying it and keeping it lively. We'll add 
real drums or percussion to the songs that need 
them at a later stage." 

Again to keep the track spontaneous, multi - 
instrumentalist Geoffrey Richardson -who plays 
viola, guitar, mandolin, sax and flute -was set up 
in a corner of the studio with a couple of general 
purpose mics and encouraged to play just 
whatever instrument he felt was appropriate. 

Hine has always been a fan of Van Morrison's 
Astral Weeks and he and Geldof had listened to it 
before the sessions. 

"Hearing Astral Weeks fresh on CD and hearing 
how out of tune and approximate things were and 
how brilliant the whole record is, made us want 
to respond to those kind of feelings now, when 
tightness is the easiest thing to achieve. 
Looseness is the hardest thing to achieve and for 
years, of course, it was the other way around. If 
you want to get looseness now, it is to do with 
people playing together, responding to each other. 
For me the whole fascination with tight grooves 
and pockets has long since gone. It became so 
easy it became the norm. It's strange but 
understandable. Everything is so cyclical."] 

BOB TURNER 
PRO SOUND & 
VISION SALES 
(Studio One Sales) 

NEW IN 

Limited stock... 

The amazing... 

incl. vat. 

ART SGE multi processor the best I've tried so far) £629.00 

ART Multiverb 11 £499.00 

ART Multiverb EXT (2 sec. sampler/reverb) E746.35 

Digitech Smart Shift (real time harmony) £825.00 

Digitech Harmony Machine (budget Smart Shift!) £499.00 

Digitech DSP 256 Reverb (new product) £549.00 

NEW OUT 

Digitech Midi Programmable EQs 

28'1 Octave £549.00 

MEQ7 Quad EQ £569.00 

Audio Logic MT66 stereo /gatedicumpllim. super value. _ £259.00 

Audio Logic 7.6 Delay Sampler £325.00 

Sennheiser Microphones (comparable with the very best!) 

New Range... 

MKH 50 Super Cardioid £ 525.00 

MKH 40 Cardioid £499.00 

Denon DAM 700 Cassette Decks, Vari Bias, 3 head, 

Dolby BIC HX Pro £230.00 

Denon 620 CD Player 20 bit 8 times over sampling £ 275.00 

TC Electronics 2290 lin stock) from 4 secs to 64 secs 

sampling 11 meg sample ratel POA 

NEW! JBL 7110 Comp (top class unit) £402.00 

West Lake BB SM4 Studio Monitors £1200.60 

West Lake BB SM6 Studio Monitors £1888.30 

SECONDHAND 

Sony PCM 701 +SL30 Beta Recorder £632.50 

Sony PCM 501 +SL30 Beta Recorder £517.50 

Sony PCM 701 (needs attention) £316.25 

Revco PR99 MK11 (reconditioned) £1437.50 

Eventide H3000 Ultra Harmonizer £1495.00 

Urei 1178 Stereo comp £625.00 

Audio Logic MT44 Quad gates £240.00 

Yamaha Rev 7 Reverb £500.00 

Aphex 612 Gate (best made so far) £475.00 

Aphex Dominator (undoubtably one of the best stereo 

limiters in production) £795.00 
TC Electronics 2290 64 sec Sample time £ 3450.00 

TC Electronics Spatial Expander £550.00 

Orban Dual De -Esser £295.00 

SA Programmable 4 band parametric EQ £695.00 

Steinberg PRO 24 £245.00 

Steinberg SMP24 Generator £550.00 

JVC 80 wt. per ch. stereo tuner amp £250.00 

JVC Cassette Deck £75.00 

West Lake BB SM12 incl. stands £2294.25 

JBL 4411 Monitors £747.50 

Neumann U87 incl. shock mount & windshield lex demol E977.50 

Neumann U47 mint condition £799.25 

Beyer headphones £49.00 

All the above items are inclusive of VAT 

We have many more items in stock, for a full list or any further 

information please ring us on the number below and remember advise 

costs nothing! 

TEL: 0244 881708 
FAX: 0244 880538 

RECENT CLIENTS... 
MTV, BROOKSIDE, HTV, SAIN, POWER PLANT, AMAZON, 

ROCKFIELD, SQUARE ONE, INSYNC, STRADA ETC. 

MAIN DEALERS FOR... 
ADAM SMITH, GOLD LINE, TC ELECTRONICS, ART, DENON, 

SENNHEISER, REVOX, AUDIO LOGIC, DIGITECH ETC. 
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RTW Digital Peakmeters RTW makes them 
all: digital and 
analog PPM's as well. 
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RTW 
1152 EBU 

2 channel 
Digital Meter 
1152 EBU for 
connection to 
the AES /EBU 
digital format. 
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RTW 
1190 DMS 
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THE LOUDSPEAKER CONNECTOR DEBATE 

A FINALE AT LAST 
Ken Dibble has spent a number of years 
calling for a standard in loudspeaker 
connection. It is possible he has fulfilled 
his quest? 

The debate over speaker connectors has 
been covered in Studio Sound since 
1982, and elsewhere long before that. 
Several proposals and counter proposals 

have come and gone while the industry continues 
to fit the XLR/3 male as the output connector on 
an amplifier and the XLR/3 female as the input 
connector to a loudspeaker system. 

From the USA there are signs that the industry 
is at last about to go for change -and maybe, at 
last, there is a product of sufficient merit to 
warrant a commitment. 

The story to date 
Recognising that the standard jack plug was not 
the answer, the Association of British Theatre 
Technicians (ABTT) issued their own 
recommended standard as long ago as 1970 in 
which the Cannon XLR/4 was used with the 
female component carrying the source signal and 
the male on the loudspeaker enclosure. The pin 
configuration was as follows: 
Contact 41: Low impedance -ve 
Contact #2: Low impedance +ve 
Contact 43: 100 V line -ve 
Contact 414: 

100 V line +ve 
Recognising 

that the XLR/4 
connector did not 
comply with the 
Electrical Safety 
Regulations for 
use at 100 V line 
level, that the 
current per 
contact is limited 
to 10 A and 
because of the 
conflict with the 
APAE Standard, 
the ABTT 
Standard was 
withdrawn in 
May 1979. 

Next came the 
Association of 
Public Address 
Engineers 
(APAE), who, in 
1974, issued their 
own standard, 
again using the 
XLR/4 but with a 
different contact 
configuration: 

Contacts #1 and 42 commoned = -ve 
Contacts #3 and 44 commoned = +ve 

This overcame the current limitation problem 
but did not address noncompliance with the safety 
standards. If a connector wired to the APAE 
standard were mated with one wired to the ABTT 
standard, you shorted both the low impedance and 
100 V line circuits to ground! Those early solid 
state amplifiers did not have the sophisticated 
protection circuits of today's designs. 

Meanwhile, because of widespread practice by 
established systems houses and sound hire 
companies at the time, most equipment 
manufacturers in the studio and live sound 
market sector were fitting the XLR/3 -type male 
connector. Despite efforts of the ABTT and APAE 
to come up with an acceptable alternative, the 
problem of interchangeability between low level 
signal and loudspeaker circuits, and the blatant 
flaunting of the Electrical Safety Regulations, this 
caught on and became standard practice 
throughout the industry in a very short space of 
time. 

Because this practice contravenes the first 
principle of any connector concept, ie that 'volts 
should come out of holes' the BBC issued a 
directive in November 1981 in which the 

amplifier output connector is the XLR/3 female 
wired contact 442 +ve, 4-3 -ve and the input 
connector on the loudspeaker cabinet is the XLR/3 
male, thus reversing the system so that volts do 

indeed, come out of holes. However, in order to 
overcome confusion between the input and output 
connectors, this recommendation requires that the 
input connector to the amplifier be male, ie the 
exact opposite of the present arrangement and in 
complete contradiction to BS6840, 1EC-268 and 
ANSI RS -221A. Clearly this makes no 
contribution to the present standardisation 
endeavour. 

Then Robert Grunberg and Mike Dixon came 
onto the scene with their hermaphroditic 
connector, which, after being hawked around the 
world's connector manufacturers for a few years, 
finally saw the light of day as the Utilux UX. For 
various reasons, however, the Utilux never took 
off as a serious contender and now seems to have 
faded from the field. 

Meanwhile, ITT- Cannon came up with the AXR- 
PDN, a two -pole plus earth system based on, but 
not compatible with, their already established 
AXR -LNE mains connector. Again, this has not 
really taken off even though it is featured as a 

loudspeaker connector in the RS Components 
catalogue, is 
carried in stock 
by a number of 
ITT- Cannon 
distributors and 
has since been 
adopted by the 
ABTT as a new 
theatre standard. 

Similarly 
prompted, 
Switchcraft 
looked at the 
loudspeaker 
connector market 
during 1984/5 
and after 
carrying out their 
own market 
survey based on 
proposed 20A and 
30A 
hermaphroditic 
designs not 
dissimilar to the 
Grunberg -Dixon 
proposal, 
concluded that 
the market was 
not sufficiently 
large to justify D 

Neutrik L series Speakon 
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4 the tooling costs for a new connector and that in 
any event, prospective users were unable to agree 
on the form such a connector should take. The 
survey did, however, show that there was 
sufficient interest within the music industry to 
warrant the development of a new heavy duty 
two -pole 6.3 mm jack plug and socket. It is the 
author's view that the industry needs another 
jack plug like it needs a hole in the head but that 
was the outcome of Switchcraft's market survey 
and this is the way they have gone. 

Following the failure of negotiations with 
Grunberg and Dixon, Neutrik looked at the 
market and, unlike Switchcraft, concluded that 
there was an unfulfilled need and proceeded to 
develop an altogether different approach to the 
problem. After several years of consultation and 
prototype development the Neutrik Speakon has 
emerged and it is this which seems, at last, to 
have captured the imagination of the market -in 
the USA at least with signs that one or two UK 
manufacturers may be about to follow suit. 

The requirements 
On the face of it, it may seem odd that a 

sophisticated, hi -tech industry such as ours should 
be unable to come up with an acceptable 
connector suitable for use as an 
amplifier/loudspeaker interconnect. Upon further 
investigation, however, the problems become 
apparent. Let's consider some of the often 
conflicting requirements. 
Electrical safety: The UK Electrical Safety 
Regulations were fully discussed in 'Electrical 
Safety Requirements' (Studio Sound, October 
1983). In essence, these lay down basic 
requirements for the safety of electrical 
apparatus. There are many ways in which the 
regulations can be met including compliance with 
BS415 in Britain and 1EC65 in Europe. There is 

very little difference between the two although 
BS415 is a little more stringent in certain areas. 
Section 9, part 1, clause 1 of BS415 simply states: 
'Accessible parts shall not be live.' And goes on to 

qualify that a part or terminal is not considered 

live if: '...the current 
measured through a non- 

inductive resistance of 50,000 SI 

does not exceed 0.7 mA (peak) 
AC or 2 mA DC and...for 
voltages between 34 V and 
450 V (peak) the capacitance 
does not exceed 0.11 F... For 
frequencies above 1 kHz the 
limit of 0.7 mA (peak) is 

multiplied by the value of the 
frequency in kHz, but shall not 
exceed 70 mA (peak).' 

By simple calculation, an 
amplifier rated at 150 W RMS 
into 4 St will develop a peak 
voltage of 34.6 V and a peak 
current of 0.69 mA. Therefore, 
any loudspeaker circuit rated at 
or above 150 W/4 St should be 
terminated so that the 
output terminals are not 

'accessible'. This means that the live parts must 
not be within reach of a 'standard test finger', the 
dimensional details of which are defined within 
the Standard. The XLR/3 flagrantly breaches this 
requirement so the majority of amplifiers and 
loudspeaker systems currently manufactured do 

not comply with the Regulations. 
The first requirement of any new connector 

must be compliance with BS415 and 1EC65 for 

voltages up to, and possibly beyond, 120 VRMS 

AC. 
Current rating: High current carrying 
capability -say 20 to 30 A AC at 100 Hz. 

Contact resistance: Low contact resistance, 
<5 m St, needs to be maintained after several 
thousand connects and disconnects. 
Hermaphroditic design: Grunberg/Dixon, Utilux 
and Switchcraft all seem to prefer a 
hermaphroditic design. While this has much to 

commend it, it also has the disadvantage that the 
output of one amplifier could readily be connected 
to that of another, as was pointed out by the late 
Hugh Ford in 'A Speaker Connector -Some 
Response' (Studio Sound, March 1987) and Paul 
Garrity of Artec Consultants of New York in 
private correspondence. So maybe it is not such a 
good idea after all. 
XLR format: Several correspondents consider we 

should retain the XLR format because of industry 
acceptance and to facilitate retrofitting to existing 
equipment, or to allow a changeover without the 
need for retooling of presses, etc. Others argue 
that the XLR shell is too small to allow anything 
greater than 2.5 mm cable, whereas any new 
connector should be capable of accommodating at 
least 4 mm cables, if not 6 mm. Also, some prefer 
a screw terminal option for ease of field servicing, 
which would not be feasible inside an XLR -style 

housing. 
Durability: Robust construction, resistance to 
corrosion and durability are obvious requirements. 
'Twistlock' engagement system: Some, 

especially Artec Consultants, express a preference 
for a 'Twistlock' design, while others are less 

certain whether a latching device is a good idea, 

some being clearly against any form of latching 
whatsoever. 

TABLE 1 

Contact Low Z Low Z Low Z 100 V line 
number full range bi -amp stereo full range 
1- Grnd LF grnd LH grnd Safety grnd 
I + Signal LF signal LH signal NC 
2 NC HF grnd RH grnd 0 V 
2- NC HF signal RH signal +100 V 
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Four -pole contact 
system: Some consider a 
four- contact device to be 
preferable to allow bi- 

amp wiring in the same 
connector. 
EP format: Because of 
its rugged design and 
ability to accept larger 

CSA (Cross Sectional Area) cables, many suggest 
adopting a particular version of the Cannon EP 
connector. Unfortunately, the EP is already in use 

in various formats and with various wiring 
configurations; it would therefore be difficult to 

convert existing users to a different system. Also, 

the EP range is very expensive and not readily 
available. 
Airtight receptacle: The component intended to 
be mounted on the loudspeaker enclosure should 
be airtight for obvious reasons. 
Cable clamp: The cable clamp should be effective 
over a wide range of cable sizes. A size range of 
6 mm to 15 mm is often advocated. 
Universal point of agreement: Without 
exception, everyone agrees that a new connector 
is needed, that it should be a brand new dedicated 
design, adopted for use as a loudspeaker connector 
with the wiring convention standardised at the 
outset. 

The Neutrik 
Speakon 
In developing the Speakon, Neutrik have 
obviously listened long and hard to the industry. 
They have blended the views expressed with their 
own engineering expertise and design resources 
and come up with a product clearly intended as a 
serious market contender -probably the best to 

date, even though on first sight it looks more like 
a garden hose coupler. It would appear to address 
all but one of the design requirements earlier 
discussed: 

Tough, durable, all moulded, virtually 
indestructible, electrically non -conducting body 

shell 
Accepts 4 mm stranded or 6 mm solid cable 
Collet -type cable clamp effective up to 15 mm 

OD 
Dual purpose solder /screw terminals 
Rated at 250 V and 30 ARMS AC 
Complies with BS41511EC65 
Low contact resistance: <3 mft after 5,000 

operations 
Twistlock -style bayonet latch with locking ring 
Airtight chassis component available with 

small square flange to fit existing XLR cut -out or 

large circular flange to fit existing EP cut -out. 

The latter is especially suited for fixing to timber 
cabinets 

Four contacts to facilitate bi -amp operation 
Larger version, soon to be introduced in EP size 

format only, has eight contacts to accommodate 
multichannel systems 

Dedicated connector -no previous usage 

While not entirely hermaphroditic, there are 
only two component parts, the cable mounted or 
'free' component, and the chassis -mount 
receptacle, neither of which can really be 
described as male or female, or plug and socket. 
However, as there is only one chassis receptacle 
and one cable component, cables cannot be 
connected end -to -end without an in -line adaptor 
and the system does indeed make it possible for 
the output of one amplifier to be connected to the 
'ltput of another. But these are the only 

drawbacks apparent from a fairly close 

examination of the design. 

Composition 
The basic design very cleverly combines the 
apparently contradictory requirements that the 
chassis -mount component should fit a standard D 
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Audio & Video Jackfields 
Make the Right Connection 

PEasmec Systems ltd., Mosses and 

Plasmec manufacture the Mosses & Mitchell 
range of Audio and Video Jackfields and 
Sockets, widely acknowledged to be the finest 
in the world. 
Designed and made in the UK, all Mosses & 

Mitchell products are built using the very latest 
engineering technology - and then subjected 
to the most stringent quality controls to ensure 
the ultimate performance. 
That's why companies of the calibre of British 
Telecom, the B.B.C., L.W.T., Soundcraft and 
Neve continually specify Mosses & Mitchell 
Jackfields and Sockets or approach us to design 
and manufacture custom -made products tc 
exact specifications. 
Con us now for a copy of our new 
brochu , featuring the full range of Audic 
Jack S kets and Audio and Video Jackfields 
incl ing compact and pre -wired versions. 

Mosses and Mitchell 
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mham, Surrey GU9 SQL, England. Tel: 0252 721236 Fax: 0252 712711 
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As more and more studios turn to the digital mastering medium it is essential that 
material leaving the analogue multitrack recorder does justice to the wider dynamic range 

of the digital format. 
The Drawmer DF320 is a sophisticated, dual channel, single ended noise reduction 

system which requires no previous encoding and subsequent decoding of the audio signal. 

A dynamic filter, with a unique 'frequency- tracking' Auto mode, combines with a 

comprehensive auto -attack expander to provide dramatic noise reduction regardless of 
programme source, in a wide variety of recording/broadcast situations. 

Drawmer Distribution, Charlotte St Business Centre, Charlotte St, Wakefield, W. Yorks, WFI IUH, England. 
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4 XLR panel cut -out while the cable component 
should be larger than the present XLR shell in 
order to accept larger CSA cables and allow for 

easier termination. The connector is essentially 
co -axial having one pair of diametrically opposed 
contacts on the outer annulus and another pair, 
rotated by 180 °, on an inner spigot. The inner 
pair are designated 1+ and 2 +, the outer pair l- 
and 2 -. The cable component is inserted into the 
chassis receptacle and twisted approximately 20° 
in a bayonet cap motion to lock, wiping the 
contacts in the process to ensure minimum 
contact resistance. A locking ring is also provided, 
which requires a 120° turn to lock the bayonet 
spigot firmly in place and prevent any further 
movement. 

The cable component comprises only four parts, 
is very simple to assemble and requires a small 
screwdriver only to tighten the cable termination 
screws. The four parts comprise the contact barrel 
sub -assembly, a three jaw cable clamp collet, an 
outer shell sub -assembly and a gland ring. All are 
reinforced high impact plastic mouldings, the only 
metal parts being the contacts themselves. In 
order to overcome the problem of in -line 
connection, a back -to -back version of the chassis 
receptacle is available as an in -line adaptor. 

The arrangement is very cleverly thought out 
and, if at first appearing unnecessarily complex, 
has been simply executed to produce a serviceable 
connector. The available variants are as follows: 

Part No. NL4FC Cable mount connector 
Part No. NL4FRC Right angle cable connector 

but with reduced cable size 
capacity 

Part No. NL4MP Chassis receptacle, XLR -style 
Part No. NL4MPR Chassis receptacle, EP -style 
Part No. NL4MM In -line adaptor 

Wiring convention 
The manufacturers have suggested four different 
wiring conventions for single -channel low 

impedance applications, single -channel constant 
voltage line systems, low impedance bi -amp and 
low impedance stereo as shown in Table 1. 

Canford Audio, a major Neutrik distributor in 
the UK, have published this information in their 
March 1989 catalogue as a `proposed convention' 
and have invited comments for onward 
transmission to Neutrik. 

The following is a suggested reaction: 

Low Z full range: Adopt 
Low Z bi -amp: Adopt 
Low Z stereo: Disaster area 1! 

This would cause full range signal to be applied 
across the HF driver with fatal consequences if 
inadvertently connected to a receptacle wired for 
bi -amp operation 
100 V line: Disaster area 2! 

This would cause full range, high voltage signal 
to be applied across the HF driver in a connector 
wired for bi -amp or across the RH channel in a 

connector wired for stereo. This is a totally 
different application that would be better served 
by a connector not related to the Speakon range, 
perhaps Cannon AXR -PDN 

The four -pole Speakon should therefore be 

restricted to full range and bi -amped low 

impedance systems only. Stereo systems should use 
two separate connectors as with the XLR /3 at 
present. Having got this far, the adoption of any 
other arrangement would be nothing short of a 

disaster and would be likely to prevent eventual 
IEC recognition of the system. 
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4 -pole panel mount socket and wiring configuration 

101 

o 

8-pole panel mount socket and wiring configuration 

4 -pole connector and wiring configuration 

Neutrik's technical designs for the 
new Speakon (L series) 4 -pole and 
8 -pole connectors 8-pole wiring configuration 
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During the 1988 Paris AES, at a technical 
forum on loudspeaker processors and 
connector /wiring conventions, an eminent panel of 
experts, including Dave Martin, John Meyer, 
Garry Margolis (JBL) and Eric Vincenot (Nexo) 
agreed that the Speakon was the way forward and 
that the proposed full range and bi -amp wiring 
convention be agreed. No mention was made of a 
stereo or 100 V line alternative. 

One further point: the contact designation 
places the first contact pair at 0° and 270° and 
the second at 180° and 90 °. Given the proposed 
wiring convention, it would seem more logical if 
the first contact pair were at 0° and 80° with 
the second at 90° and 270° so the cable strain 
could be more evenly distributed over the 
connector housing, as well as more logically 
placing both contacts of circuit 1 within the inner 
spigot and circuit 2 in the outer annulus. As 

things stand all the cable strain is on one 
quadrant of the connector when used in the 
proposed full range mode -which will doubtless 
account for most use -with the +ve contact 
located on the inner spigot and the -ve on the 
outer annulus. It is, however, clearly too late for 

this to be addressed now. 

The pioneers 
The industry lead is coming from the USA on this 
issue with the following major manufacturers 
having changed over, or being poised to adopt the 
Speakon system in the very near future: Apogee 
Sound Inc, USA; Community Light & Sound Inc, 
USA; BGW, USA; Dynacord, West Germany; 
EAW, USA; Electro -Voice, USA; JBL, USA: 
Matsushita, Japan; Montarbo, Canada; Peavey 

Corp, USA; Philips, Holland; Quad, UK; Renkus 
Heinz, USA; Stage Accompany, Holland. 

So the wind of change is very much in the air 
with others set to follow in the very near future. 

Some reaction 
Allen Mornington -West at Quad has carried out 
extensive testing of the Speakon prior to its 
adoption including contact resistance tests, 
durability and corrosion tests, jumping and 
trampling on mated pairs and experimental 
termination with a wide range of cable sizes, and 
has confirmed its acceptability from an 
engineering aspect. Quad's only reservation is 

over the small size of the screw terminations used 
to secure the conductors and the lack of any 
wraparound provision in the cable mount 
component but they acknowledge that by 

removing the grub screw the terminals do double 
as solder buckets. Consultation with customers 
has also produced a positive response. 

Quad are confident over the change and believe 
that irrespective of which way the rest of the 
market may go someone has to make the move 

away from the XLR/3 male, and changed over 
their entire production from September 1989. 

Apogee Sound are already in full production 
with the four -pole Speakon as the standard option 
connector on their entire product range with the 
eight -pole version on their 3x3 concert system. 

JBL are set to introduce an updated version of 

their Sound Power series, late '89 or early '90, 
which will include the standard four -pole and the 
eight -pole Speakon. The precise timing is 

dependent upon the availability of the eight -pole 

version in production quantities. The MI range 

will follow soon after and a spare NL4FC will be 
supplied in case of difficulty in obtaining the 
Speakon from a high street music store during the 
changeover period. The Concert Series will also be 
brought into line during the year to coincide with 
other design changes, so 1990 should see all 
relevant JBL product leaving the factory with the 
Speakon as standard equipment. Garry Margolis, 
marketing director at JBL International added, 
"We like the connector very much and are 
pleased to see a rational connector philosophy 
emerging," and went on to promise full support 
for a rational standardisation of use and wiring. 

John Wiggins, vice -president of sales and 
marketing at Community Light & Sound, had this 
to say: 

"The RS880 is fitted with Speakon and others of 

our enclosed systems will follow. We talked to 
various tour companies and different cable 
manufacturers and it seemed pretty unanimous 
that they liked the design features. And the cable 
companies should know -they have to assemble 
them. It seems to have the voltage and current 
ratings and I guess we'll find out if it's rugged or 
not. We did the sound for the Special Olympics 
using RS880s in three different outdoor venues 
and we had some pretty bad rain conditions. They 
all held up and although it's not a waterproof 
connector, we had no shorting problems. So it 
appears that it probably is reliable." 

Conversely, despite being included in Neutrik's 
Speakon users' list, Turbosound's Richard 
Frankson gave a categorical assurance that 
Turbosound were not about to change over to 
Speakon in the foreseeable future. They had 
looked at samples but did not like the hard latch 
feature, and in fact preferred the Cannon AXR- 
PDN if a change became necessary. If market 

Studio time is expensive -don't waste it! 
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d forces dictated a change they would consider it 
but, so far, no one has asked for Speakon. The 
EP-6 was now so widely established on their 
product worldwide that they would not entertain 
changing to the eight -pole Speakon for that 
application. 

Electro -Voice are also set to change over during 
the coming months and Mark Burgin of UK 

agents Shuttlesound welcomed the change saying 
that provided the market were generally happy 
with the new connector and that the industry all 
goes the same way, he was very pleased to see a 

move away from the XLR/3. He does not see the 
AXR -PDN as a valid alternative and considers 
the EP too expensive, difficult to obtain and 
complains that the chassis -mount version is not 

airtight. He would, however, be happier if 
Neutrik were to complete the Speakon range by 

tooling up for all four versions, ie male and 
female in cablemount and chassis formats. He is 

not happy at the prospect of using an in -line 

adaptor to extend cables and sees this as the only 

significant drawback. This is a view echoed by 

many others. 

Renkus- Heinz, with immediate effect, are 
offering the Speakon as an alternative to their 
established use of the Hubble connector -again 
subject to the availability of the eight -pole 

version -but Paul Trew at Smart Acoustics, RH's 
UK distributors, was very positive that as far as 

the UK is concerned, RH product will be coming 
in with the Speakon option fitted as standard, 
adding that the imminent Renkus -Heinz UK hire 
operation would be entirely Speakon. 

Peavey are known to be strong supporters of the 
Speakon and a number of products are already on 
line with the Speakon as standard equipment. 

The list goes on. 

Neutrik and 
marketing 
At the 1984 AES Paris Convention Neutrik 
assured that they had no intention of addressing 
the loudspeaker connector requirement as, like 
Switchcraft, they saw insufficient market demand 
to warrant a commitment. 

Is this the most 
cost -effective 24 -track 

in the world? 

We think so. 

We also think that anyone contemplating entry -level 24 -track should take this machine very 
seriously. After all, the only competition consists either of a pair of semi -pro recorders running 

in sync, or some dubious second -user dinosaur which will cost the same to maintain as 

it did to buy. A choice between compromised quality, or someone else's problem child. 

Not much of a choice, is it? 

Especially when you stop to consider that our alternative will cost you about the same, but 
will give you the mechanical integrity and audio purity you require - without compromises, 
synchronisers, or excuses. 

The Studio Magnetics AR2400 - up to a quality, not down to a price. avalo 
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Following an article on the Utilux UX and 
Carillon AXR -PDN connectors (`A Speaker 
Connector -3 Years On', Studio Sound, December 
1986) I was castigated by Bernhard Weingartner, 
president of Neutrik, for not including Neutrik in 

the feature (`A Speaker Connector -Some 
Response' Studio Sound, March 1987). 

During the 1987 APRS exhibition, where a 
prototype was on show I was promised early 
samples of a Speakon to evaluate for a follow -up 

feature. This would have widened the debate and 
increased public awareness of this latest 
contender but the samples never materialised. 

Meanwhile, with the Speakon in limited 
production, Neutrik have been quietly probing the 
market, encouraging users and manufacturers to 

consider it as a valid alternative to the XLR/3 

and, in the USA in particular, have clearly been 
successful in this endeavour. There was 
considerable confidence and a positive reaction to 

the Speakon at the 1989 NSCA in Nashville but 
Eardley Electronics (Neutrik's UK importers) 
were unable to supply samples and full details of 

the range at the time of writing. (Eardley were 

however in a position to supply samples and 
diagrams by the time the article was in 

production -Ed.) Canford Audio have been keen 
supporters of the Speakon project throughout and 
have been a most helpful source of information. 

Now it seems, we have another softly, softly 

approach with the eight -pole version, with major 
international manufacturers waiting for this to 

come on -line before adopting the system, while 
Neutrik continue to dip a toe into the water. 

Now Neutrik are asking existing and 
prospective users whether it is absolutely 
essential that the chassis -mount version be 
airtight as apparently the sealing of this 
component is causing a production slowdown. 

Conclusions 
Although there are a few minor criticisms here, it 
seems we may at last have a connector that meets 
most of the criteria and would appear to be 

acceptable to most users. In particular, it complies 
with the safety standards, it is durable, it accepts 
larger CSA cables, it is quick and easy to 

assemble, it is available to fit the XLR and EP 
panel cut -outs, the standard version will 
accommodate bi -amp working and a big brother is 

(or soon will be) available for larger systems -and 
it is affordable. 

The time is right; the market is ready. All it 
needs is for Neutrik to make the Speakon 
available in production quantities, back it up with 
a positive international marketing effort and 
encourage its endorsement by the IEC and ANSI 
standards authorities. 

But if we are to adopt the Speakon let's not try 
to make this one product all things to all people. 
Let's agree on a realistic level of application and 
adopt a standard wiring convention right from the 
start. That means dropping the proposed stereo 
and 100 V line application areas. For stereo, use 
two separate connectors, for 100 V line use 
AXR -PDN. 
Adopt the present Neutrik/AES wiring proposal 
for full range applications: first contact pair only 
should be used; the second contact pair should not 
be wired in parallel to increase current rating in 
this mode. 
Adopt the present Neutrik/AES wiring proposal 
for bi -amp applications: first contact pair LF, 
second pair HF. 
Reject the use of this connector for any other 
purpose or with any other wiring configuration. 
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AKG 
acousCIcs ADVANCED 

MICROPHONE 
TECHNOLOGY 

The C426B Comb. represents the next logical step in the development of a 

legend amongst professional microphones, the C422, which itself is derived 

from cn eariler microphone that set new recording standards, the C24. 

The operating principles of the C426B remain the same - two twin diaphragm 

condenser capsules which rotate for MS and XY stereo recording, each with 

individually se ectable polcr pattens from a remote control unit. But as 

enginee-ing standards have developed, so has every aspect of the C426B 

cesign, which now offers ultra low self noise operation, in -built electronics for 

the digital age, and a host or physical operating features which make it ideal.'' 

for busyrecordin studios. 

AKG Acoustics Ltd., Vienna Court, Lammas Road, 

Catteshall Road, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1JG. 

Telephone: Godalming (048 68) 25702. 
Facsimile: (048 68) 28967. 
Telex: 859013 AKGMIC G. 
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MONIT 
CROSSOV ER 

0 
S 

In the words of one of the owners of a well - 
known studio: "I never realised that a 
different crossover could change the sound 
so much!" Granted, it had just taken 

3 years to develop the new crossover, but 
nonetheless, the crossover it had replaced was a 
first class unit. With conventional crossovers, be 
they active or passive, what you put in is not 
what you get out. The outputs just will not add 
up to replicate the input. The only exception to 
this is the first order, 6 dB /octave Butterworth, 
but unfortunately 6 dB /octave is far too shallow a 
slope for most conventional requirements. 

Crossover design and technology is enormously 
complex. The effect a crossover has on the audible 
characteristics of a monitor system, is usually 
grossly underestimated. Indeed it is so mind - 
bending, that many people prefer to use a stock 
unit and hope somebody else has done their 
homework. 

To obtain the best results, the amplifier/ 
loudspeaker /crossover /room combination must 
really be seen as one unit. This philosophy is 
brought home by the fact that most specialist 
monitor manufacturers now use highly dedicated, 
specific crossovers for their systems, as opposed to 
using stock items from specialist manufacturers of 
crossovers; now largely aiming their products at a 
sound reinforcement market. Not that this is less 
demanding than the studio market but the 
physical distribution of the many reinforcement 
systems changes from night to night. Together 
with the large physical displacement between the 
individual drivers, this renders accurate crossing - 
over an impossibility given current knowledge 
and technology. 

There is a very large range of parameters to 
choose from in crossover design. Active or passive; 
high level or low level; slope -6, 12, 18, 24 dB/ 
octave or others; slope shapes on initial turnover; 
power handling (high level) /output voltage 
(active). All these things are crossover variables. 
Different people, with different philosophies have 
pursued, and continue to pursue different paths. 

In 1984, I began developing a family of monitor 
systems, ranging from 21/2-way nearfield systems 
to large, 4 -way systems. The full design 
philosophy of the latter systems, was described in 
great detail in `Studio Monitoring Design' (Studio 
Sound, December 1986). The article reflected the 
state of play in early '86 when it was originally 
written. The significant changes to date would be 
the standardisation on the Emilar mid -range 
driver, the more or less exclusive use of Crown 
amplifiers and the development of a new family of 
crossovers. Initially, the first two changes, or 
rather standardisation, would not seem to be 
relevant to a feature on crossovers. In reality, 
however, they are! The vast majority of mid -range 
compression drivers, are designed and developed 
for sound reinforcement /public address systems. 
This market is very much larger worldwide, than 
the studio monitoring market, so the 
manufacturers tend to produce units to fulfil the 
requirement of the larger market. 
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R SYSTEMS- 
PART FIVE 

Phil Newell continues his series with a 
personal view of crossover options 
available, the design problems and 
subjective audibility 

It was for their very high output capability and 
general indestructibility that I opted for 
compression horns in the first instance. Given the 
widely disparate systems with which they may be 
used, it is necessary for the manufacturers to 
maintain the electrical parameters as closely as 
possible to an idealised norm. This very much 
helps a system designer, who would expect an 8 Q 

driver to be near to 8 B over the widest possible 
range of frequency and voice coil temperature. 
Diaphragm loading, resonances and coil 
inductances do all they can to thwart the former, 
whereas input power, efficiency and effective 
cooling affect the latter. The voice coil of a badly 
cooled, inefficient driver, when sustaining high 
input levels, will get hot. The temperature rise in 
the voice coil will increase the impedance, as will 
the voice coil inductance as the frequency rises. 
Inductance will also increase due to resonances on 
poorly damped drivers. 

Manufacturers must keep these things in check 
if the drivers are to work well with impedance- 
dependent, passive, high level crossovers. Design 
parameters are a compromise. Companies 
producing drivers to the sole dictate of the greatest 
sonic accuracy from a very specific system, would 
soon go out of business. To my own ears, in this 
specific system, the Emilar is the driver that 
allows the smoothest overall performance from 
the system. I also think that the aluminium 
diaphragm of the Emilar is a smoother match 
to the pulp cone of the low -mid drivers, and 
to the aluminium ring diaphragm of 
the high frequency unit. 
The titanium diaphragm of 
the JBL and the beryllium 
diaphragm of the TAD were 
more difficult to blend 
with the remainder of 
the system. This in 
turn, as we shall see 
later, has a great 
bearing on the selection 
of the shape of the 
initial crossover slopes. 
This is not to say that the 
Emilar is a better driver 
than the JBL, the TAD, or 
the Coral but I believe it to 
be the most suitable match to 
this specific system. Likewise 
the choice of power amplifiers. 
If amplifier `A' sounds better 
than amplifier 'B' on loudspeaker 
system `X' it does not necessarily 
apply that the same will hold true for loudspeaker 

`Y'. Somewhat ridiculously, in my opinion, 
amplifiers have usually been tested and rated into 
resistive loads. 

Ah, for truly resistive loudspeakers -I have 
certainly never seen one! Whenever there is 
inductance and/or capacitance in a loudspeaker, 
there is consequently a reactive element where 
the voltage and current are not in -phase with 
each other. This produces the classic `wattless 
power' so well -known to engineers of heavy 
electrical machinery. Factories using heavily 
inductive machinery must install `power factor 
correction' capacitors to restore the phase 
relationship; otherwise the electricity board's 
wattmeter would not measure the total electricity 
used, and the subsequent bills would be lower 
than normal. A power factor of unity would be 
resistive. A reactive element resulting in a power 
factor of 0.7 would, if uncorrected, result in 
electricity bills of only 70% of the actual, 
generated power consumed. The electricity 
generating people are not too keen on that state 
of affairs, hence their insistence upon the 
installation of the correcting capacitors. 

Why does this occur? Well, it is probably easiest 
to explain by an analogy with a familiar piece of 
everyday plumbing -a toilet. Electrical 
engineering and plumbing really are remarkably 
similar in their fundamentals. Pipes are wires, 
water is electricity, water pressure is voltage, 
water flow rate, in gallons per minute, is current 
in amperes. With pipes or wires, all other things 

being equal, reducing their 
diameter will increase D 
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2ó HAND LIST 
Mixing Consoles 
SSL Venous _... 
NEVE V3 60f 50 in Necam 96 

AMEK 250040 input _. __. __. 

AMEK Angela 361 (part load) 

Studer 961 -2 8st 2mon PPM ...... 
Neotek Elite 401(32'8st) 
Harrison MR 1136 Al( auto 
Harrison Raven 36 AK auto 

P.O.A. 
£ Offers 
£29,500 
£21,000 

£5,000 
£23,000 
£15,000 
£15,000 

Lyrec TR5S vgc 
Revox B77 vgc 
Revox B77 Slide Sync 

Revox 4700 recond 
Revox A77 vgc 

Sony DTC 1000ES as new 

Sony DTC M100 as new 

Sony PCM Fl " SLF1 vgc 

Uher CR240 complete as new 

£1,850 
£600 
£600 
£600 
£250 

£1,050 
£850 
£850 
C350 

AMEK 8C2 offers over £5,000 Revox 8710 as new C595 

MCI 500BJH50 auto £13.500 JVC DD VR9 3 head ASD as new £250 

Soundtracs CMX 32 .... C12.000 JVC KD V6 3 head as new £175 

Soundtracs Trackmix £5,000 Denson DR -M248X as new £150 

Soundtracs CP680032 /1224 _. £16,000 AMS SDMX £4,995 
Soundtracs MRX 24/8/16 patchbay .. £5250 AMS RMS16 £2,995 
Soundtracs FME 16/4/8/2 £2,500 AMS 1580S £2,995 
Soundcraft TS24 28 patchbay £12,900 AMS 1580 500ms " harm £695 
Soundcraft 200B 8/4/8/2 new £1,295 Lexicon 224 (XL) various progs £P.O.A. 
Soundcraft 20016/4/8/2 lc £1,495 Lexicon PCM 70 £1.100 
Soundcraft 600 32 input patchbay _. £6,500 Klark Teknik 0N780 £1,450 
Studiomaster II 32 /16/2 £2,750 TC 2290 32 sec hr new £2,000 
DDA AMR 36 C25,000 UREI 1176. 1178 and LA4 £P.O.A. 
TAC Matchless 26 patchbay £6,500 DBX 163,165,200,150,150X £P.O.A. 
TAC Scorpion L (No.19) 32/16 £4,500 Yamaha OMP7, Rev7, SPX series .. £P.O.A. 
AHB Sigma 44/24 patchbay £15,000 Dolby 330,361,Cat22,K9,SR etc £P.O.A. 
AHB Syncon B 32/24 £3,250 BEL 2400, BOBOS, BC series NR ._. £P.O.A. 
AHB CMC 16 inc computer £1,150 AKAI S1000,S950,5900,MG macs £P.O.A. 
AHB CMC 24 inc. computer £1,700 White 4400 pair room eq immac £595 
AHB System 812/8/2 £600 EMT gold toil 8 remote vgc £850 
Cadac 28/24 C12,000 VU gates, paras 8 comps new £P.O.A. 
Tascam M30 £495 Drawmer units second hand £Cheap 
Hill PA 24/4/2 as new in tc £1,500 Digdec DDL and FX units new .... £ on demo 
Hill PA 24/6 stage (ditto) _. £2,400 Atari 1040ST with mono mon £395 

Atari 1040ST with col mon £495 
Recorders Steinberg Pro-24 Mk III £195 
Mitsubishi 0850 32 £60,000 Steinberg 0-Rase new £495 
AMS Audiofile (version 8) _ E35,000 Fairtight IIX inc library £5,950 
Studer A820 REm /loc wi -SR C29,950 Mellotron 6000 sounds as new £995 
Otan MTR 90 II rem /loc £18,500 JBL 4433 pair, as new C2,995 
Studer A80 N Ill 24 £15,000 JBL 4430 pair, as new 01,750 
3M M79 2 available £8,500 JBL 4350 pair, vgc £1,750 
Soundcraft SCM 760 III 24 vlh £9,000 JBL L2501op -sided pyramids £1,500 
Soundcraft SCM 762 24 rem /loc _.,... £8,500 JBL4411 pair £700 
Studer A80 16 track £3,500 Monro M pair Coffers 
Tascam ATR80 24 rem/loc new £16,950 Quested pair £2,400 
ACES Hi -Spec 24 rem/loc vgc _.... C3,500 ATC SCM 250 pair 04,000 
MCI JH1102" 16T .. .. ......._. £2,500 Tannoy Classic 15" pair C650 
Olen MX70 16T rem/loc vlh £8,500 Tannoy LRM 12" £595 
Olari MX5050 1h" 8T (new heads) ... £1,500 UREI 8138 pair £1,500 
Tascam MS 16 complete £5,950 UREI 813A pair £1,100 
Tascam 85 -168 complete C4,500 Neumann 47,56,84,86,8789,170 ... £P.O.A. 
Tascam 85 -16 complete £3,000 AKG 414,460,12A,28A,224,451,112 
Tascam MSR 24/16/rSR8 new _... £P.O.A. 202,190,12 etc, etc £P.O.A. 
Foster E16 new £2,800 Sennheiser 405,441421,416 £P.O.A. 
Foster E16 with 4050 remloc £2,700 EV RE20 PL92A,ND757,ND408 CP.O.A. 
Foster E16 vgc £2,250 Shure 57.58.91,548,54,17 £P.O.A. 
Foster Bl6 vgc £1,750 Beyer 69.88.201, " DT100 HP's CP.O.A. 
Otan MX5050B III 8T vgc ... £1,950 Sony edit suite DAE1100 '5850 s £11,950 
Soundcratt SCM 381 1" 8T £1,000 Mic stands galore, booms from 020 
Brenell 1" 8T good £750 Power amps various CP.O.A. 
Tascam 38 vgc C1,000 Casio MG510 Midi Guitar ._ _... £350 
Foster M80 vgc £795 Akai MX 73 Motherboard £395 
Tascam 34 literally as new .... £495 Yamaha TX81Z £250 
Tascam 3440 mint £795 
Mitsubishi X80 £3,000 

EXPORT PRICES 

Ampex ATR 100 Time Code £3,750 
(UK Customers please add VAT) 

StuderB67 .. £1,750 
Soundcraft S20 as new £1,750 EXPORT A SPECIALITY 

WANTED 

FOR CASH 
COMPLETE STUDIOS 

0663 64244 
STUDIO HOUSE AUDIO 

High Lane Village, Nr. Stockport SK6 8AA. 
FAX 0663 62328 

SOUNn 
A N D C O N S T R U C T I O N 

KFA Associates have gained a 

world -class reputation for 
innovative studio design, by 

combining proven expertise in 

acoustic control with skilled 

on -site project management. 

The Box, a new product from 
KFA, is a modular sound 
proofed environment ideal for 
small control rooms, radio 
stations, writing, 
programming and editing 
suites and personal studios. 

Demonstrating a powerful 
combination of acoustic 
engineering and construction 
techniques, The Box is a 

welcome solution to many 
acoustic problems and exhibits 

the same high standards for 
which KFA rooms are 
renowned. 

To discuss the feasibility of 
your project, contact Mick 
Fitzgerald on 01 -881 2239. 

KF 
FOR SOUND ENVIRONMENTS 
1 2 Guillemot Place I_'.: /endon Road Wood Green London N22 6XG 

Tel 01 -881 2239 / 01- 888 0067 Fax. 01 -888 2133 
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d their resistance to the flow of either water or 
electricity. Capacitors have a capacity (the 
original term for capacitance), and toilet cisterns 
have a capacity. A resistor /capacitor series circuit 
has a `time- constant' -the length of time it will 
take the capacitor to fully charge through that 
resistance. The time constant is determined by 
the multiplication of the resistance in fi, by the 
capacitance in Farads (F). A 10,00011F capacitor 
(.01 F) fed through a 100 ß resistor, will take 1 

second to `fully' charge. That is, 100 (1x0.01 F 
(10,000µF); 100x0.01 =1 (second). A toilet cistern 
of 1 gallon capacity, when fed through a pipe 
allowing a flow rate of 1 gallon per minute, will 
fill to capacity in 1 minute. Thus, the time 
constant of the toilet plumbing would be 1 

minute. A plumbing system with a closed loop, for 
example an electric pump coupled to a turbine, 
with the outflow from the turbine coupled back to 
the pump, will provide a closed loop- resistive 
loading. The pressure in the pipes will remain 
constant for as long as the pump speed is 
maintained, and the back pressure on the turbine 
remains constant. This is analogous to a battery, 
connected via a wire to one side of a bulb, the 
other side of the bulb being connected to the other 
side of the battery (see Fig 1). Current will flow 
dependent upon the battery voltage and circuit 
resistance. Voltage and current are directly 
proportional, a higher voltage producing a higher 
current and vice -versa. In the plumbing analogy, a 
higher motor speed will produce a higher water 
pressure, which will in turn produce a higher rate 
of flow. Other things again being equal, water 
pressure and flow rate are in direct proportion. 
The bulb resistance is the analogy of the loading 
on the turbine. 

So, back into the toilet! In this instance, the 
plumbing system is not a closed loop (ignoring the 
sea, evaporation, the clouds and the rain, which 
ultimately link the reservoirs to the sewers -a 
reactive coupling if ever there was one). When the 
toilet is flushed, the water drains from the cistern 
and enters the pan. As the cistern empties, the 
ballcock falls, opening a valve that allows water 
to flow into the cistern. Prior to flushing, the 
valve seals the end of the inflow pipe. The water 
pressure is at a maximum (the voltage) while the 
rate of water flow (the current) is at a minimum. 
As the falling ballcock opens the valve, the 
blocked end of the pipe is opened, allowing a flow 
of water. At that point in time, the pressure in 
the pipe (the voltage) is reduced as the valve is 
opened. The current (water flow) is consequently 
at its highest when the voltage (the water 
pressure) is at a minimum. As the cistern fills up, 
the valve begins to close. As this occurs, the back 
pressure in the water pipe (the voltage) increases 
as the water flow (the current), is reduced. When 

the cistern is full, the water flow ceases (no 
current flows) and the voltage (the water pressure 
in the pipe) rises once again to a maximum. It 
can surely be seen that the terminology of 
current /water flow and voltage /water pressure are 
largely interchangeable. It can also be seen that 
in a capacitor, as in the toilet plumbing, the 
maxima and minima of the current and voltage 
are not in harmony. When the water flow is at a 
maximum, the pressure is at a minimum and vice - 
versa (see Fig 2). 

When a capacitor charges through a resistor, 
initially current flow is at a maximum as the 
voltage across the plates is at a minimum. The 
voltage across the plates eventually rises to the 
peak value of the charging voltage and the 
current ceases to flow. The current flows first, 
then the voltage rises. The current is thus 
considered to have a `phase lead' over the voltage. 
In the case of an inductor, a voltage must be 
present across the terminals before a current can 
flow. Hence the current in this instance is said to 
have a `phase lag' compared with the voltage. 
Back to the resistor again; current and voltage 
are always in direct proportion and are considered 
to be in phase. Just as with the plumbing system, 
electrical analogies can be made with the moving 
system of loudspeakers. We discussed in parts 
three and four (Studio Sound, October and 
November) vis -à -vis direct radiators, that the 
inefficiency of direct radiators is due to their poor 
loading and coupling to the surrounding air. The 
loading is reactive hence the `power factor' is low. 
The transfer from electrical to acoustic energy is 
poor. 

It has long been my opinion that the accuracy of 
the impulse response of a system is the most 
important criterion in any system's performance. 
In order to create an accurate impulse response, 
the phase response /phase slope of the system must 
be as coherent as possible. Only this, together 
with a smooth `frequency response' can re- create 
an accurate impulse. Given the impossible 
complexity of interaction between the reactive 
elements of the loudspeaker drivers and the high 
level, passive crossover components, the inductors 
and capacitors, I cannot seriously consider such 
crossovers as contenders in the search for more 
phase accurate systems. Compensation can 
sometimes be incorporated in order to present a 
relatively constant frequency /impedance 
characteristic at the amplifier terminals but 
strange things can still be going on in the 
crossover /driver interface. All in all, some very 
strange loads can be presented to amplifiers, 
when coupled to loudspeakers. The `wattless 
power' of phase leads and phase lags can demand 
truly enormous current surges from the 
amplifiers. This cannot be computed on a simple, 

ELECTRICAL 
CELL 

E, 
BULB 

(R) 

o ® 
R WATE 

PUM P 

ELECTRICAL PLUMBING 

TURBINE 
(R) 

Fig 1: In both cases, increasing the voltage /pump pressure would increase bulb 
brightness /turbine speed which would always remain in proportion: Increase for increase, 
decrease for decrease. These are closed loop systems with voltage /current, brightness/speed, in- 
phase, and are principally resistively loaded. 
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TASCAM 
European Distributors 

Hi -Fi Stereo Center Kam 

Muenchner Bundesstrasse 42, 
5013 Salzburg, 
AUSTRIA. 
Tel: 10662) 37701 

Beltronics 
Rue de la Celidee Straat 29, 
1080 Brussels, 
BELGIUM. 
Tel: (321 2 424 0233 

So and Hoyem A /S, 
Bulowsgarden, 
Bulowsvej 3, 
1870 Frederiksberg C, 
DENMARK. 
Tel: 101) 22 44 34 

Studiovox Ky, 
Atomitie 5C, 
SF -00370 Helsinki, 
FINLAND. 
Tel: 180) 562 3411 

Harman France, 
Teac France Sa, 
17 Rue Alexis de Torqueville, 
92182 Antony, 
FRANCE. 
Tel: 1011 4237 0102 

Elina SA, 
59/59A Tritis Septemvrious St., 
Athens 103, 
GREECE. 
Tel: (011 8220 037 

Greenlands Radio Centre, 
PO Box 119, 
3900 Godthab, 
GREENLAND. 
Tel: 299 21347 

GBC Italiana spa, 
TEAC Division, 
Viale Matteotti, 66, 
Cinisello Balsamo, Milan, 
ITALY. 
Tel: 102) 618 1801 

Hljodriti - Hot Ice, 
PO Box 138, 
Hafnarfirdi, 
ICELAND. 
Tel: 1011 53776 

AEG Nederland NV, 
Aletta Jacobslaan 7, 
1066 BP Amsterdam, 
NETHERLANDS. 
Tel: 10201 5105 473 

Audiotron A /S, 
Seilduksgt, 25, 
PO Box 2068 Grunerlokka, 
0505 Oslo 6, 
NORWAY. 
Tel: (021 352 096 

Goncalves, 
Avenida 5 de Outubro, 53, 1, 
Lisboa 1, 
PORTUGAL. 
Tel: (01) 544029 

Audio Profesional SA, 
Paseo Maragall 120, 
Entlo 3a, 
08027 Barcelona, 
SPAIN. 
Tel: (931 349 7008 

Erato Audio Video AB, 
Aeogatan 115, 
116 24 Stockholm, 
SWEDEN. 
Tel: 1081 743 0750 

Telion AG, 
Rutistrasse Z6, 
CH. 8010 Zurich, 
SWITZERLAND. 
Tel: (01) 732 1511 

Teac Deutschland GmbH 
Bahnstrasse 12, 
6200 Wiesbaden -Erbenheim, 
WEST GERMANY. 
Tel: (06121) 71580 

TASCAM 
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THE VERY LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN 24 TRACK 
RECORDING IS GOING TO COST YOU LITTLE MORE 

THAN A FEW MISCONCEPTIONS 
You may think you know which 24 track recorder 

gives you the most advanced technology and 

design. However, you're probably in for a surprise. 

It's the TASCAM ATR -80. 

The ATR -80 is an engineer's dream. It has features 

that make track -laying and mastering faster and 

easier than it's ever been in a 2 -inch 24 track 

format. 

Just look at the speed. Unique samarium -cobalt 

magnets in the ATR -80 motors produce immense 

torque at the capstan and allow the reels to shuttle 

at a lightning 380 ips. Synchronising to video, the 

lockup time is limited only by your other 

equipment. 

With our 30 years' experience in the design and 

manufacture of our own unique heads behind it, 

the ATR -80 achieves superb sonic performance. 

Full playback response in both the repro and sync 

heads allows track bouncing operations with no 

loss in sound quality. Special circuitry provides for 
transparent punch -ins and completely gapless and 

seamless edits. 

There's only so much of the ATR -80 that can be 

described in features. To fully appreciate the 

excellence of this machine you must lay your 

hands on the controls. 

That's when you will 

sense the crafts- 

manship and quality of 

its design. The trans- 

parency and accuracy 

of its sound. The 

power, speed and the 

smoothness of the 

transport. 

Try the TASCAM ATR -80 - all that it will cost 

you are your misconceptions. 

You won't miss these one little bit. 

TASCAM 
Teac UK Ltd., 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8YA Tel: 0923 225235 Fax: 0923 36290 
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FOR ALL NEW & 
SECONDHAND STUDIO EQUIPMENT! 

///4"(94/334-hoxrmieitwr,q,44,5',P/t/liy!/G1PiT`NNY. 
MU LTiTRACKS - 24 TRACK MACHINES 

STUDER A800 Mk11I Auto /remote £26,500.00 
STUDER A80 Vu flkIII excellent condition £1S,500.00 
STUDER A80 Vu with MkIV updates fP.O.A. 
STUDER A80 Vu Mkll remote /auto, good condition 

£12,750.00 
OTARI MTR 90 MU auto /remote 4yrs. old, immaculate 

£ 19,000.00 
OTARI MTR90 Mkll auto /remote, low hours, v.g c. 

£19,750.00 
OTARI MTR 90 Mk' Auto/remote £11,750.00 
MCI1H24 with auto 3, 9 months old. immaculate fP.O.A. 
MCI1H16 with auto 1. good condition fP.O.A. 
LYREC 532 with 32 memory. ATC auto, v.g.c. (11,000.00 
3M -79 with XT24 auto £8,500.00 
SOUNDCRAFT MkII 24 track, remote,VGC £8,250.00 
SOUNDCRAFT Mkt /Mk1Il electronics with 9 memory auto 

£8,750.00 
SOUNDCRAFT Mklll with auto 19,500.00 
AMPEX 1100 up -dated transport, good condition 

£8,000.00 
SONY 3324, RM3310 remote, dash 14 error, correction 
version, 4 software, approx. 1.000 hrs (45,000.00 
SONY 3324, RM3300 remote, major overhaul £40,000.00 
2 x MITSUBISHI X850 available fP.O.A. 

16 TRACK MACHINES 

STUDER A80 Mkl with synch, ready modification ... £4,995.00 
TASCAM MS16 with console /auto /dbx P.O.A. 
TASCAM MSR16 ex -demo fP.O.A. 
irAM 16 track 1 inch with CM50 auto, spares and boards, top 
class condition, private use only £2,995.00 
FOSTEX E16 30 hours only, as new £2,750.00 
FOSTER E16 with auto4050 £2,999.00 
FOSTEX 616 with remote, excellent condition, 4yrs old 

£P.O.A. 
FOSTEX 816 good condition fP.O.A. 

8 TRACK / 4 TRACK MACHINES 

STUDER A80 MkIll 8 track wired for 4 track with auto /remote 
£P.O.A. 

TEAC 58 8 track with console, Bel noise reduction .. £1,750.00 
TASCAM 38 8 track with dbx noise reduction 11,300.00 
TASCAM 88 1/2" tape width 8 track, good condition 

f1,000.00 
STUDER A80 VO Mk114 track £P.O.A. 
OTARI MX5500 4 track, auto reverse and echo £550.00 
OTARI MX50 /50 Mklll andf auto, excellent condition, 8 track 

£1,850.00 

2 TRACK MACHINES 
MCI 1H110 CP /2/15/30 ips 1/2"/1/4" (3,250.00 
MCI 1H110 44 "- 7V2/15/301ps £950 
OTARI MTR1214 "tape £4,950.00 
STUDER A810 V4" tape, 50 hours only £4,750.00 
STUDER A8101/í' tape, remote 2yrs old £4,500.00 
STUDER A80 Vu/R.C. with console, V4" tape, 15/301.p.s. 

£3,500.00 
3 x STUDER 667 in console, good condition £2,500.00 
STUDER A62 fP.O.A. 
STUDER C37 fP.O.A. 
2 x MCI 1X1101/4" tape, new heads with console £950.00 
AMPEX 4400 good condition £550.00 
REVOX C270 fP.O.A 
2 x REVOX PR99, good condition £950.00 
REVOX P899Mkl, 71/2 /15i.p.s.,well maintained £750.00 
2 x REVOX B77 71/2/15i.p.s.. good condition .... 1575.00 each 
2 x REVOX A77 (on reconditioned) well maintained, low hours 

£450(Recon) 
f375.00(other) 

REVOX A700, óyrs old fP.O.A 
TASCAM ATR60 with C.T.C. £3,999.00 
TASCAM 52 fP.O.A. 
FOSiEXA201 /4 " tape with C.T.0 £OFFERS 
2X SONY 701,1yr old, asnew £750.00 
SONY 701 and SONY C9 recorder LOITERS 
2 x SONY PCM F1 system ¡OFFERS 
2 x SONY El system with SLF1 UB B-Max EWERS 
RTW 1610 interface for Fl system £OFFERS 
2 x SONY PCM501 and Beta Player EWERS 

MIXING CONSOLES 
WESTSTAR 36 frame 36 channel, automation fP.O.A. 
AMEK 2520 40 frame, 36 input. mastermix auto, patchbay. 
baragraphs 139,995.00 
AMEK 250036 frame, patchbay £24,750.00 
AMEKANGELA28 channel fP.O.A. 
HARRISON MR3 with mastermix auto, 48 input ... f 36, 500.00 
HARRISON Series 24 36 input, patchbay £12,000.00 
S.S.L. 56 frame. 56 channel, total recall, patchbay, producers 
desk M.A. 
TRIDENT 80B 32 frame 28 channel. patchbay, excellent 
condition £15,950.00 
TRIDENTTSM 32 input, patchbay, good condition fP.O.A. 

TRIDENTTSM 40 frame, 40 channel modified patchbay, v.g.c. 
£19,950.00 

2 x SOUNDTRACS CM4400 32 frame, 32 channel with patchbay 
£8,500.00 

SOUNDTRACS CM4400 28 frame, 28 channel £7,500.00 
DDA 36 frame, 36 channel, v.g.c. £23,500.00 
SOUNDTRACS CP6800 32 input, patchbay £16,000.00 
CADAC 32 frame, 28 channel, patchbay, excellent condition 

£P.O.A. 
MCI JHS00 56 channel. patchbay fP.O.A. 
MCIJH50028 channel with auto fP.O.A. 
MCI 4008 28 input, fader automation using two tracks, 
patchbay £5,950.00 
MCI 40024 frame, 24 input with patchbay £4,500.00 
HILL J Series 30 channel patchbay, P & G faders, programmable 
muting fP.O.A. 
NEOTEKEIite 32 Frame, 32 mono, 8 stereo ... £22,000.00 
SOUNDCRAFTTS24 32 frame, 28 input auto-ready £P.O.A. 
SOUNDCRAFT 2400 28 frame, 28 channel, Vu, full patchbay 

£9,750.00 
SOUNDCRAFT 162424/16/2 extended patchbay £6,500.00 
SOUNDCRAFT 1600 0,250.00 
SOUNDCRAFT 38 32 inputs, split console, P & G Faders. 
patchbay £6,500.00 
TAC MATCHLESS26 /24 patchbay stand £8.750.00 
NEVE 40.8.24 80 series fP.O.A. 
TAC MATCHLESS 36 frame, 36 channel, ex -demo 
SSL 6056 52 channel Patchbay Producers Desk 
T/R £P.O.A. 
SSL 32 frame, 32 channel Patchbay T/R fP.O.A. 
SSL 40 frame, 40 channel, 8 stereo Patchbay Producers Desk T/ 
R fP.O.A. 
TRIDENT Series 8032 frame, 32 channel Patchbay ... £13,750 

OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT 
LEXICON 224 XL with iarc £4,250.00 
2 X LEXICON 224 with 4.4 software £2,500 each 
LEXICON 480L with iarc 15,750.00 
AMS ßM x 16 £2,950.00 
MIS 15- 80s choice of3 from £2,500.00 
LEXICON PCM70 £875.00 
LEXICON PCM60 £325.00 
YAMAHA Rev 7 £395.00 
YAMAHA SPX 90 £325.00 
COMPLETE REBISRACK £495.00 
BEI2600 £995.00 
BEL240 £495.00 
EVENTIDE 949 Harmoniser £450.00 
SCAMP RACK £395.00 
ROLANDSDE3000 £395.00 
ROLAND SRV2000 (395.00 

NOISE REDUCTION 

DOLBY M16 Rack 24 cat, 22 cards £3,995.00 
DOLBY 361 units £395 each 
BEI. Noise reduction, 24 channels £950.00 
3 x DOLBY 301 units f195 each 

MICROPHONES 
4 x AkG DI2E f95 each 
1xAkGD112E £75.00 
1 x AkG D330 BE £95.00 
ELECTRO VOICE ßE20 £395.00 
1 x AkG 414 £395.00 
1xU47 ¡OFFERS 
U87 NEUMANN £S75.00 
U89NEUMANN ¡OFFERS 
6 x MKH 405 SENNHEISER with 6 way power supply system 

fP.O.A. 
2 x IOU SENNHISER with adjustable ME20 heads .... £OFFERS 
1pr NSU Stereo Valve Mies with Power supply & leads (made as 
matched pr) £OFFERS 
1pr BEYER M260 Ribbon Mies £85 each 
BEYER M67 Bass Drum Dynamic Mk £65.00 
1pr BEYER M500 Ribbon Mies £100.00 each 

AMPLIFIERS 

STUDERA68 £225.00 
NAD 3150 £75.00 
YAMAHA2040 £125.00 

STARTING UP /UPGRADING? 

To anyone considering the 

starting up or the upgrading 

of a studio, not only can we 

supply all new and 

secondhand equipment that 
you require, we can also 

arrange finance, subject to 

usual terms and conditions. 

YAMAHAP2075 £200.00 
EM. ACOUSTICS B801 ¡OFFERS 
2xAMCRON DC300 £275 each 
MM AP360 £OFFERS 
TEAC HEADPHONE AMP £75.00 
QUESTED MONITOR SYSTEM: 3 Amps / 3 way active crossover/ 
pair Q11213 mons. £45.00 
HARRISON XRI300 £399.00 
HARRISON XRI150 £278.00 
QUAD 303 £95.00 
QUAD405 £250.00 

MONITORS 

1BL43/50 £1,500.00 
JBL43/43 £1,400.00 
JBL 44/35 £1,500.00 
/81. 43/33 £1,200.00 
1111. 44/30 £1,200.00 
J0L44 /2S ex demo (1,000.00 
111L 44/11 £750.00 
WESTLAKE BBSM 12 and stands £1,500.00 
UREI 813A 11,650.00 
UREI 8136 £1,950.00 
TANNOY LITTLE REDS £495.00 
TANNOY GOLDS £550.00 
TANNOY ARDENS £450.00 
YAMAHA NS10 £199.00 
ELECTROVOICE SENTRY 3 (OFFERS 
TSM4 Tbrbo Monitors with 2 x Unisync amps & crossovers 

(OFFERS 
COURT SM60 3 way dual amp monitors with BSS crossover and 
spares f1,500.00 

SYNCHRONIZERS/U -MATICS/EDITORS 

Q -LOCK 210 with MCI Interface (1,650.00 
Q-LOCK 410 with MCI Interface Cards £4,000.00 
Q -LOCK 310 with STUDER Interface cards (2,950.00 
TASCAM ESS1 Control unit with N5850 software ¡OFFERS 
FOSTER 4030 and 4035 
2 x 8500 Low Band JVC U- Matics with Q -Lock and controller 

£4,500.00 
2 x SONY 5850 U -Matic £2,2 50.00 
SONY DAE 1100 Editor with 2 x 5850 and Interfaces 

PACKAGE PRICE £10,500.00 

FAIRLiGHTS/SYNCLAVIERS 
FAIRLIGHT SERIES III 16 channels. 14mb waveform ram. 
internal tape streamer, Internal 8" disk drive, internal 140mb 
hard disk, 2 x external 190mb hard disk, library of approx. 20 
tape streamers, complete set of flight cases, excellent condition 

£21,000.00 
FAIRLIGHT SERIES IIX 6 yrs old, Midi, Smpte, 80 discs, 1500 
sounds, gd. con. (3,950.00 
FAIRLIGHT SERIES 1121 Full midi. smpte. 32 discs, full library of 
sounds, flight-cased, good condition £2,500.00 
SYNCLAVIER 2 Fully mega bit disk, full library 

Offers around: £14,000.00 

MISCELLANEOUS 

M1 SOUNDMASTER, custom made 32/24 split console, 
patchbay v.g.c. £8.500.00 
ACES SECA60 Input in-line console 16,000.00 
TASCAM 34 1/4" tape, 4 track machine £495.00 
AKAI 5900 Sampler £795.00 
SONY C9 BETAMAX Recorder with Digital Readout £225.00 
SßCFRIENDSHIP £OFFERS 
STEREO EMT plate remote /adjustable delay £900.00 
2 x EMT Stereo Gold Plate £1,20010 
YAMAHA DMP7 digital mixer £950.00 
2 x EMT gold foils each 1750.00 
2 x BEL Flanger BC80 150.00 each 
2 x EVENTIDE phaser £400.00 
2x EVENTIDE JT193DigitalDelóy ¡OFFERS 
ORBAN DE-ESSER 516 £350.00 
ORTOFON STL732 Filter ¡OFFERS 
SURVIVAL Projects Stereo Planner ¡OFFERS 
ROLAND 301 Chorus /Echo £100.00 
AUDIO KINETICS PACER £1,600.00 
2 x URSA Major Space Station £ 175.00 each 
SYMETRIX s« 4 Channel expander £295.00 

IS A SUBSIDIARY OEM S .MANAGERIAL SERVICES LIMITED 

NORTH LODGE. STONEHILL ROAD. OTrrnsaaw. SURREY KT760AQ 

TELEPHONE. 093287 2672 INTERNATIONAL, .44 93267 2672 FM: 44 (01 932 87 4364 
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RESISTOR (R) 
1OOr. 

CELL 1 5(v) X 

CAPACITOR 

CURRENT(I) I y 

4 

Fig 2: 
Reactive load 
Ohms law V = IR (l= ) 

T =0 
Instant of switch being closed 
Capacitor begins to charge 
Effectively short circuit 
Current (I)= 100 

(vR(- ( mA 
( 

Voltage ZY =1.5 V 
Voltage XY =O V 
(short circuit) 

Voltage across: 
Resistor =1.5 V (max) (ZX) 
Capacitor =0 (min) (XY) 
Current through: 
Resistor =15 mA (max) 
Capacitor =15 mA (max) 
:.where V= voltage 
and I= current: 
Resistor VII max/max 
Capacitor V/I min /max 

Z 7 

4 T 
T +5 
Switch recently closed 
Capacity charging but not yet 
fully charged 

Current =7.5 mA 
Voltage ZY =1.5 V 
Voltage XY =0.75 V 

Voltage across: 
Resistor =0.75 V (falling) (ZX) 
Capacitor =0.75 V (rising) (XY) 
Current through: 
Resistor =7.5 mA (falling) 
Capacitor =7.5mA (falling) 

Resistor V/I falling /falling 
Capacitor V/I rising /falling 

4 

T+ 10 
Some time after closing of 
switch 
Capacitor has charged to full 
voltage of cell so no further 
current can flow 

Current =0 
Voltage ZY =1.5 V 
Voltage XY =1.5 V 
(effective open circuit) 

Voltage across: 
Resistor =0 V (min) (ZX) 
Capacitor: 1.5 V (max) (XY) 
Current through: 
Resistor =0 mA (min) 
Capacitor =0 mA (min) 

Resistor V/I min /min 
Capacitor V/I max/min 

NOTE: At any given time, the voltage and current for the resistor are either minimum, falling, or maximum together, hence 
in- phase. The voltage and current for the capacitor are always out of step. The current flows before the voltage rises, so is 
said to have a phase lead. The voltage has a corresponding phase lag. 

The in -phase current and voltage in the resistor multiply together to produce watts -the resistor heats up -the power is 
dissipated. 

The out -of -phase current and voltage in the capacitor multiply together to produce volt /amps or wattless power, the 
capacitor does not heat up, no power is dissipated. 

BACK PRESSURE IN PIPE MIN 
WATER FLOW AT MAX 

INLET PIPE } 

VALVE 
OPEN 

PIVOT 

BALL COCK 

TANK EMPTY (DISCHARGED) 

BACK PRESSURE INCREASING BACK PRESSURE MAX 
FLOW REDUCING 

VALV E 

HALF 
OPEN J 
TANK FILLING (CHARGING) 

FLOW MIN 

VALVE 
CLOSED 

TANK FULL(FULLYCHARGED) 

Plumbing analogy of capacity: Flow (I) and back pressure (V) are always out of step at valve. 

Q conventional calculation of power being equal to 
the resistance multiplied by the square of the 
current, yet time and again, I hear people saying, 
"100 W into 8 Il is about 3.5 A, so I'll use 5 A 

cable." The truth is, with reactive loading 100 W 
into 8 Sl may demand 20 A under certain loading 
and drive conditions. This obviously has a bearing 
on the current carrying /saturation ratings of any 
inductors used in passive, high revel crossover 
circuitry. It also makes great demands of an 
amplifier in order to drive these absurd loads. 

Back again to the choice of the Crown 
amplifiers, which work well with the systems 1 

use them in. People will say one amplifier is 
better than another because they have made a 
series of careful listening tests. These listening 
tests usually are carefully controlled in one room, 

STEREO VARIABLE EMPHASIS LIMITER 3 

i 
i 

As a protective limiter for live recording and broadcasting. 

For dynamic range reduction in professional to semi -pro format transfers. 

Incorporates independent flat limiters and variable emphasis limiters. 

Manufactured using BBC design information. 

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD 
THE FORGE, CRANLEIGH, SURREY GU6 7BG 

TEL: 0483 -275997 
FAX: 0483 -276477 
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< with the same programme material and 
obviously, through one set of loudspeakers as a 
reference standard. They draw up a table in 
their order of preference and then proclaim to all 
and sundry that Amplifier 'F' is definitely 
superior. It is a total farce. It may simply be that 
amplifier 'F' was more suited to matching the 
complex loading of the loudspeaker used. If the 
test were repeated 10 times using 10 different 
loudspeakers and the same series of amplifiers, if 
amplifier 'F' was more suited to matching the 
then maybe we could be getting close to some 
more rational generalisation. Even so, it is still 
quite possible that with a given complex 
impedance of yet another loudspeaker, Amplifier 
'F' may run into trouble and Amplifier 'D' may 
prove superior. Rash generalisations that one 
amplifier, one loudspeaker driver, or one crossover 
is universally 'the best' is totally out of order. 

At one time UREI refused to guarantee their 
loudspeakers if used with a MOSFET amplifier, 
common in the USA. The popular amplifier was 
prone to high frequency instability when driving 
the UREI Time Align crossover. UREI opted for a 
passive, high level crossover to the 'Long' design. 
They circumvented many of the impulse /phase 
caveats but were still left with the other problem 
of such crossovers, components in circuit between 
the amplifier and bass drivers. If the series 
inductors, in the crossover filters feeding the bass 
drivers have any resistance, which they must 
have, then the amplifier's damping capability is 
reduced. One Sl of resistance in series with an 8 2 
driver will limit any possible damping factor to 
around 8:1. This is the case whether the amplifier 
has a damping factor of 10, 100 or even 1,000. 
The bass cannot be truly 'punchy' unless the 
power amplifier has total authoritative control 
over the motor system of the loudspeaker. The 

prime requirement to achieve this is a damping 
factor somewhere in excess of 40 and a minimum 
cable /crossover resistance between the amplifier 
and the bass drivers. UREI made use of a sensing 
circuit, terminating on a separate connector on 
the back of the loudspeaker cabinet, which I 

believe took a feed from the bass loudspeaker, 
intending that feed to return to a separate control 
input on their specially designed amplifier. The 
above system helped to overcome the inherent 
problems with high level crossovers but was only 
effective with UREI's own amplifier. 

Certainly in the UK, I rarely see these 
amplifiers in use. Too many people still think 
that an amplifier is an amplifier no mistake! 
They will not pay the price for the expensive, 
dedicated UREI amplifier but you get what you 
pay for. The UREI amplifier /crossover/loudspeaker 
is an integrated system. Replace or substitute any 
part of that system and you will not achieve the 
optimum performance. UREIs sound best with the 
UREI amplifier systems. So they should; they 
were designed to work together! 

MOSFETs are inherently higher in internal 
resistance than comparable bipolar transistors. 
Consequently, when these seemingly ridiculously 
disproportionate currents are demanded by certain 
loudspeaker systems, MOSFETs cannot always 
deliver the goods. Obviously, this is most 
apparent on low frequency, high power 
applications. Also MOSFETs have inherently 
higher distortion than their bipolar counterparts. 
While this is often compensated for on steady - 
state signals by increased negative feedback, 
under certain drive conditions transients can pass 
through the system before the feedback systems 
can respond. There can be time delays in the 
application of feedback, due to the phase lead, 
phase lag properties, as already discussed, in any 

reactive components such as capacitors or 
inductors that may be in the feedback circuitry. 

As a result of this, transients can sometimes 
cause the amplifier to momentarily run wild, with 
results such as instability and transient 
intermodulation distortion. I believe this was at 
the root of the problem with the amplifier that so 

disliked being used with the UREI loudspeakers. 
BGW have recently opted for a bipolar design, 
using discrete transistors rather than operational 
amplifiers, to minimise the distortion of the basic 
circuit and hence to require a much reduced 
overall amount of negative feedback. I totally 
agree with this principle. 

My own preference in amplifiers has been for 
DC coupled devices. In these, there are no 
coupling capacitors and they operate as servo 
amplifiers. The feedback occurs at the speed of 
light, without any significant phase lead or lag 
over the range from say DC to 100 kHz. With my 
own design philosophies, they appear to provide 
the best overall performance, hence my 
continuing use of Crown, though they are typical 
of an entire genre of amplifier. They provide the 
performance I need from a specific philosophy of 
monitor system design. A Porsche gearbox may 
well be 'better' than a Ford Cortina's but don't 
even think about buying one to 'improve' your 
Ford Cortina. The ratios are probably all wrong 
and anyhow, it won't fit. The system must be 
considered as a whole. 

Notwithstanding UREI's valiant efforts at 
system design around a passive, high level 
crossover, I still consider active, low level 
crossovers and multiple drive amplifiers, to be the 
only truly viable approach to high level, high 
quality monitoring. There are many reasons for 
this that have been discussed elsewhere, but four 
particular reasons relate specifically to crossover 
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VDA 3210 
The new standard 
in Wideband Video 

Equalising DA's 

S E R I E S 
FOR FICELLLNCE 

3200 VIDEO 
71vo New Video Matrix Amplifiers extend the Video Series 

RGB -YUV and YUV -RGB Matrix Amplifiers now further enhance 
Avitel's 3200 Series by adding Component Video Converters to this 

already impressive range of facilities. 

-Video Distribution Equalising Amplifiers for Standard, MAC and HDTV 

systems with options for: 
-Most commonly used cable types, Extended Equalisation to 500m +, Video 

Delays to 1000nS +, Variable Rate Clamping, Signal Detection. - Pulse Distribution 
Amplifiers and optional Delays up to 4µS. -Video Switching with LocaVRemote 

Control. -Long Video Delays to 2.20. 
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design. They are component tolerance and ageing, 
power loss and component design problems at 
high power levels, response slope shaping 
particularly in high order (high slope) networks, 
and ability to select drive components for audible 
compatibility, free from restrictions imposed by 
impedance mismatches or sensitivity 
discrepancies. On the first point, component 
tolerance and ageing, electrolytic capacitors are 
the major culprits. The non -electrolytic option is 
not always open, especially when low frequency, 
low impedance and high power handling are the 
requirements. These necessitate large 
capacitances and high working voltages. Non - 
electrolytic capacitors may become so large that 
their own inherent inductance may become a 
hindrance to correct circuit design. These 
inductances can create undesirable elements in 
the circuit design and cause many hidden 
problems. It must not be forgotten that the voice 
coils of the drivers themselves are electro- 
mechanical components of the crossover circuits, 
and that drivers age. While this can usually be 
dealt with quite simply in active, multi -amplifier 
systems, their delicate and complex inter- 
relationship with passive, high level crossover 
components, may produce performance drifts, 
which are very difficult to remedy. 

The second point was power loss and component 
design at high power levels. Especially with the 
higher order 18 and 24 dB /octave networks, the 
increased number of components can produce 
significant power losses. At high power levels, 
these losses can produce considerable heating of 
the components. The heating changes the value of 
the components, and hence the carefully chosen 
parameters can be subject to level- dependent drift. 
Heating in the voice coils will also change the 
driver impedances and once again, we move 

further away from our design criteria. We have 
already discussed the problem of finding suitable 
high value, high voltage capacitors but inductors 
can also be a problem. The difficult phase 
relationship of current and voltage can produce 
remarkably large transient current surges at high 
power levels. It can be difficult to design 
inductors that will not saturate at these high 
current levels and to keep them sufficiently small 
to avoid stray, leakage inductances, which once 
again upset the intended choice of component 
values. Furthermore, when the inductors are 
large, it becomes increasingly difficult to site 
them such that their stray magnetic fields do not 
interact one with another, causing even further 
complexities to an already very complex system. 

The third restriction is on response shapes. 
These problems apply to passive crossovers, be 
they high level or low level. Passive crossovers 
can, of course, be used ahead of the amplifiers as 
with active crossovers but are only infrequently 
used in this way. The advantage of active 
crossovers, utilising the gain of an amplifier 
stage, either simply or cascaded, is to provide 
precise control over the filter shapes. While there 
is gain available in the amplifier stage, feedback 
can be used to provide contours that could not be 
achieved within the conventional circuitry of 
passive components. 

The fourth drawback of the passive, high level 
approach is in the choice of drive units. Should it 
be decided on the grounds of subjective, audible, 
sound characteristics that mid -range unit 'A' with 
a sensitivity of 92 dB for 1 W at 1 metre, matched 
very well with bass driver 'B' of 97 dB sensitivity, 
a problem arises. Accepting the undesirability of 
introducing components between the bass driver 
and the power amplifier, and especially 
considering the far from constant impedance of 

the voice coil, the introduction of an accurate 5 dB 
pad into the circuit of the bass driver would be 
neither desirable nor realisable. The only option 
would be to transformer -couple the mid -range 
driver with a 5 dB step up. Once again, at high 
power levels, such a transformer, quite apart from 
weight, size and expense, could introduce even 
more phase shifts and inaccuracies into the 
system. It would not be desirable and would be 
difficult to put into practice. 

The use of individual power amplifiers provides 
an almost ideal, low impedance, constant voltage 
signal source, which damp resonances, are 
tolerant of widely varying impedance 
irregularities, and provide a stable drive that can 
be altered easily should the need arise. They also 
accommodate the use of drivers of very differing 
sensitivities, compensation being made with 
simple adjustment of a gain control. Once again, 
back to the UREIs. They overcome the power 
level restraint of problem two with the use of 
very high sensitivity drive units but this must 
restrain the choice of problem four. I have been in 
studios that have replaced the original Eminence 
bass unit with Gauss and JBL drivers, blissfully 
unaware of the consequence of a sensitivity loss of 
at least 3 or 4 dB, and even up to 7 dB at the 
lower frequencies. With the intended amplifier of 
their own design, the UREI system incorporating 
separate feedback from the bass drivers, can 
probably really only be considered as a quasi - 
passive design. The most important thing is that 
it is a system and should not be disturbed. Truly 
passive, high level systems are not, in my 
opinion, suited to the wider frequency range, 
higher dynamic range, faster transients and more 
accurate phase /impulse response of modern digital 
recording; especially of computer -generated 
signals. (continued next month) 
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3200 AUDIO 
Six New Audio Modules complement the Video and Timecode Ranges 

Matching the style of Avitel's 3200 Video Series, these Audio Distribution 
Modulesofferalogicalextensiontoanever-expanding and Integrated system: 

- Single and Dual -channel Audio Distribution Amplifiers. - Single and 
Dual- channel 8 x I Audio Switchers. expandable for larger systems and with 
follow -linking to the Video Switchers. - Line Distribution Amplifier. - Remote 
Voltage -Controlled D.4.- DART -System Level- Monitoring Unit. 
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TIMECODE 
Products are now 
also added W 

the 3200 Series 

TRE3204 t5 
Compact and ' 

Economical Timecode 

Reader -Inserters 

DISTRIBUTION 
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UNITE CROY DON ROAD INDUSTRIALESTATE TANNERY CLOSE-BECKENHAM KENTBR34BYENGLAND 
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NEW SOLUTIONS FROM SIGNEX 
These two new connector panels employ the same proven construction methods 
which have made the ISOPATCH so popular and versatile. They are hand -built to an 
exacting standard with all sockets mounted on a single PCB, providing not only 
reliability, but excellent panel rigidity and strength. Socket designation on the 11..1 

front panels Is simple to mark and can be easily changed using the slide -in (dent 
strips provided. 

O 
I 

T 
I I 

I®l®Il®iI ®I®lll.l6l0l®I1I0I41I11,1I4. 

This panel offers a single row of 22 MIDI sockets 
which can be configured as required for MIDI IN/THRU /OUT connections. Primarily 
intended for MIDI connections between keyboards, expanders and outboard equipment, 
the CPM22 can be wired to MIDI splitters, mergers, etc., to form a complete patching 
system. Available with DIN or solder rear connections. 

Designed for input/output 
connection of balanced microphone lines and other signals, the CPX 16 is fitted with 16 
male or female XLR connectors. Rear connections are directly soldered or via ' /4" stereo 
jacks. Tip can be wired to either pin 2 
or 3 by bridging programming pads on 
the PCB. 

For further details contact: 
MANUFACTURE AND UK SALES: ISOTRACK, PO Box 18, POOLE, BH 14 BEA 42 (0202) 747191 

OVERSEAS SALES: KELSEY ACOUSTICS LTD., 28 Powis Terrace, LONDON, WI I 1.11-1. It 01 -727 -1046 

içJncx 
PRO AUD 0 PRODUCTS 

BC1808 SELF -OP BROADCAST CONSOLE 

KW Electronics have been manufacturing 
custom design equipment for the Broadcast 
industry for a long time. Now we have designed 
a standard broadcast console type BC1808. 
The design is based on our years of experience 
and we have provided mostly used facilities as 
standard. There are various options available to 
make the console suitable for most applications. 
For further information please give us a call. 

ELECTRONICS 
LIMITED 

Unit A8, Pinfold Industrial Estate, 
Rhyl, Clwyd LL18 2YR, U.K. Tel. 10745) 338864 Fax. (0745) 343693 

CHANNEL 
1 

Precision. 
The new reference standard. For CD mastering. 

Analog or digital recording. Concert sound and broad- 
cast production. 

Measure voltage and power. Pre -view levels with 
peak -hold time set to infinity. Measure peak -to- average 
ratio with concurrent PPM and VU displays. 

Use the calibrated 1kHz oscillator to set the meter's 
line level `zero' from 20dBv to +12dBv. Select a 

power 'zero' of 100W or 1,000W. 
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PPM per DIN 45406 

VU. per USASI (ASA) C16.5 -1961 

Oscillator 1kHz sine wave 

O VU ( +4d8m) 

The microprocessor based SX205 Precision Audio 
Meter gives you repeatable 1 /2dB accuracy. Please 
call or write for more information and a data sheet. 

rix 
Signal processing at its best 

International RepreeeetaUa: 

ES E INSTRUMENTS INTL 
PO Box 1313 
Laguna Beach, CA 92652, USA 

TEL(714)494 -0231 
FAX (714)494 -2594 
Telex 182291 E AND E 

In the UK: 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY plc 
6 Letchworth Business Centre 
Avenue One, Letchworth 
Hers SG6 2HR 

TEL 0462 460000 
FAX 0462 480800 
Telex 826967 WILSON 
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DIGITAL AUDIO METERING 
Rod Duggan Totalsystems Ltd calls for 
new standards in metering to meet the 
demands of digital signal level control 

Metering for audio signals has evolved 
as an interface between engineer 
and equipment with developments 
that satisfy the needs of both. 

Specifications are summarised in several 
international standards documents and are 
readily available. However, changes in equipment 
due to digital signal processing and the associated 
engineering practices demand new international 
standards for digital audio metering. 

VUs and PPMs 
The vu meter is well liked in the recording 
industry, cheap and universally used. It is a 
moving coil meter with a full wave rectifier and a 

series resistor. This resistor (3.6 kf2) means that 
the movement is not fed from a low impedance 
source, and hence almost no electrical damping is 
available. The response time is specified at 
300 ms, and the decay time is the same. Short 
peaks of signal are not indicated but if you are 
feeding equipment that can cope easily with 
these -such as an analogue tape machine or a 
limiter -they may not be a problem. Bargraph 
versions of vu meters should have all these 
qualities reproduced with electronics and hence do 
not need further analysis. 

The more sophisticated ppm shows programme 
peaks. Electronic circuitry puts the signal into a 
form easily shown on a moving coil meter or 
bargraph. Signal peaks are shown with fast 
response times to capture the shorter peaks, 
however, if this response time were repeated on 
the meter decay it would produce a very fast, 
frantic display, which would be unusable. Short 
troughs or `negative peaks' (quietness) are not as 
relevant so the decay time is slowed considerably 
to ignore them. The result is the fast attack, slow 
decay movement that characterises ppms. The 
slow decay does omit information from the display 
but it shows those high level short peaks very 
well in contrast to the vu meter. 

Typical differences between vu and ppm 
readings depending on programme material are 
quoted at between 8 and 20 dB. A common line -up 

level for digital equipment fed from vu metered 

sources is -15 dB (relative max bits) and this is 

marked on the metering scales of the PCM -F1, 

etc. The PCM -1610 meter has its line -up reference 
at -20 dB, and is well known for needing high 
levels to record with and then bending vu meter 
needles on playback. A popular modification is to 

increase record sensitivity by 6 dB and reduce 
playback sensitivity by 6 dB, which gives us a 

new line -up level of -14 dB. 

It is interesting to note that ppms are designed 
to gradually ignore signal peaks of less than a 

certain duration. The BBC, who developed early 
ppms, listened to material with short duration 
peaks causing clipping and discovered that very 
short clipped peaks were not audible. Anyone who 
has a power amplifier with clipping indicators, or 

has over -recorded on a digital recorder, must have 
noticed this occasionally. An integration time is 

therefore defined with various times and level 

differences to lower the sensitivity of the ppm for 

very short peaks, eg 10 ms reads 2.5 dB lower 
than steady state, 5 ms reads 4 dB lower, etc. The 
various ppm standards have slightly different 
values for this integration time and, more 
recently, analogue ppms intended for digital 
recording have been produced with much shorter 
integration times. 

Considerations for 
digital metering 
Equipment has headroom above a nominal signal 
level, where the nominal signal level is a level 
that has optimum performance, and the headroom 
is the amount this can be exceeded before 
clipping. In a tape machine we can set the 
nominal level at a certain nWb /m figure to give 
acceptable distortion, with tape saturation 
occurring perhaps 10 dB higher. We then have 
headroom of 10 dB. On a mixer we can choose a 

voltage to give levels with an acceptable S/N 
ratio, with clipping of signals occurring perhaps 
18 dB higher. We then have headroom of 18 dB, 

enough for sudden large signals to pass without 
distorting. On digital equipment we have a noise 
floor that does not decrease with signal 

attenuation. (For noise floor in digital, read 
`quantisation residue'. If there is no signal in 
digital, there is theoretically no noise.) We also 
have distortion figures that improve with 
increasing level right up to clipping. To make the 
most of the digital domain we need to work with 
levels as close to clipping as possible, so (a) 

where's the nominal signal level? and (b) what's 
the headroom? The answers are maximum bits 
and none. 

This absence of headroom has serious 
implications for digital metering. With analogue, 
scales have been developed with part of the 
headroom above the nominal signal level 
indicated in red or shown brighter, so it is clear 
when signals enter the zone. For digital signals, 
this zone doesn't exist, so `zero' on a digital meter 
should be right at the top, maximum bits. 

Sony DMU -30 digital meter unit 

We thus have to record as close to the 
maximum as possible, without going over it, and 
all peaks must be monitored. It makes sense 
therefore that the ppm is the more appropriate 
device to adapt for digital audio. 

Direct digital 
metering 
Analogue metering measures the electrical 
analogue of a signal, and as such is usually 
indirect, ie it does not directly measure the end 
quantity represented. Your vu/ppm meter is 
measuring a voltage that corresponds to a pre - 
aligned flux density on your analogue tape 
recorder. The console vu /ppm is reading only its 
applied voltage, with the end quantity dependent 
on some conversion figure that has been arrived 

Totalsystems DBM -1 digital bargraph meter 
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d at by measurement or theory, and included in the 
alignment. In the case of say, a transmitter, the 
peak deviation is made to displayed by a ppm 
because someone has carefully worked out and 
aligned the volts/kHz calibration of the signal 
chain. This indirect metering can be summed up 
by `what you measure is not what you indicate - 
but the analogy has been carefully measured and 
calibrated'. Problems and the necessity for 
re- alignments can arise with programme 
exchanges when different organisations use 
different calibrations, eg different tape flux 
densities, different transmitter levels, general 
miscalibration, etc. 

Bargraph displays are a line of segments, each 
addressable to illuminate the level to be shown. 
They can be numerically controlled, with each 
segment having its own unique address code. 
Digital audio is in a similar form, with each 
sample having its own numerical code. We can 
therefore avoid analogue conversion by correlating 
each bargraph segment with a predetermined 
digital audio sample code. This is done with a 
digital circuitry and the result is a very precise 
audio bargraph. 

Digital metering, therefore, is derived from the 
bitstream directly, and so measures the recording 
medium directly with no conversion errors. A 
digital signal level is indicated that will remain 
the same throughout copying or transfer 
(assuming no digital `processing' takes place). If 
we make sure always to clock words on the MSB 
(Most Significant Bit), different length words 
(16/18/20 bits) will always read the same level 
and ensure future meter compatibility. Direct 
metering means, in reality, that when you see the 
meter peaking to full scale you know you are 
using all the bits available and you needn't worry 
about meter calibration. It means you can check 
all the mastering levels on your CDs. You are 
monitoring the actual recording medium itself. 
It's rather like having a nWb /m meter reading off 
tape on your analogue machine. 

This direct metering helps the exchange of 
signals between equipment or organisations as 
the digital levels are the same and thus 
predictable and precise. 

Overloads in 
digital 
In the digital domain, overloading occurs as hard 
clipping at maximum bits, ie 7FFF for positive 
peaks and 8000 for negative peaks. It is, 
therefore, impossible for a meter to show the 
amount by which a signal has overloaded the 
bitstream. We can detect this and then measure 
the length of time that the signal stays at 
maximum bits, ie measure the width of the 
continuously maximum portion of the signal and 
assume this suggests clipping has taken place. If 
the signal is at maximum for one sample, then it 
is safe to assume we have reached maximum level 
but no clipping has occurred. If for two samples 
then a small period of clipping has occurred, and 
so on. This clipping detection is used to activate 
an overload indicator for that particular channel. 

If you play a test CD with a pure sinewave 
recorded at maximum level at 1 kHz, you will 
find maximum bits are reached for one sample 
only on signal peaks. If you play the 20 Hz 
maximum level track, however, you will find 
maximum bits are held for longer. In the case of 
the Technics SH -CD001 this is seven samples, 
whereas on the Sony YEDS -7 this is only five 
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FIG 1 DIGITAL OVERLOAD DETECTION 

A 
BIT CODE 7FFF 

FOUR SAMPLES CLIPPED 

2 3 4 

f 90.4yá 

500ys 

]kHz SINEWAVE 234 

BIT CODE 8000 

Fig 1: Digital overload detection 

samples. A half cycle of 20 Hz contains about 
1100 samples and at the peak of the sinewave, 
where the rate of change is zero, it is not 
surprising that these few samples are given the 
same numerical value. This does show a 
shortcoming of the digital overload detection, for 
if we have specified four samples as our threshold 
then the 20 Hz pure sinewave would have caused 
our master tape to be rejected although, to be 
fair, it is not a common occurrence in programme 
material. 

We discussed the integration time of analogue 
meters earlier and the way ppms were designed 
with a specific integration time to reduce 
sensitivity to small signal peaks that caused 
inaudible distortion. Well the digital domain can 
cope with small overloads without giving rise to 
audible distortion. The system converts 
squarewaves (samples) to sinewaves (signals) as 
part of its normal operation, so a one sample 
'overload' is invisible and inaudible, two samples 
gets well rounded off by the anti -aliasing filter 
(and oversampling if present), and the popularly 
accepted threshold figure for an overload to be 
indicated is four samples, ie clipping for 901.6. 

Fig 1 shows a 1 kHz sinewave suffering from 
this amount of clipping on signal peaks, which 

incidentally gives a THD figure of about 3 %. This 
figure of four samples may be considered too low 
by some, however, its existence may be traced to 
the widely used Sony DTA -2000 analyser, whose 
threshold settings are only available at two, four, 
eight or 16 samples, narrowing the choice to 
either four or eight samples in this region. 

An illustration of all this is the Kate Bush CD 
Hounds of Love, on track 1 there are overloads of 
six and five samples each on the drums, left and 
right, at 4 min 01 s to 4 min 02 s. Also on track 5 
at 4 min 47 s there is a five- and seven -sample 
overload, and on track 10 at 1 min 36 s a six- and 
22- sample overload left and right. Theorists may 
say these are faults but can you hear them? 

Digital equipment with its own overload 
detection often has the threshold set by the user 
by means of jumpers, switches, etc. The PCM -F1 
had it set at four samples (incidentally the Fl 
metering was analogue, which is why `over' could 
be indicated before maximum level were reached 
if meter calibration was slightly out). Some users 
are blissfully unaware of their threshold setting 
and confusion runs riot when separate units 
handle the same signal and have different 
overload settings. Perhaps it is time to set an 
agreed standard for this parameter. 
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The ßrüeI&Kjr 
Cardioid Microphone 

The type 4011 Cardioid Professional Microphone joins 
the Series 4000 range of Professional Microphones 

the product of ten years cf research and development by 
a team of dedicated specialists. The 4011 is a prepolar- 
ized condenser- microphore, with a first -order cardioid 
directional characteristic whicr comoines a flat on -axis 
frequency response with a uniformly smooth off -axis 
phase ald frequency response. The type 4011 can han- 
dle 158dB SPL before clipping. Coupled with extremely 
low distortion, This gives the type 4011 a sonic perfor- 
mance unequalled by any other cardioid. These design 
features open up a wide range of application possibilities. 

The work BrCel & Kjaer'3 engineers have put into the 
design of th s microphone ensures that it will not 

become readily obsolete due to rapid advances in tech- 
nology. The craftsmanship and materials involved in its 
construction are what make the difference between a 
good microphone and a supero mic- ophone, and allow 
the 4011 to be called, justifiably, a work of art. Its techni- 
cal specifications paint an impressive picture, but there's 
more to it than that. Put the 4011 to use and you'll find 
that, for once, what you read translates into what you 
hear. 

Brüel & Kjaer 
WORLD HEADQUARTERS DK -2850 Nærum Der mark 
Telephone: +45428C053C Telex: 37316 bruka dk 
Fax: +4542801405'+4542802163 

Australia (02; 450 -2066 Aus_rie 02235/7550'0 Bèlgium 02242 -9745 
Brazil (011) 246- 8149/2.-6 -8166 Canada 1514) 625 -8225 - Finland (90) 80 17 044 
France (1) 6c 57 2010 Federal Republic of Germany 04106/70 95-0 
Great Britain (01) 954 -2356 Hdland 034022 -39994 - Hong Kong 5- 487486 
Hungary (1) 133 83 05/133 89 29 'taly (02) 52 44141 - Japan 03- 438 -0761 
Republic of Korea (02) 554-060E Norway 02-90 44 10 Portugal (1) 65 92 56 /65 92 80 
Singapore 2258533 Span (91)268 10 00 Sweder (08) 711 2730 
Switzerland (J42) 6511 61 Taiwan (02) 7139303 USA (508) 481 -7000 
Local represe-ttatives and service organisatio-ts worlo -wide 
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Advantages of 
digital metering 
With direct digital metering, the engineer has 
instantly gained access to the internal capabilities 
of his or her digital equipment. The A/D and D/A 

converters no longer act as barriers to signal 
metering. Any digital processing such as level 
changes or emphasis /equalisation are shown 
clearly on the meters. Once digital metering has 
been tried, it is generally accepted as invaluable 
and a more relevant indicator to digital recording 
than its analogue counterpart. 

This means that with digital recording and 
mastering becoming more widely used, greater 
numbers of engineers will recognise the benefits 
of direct digital metering and thus promote its 
rapid growth and general acceptance throughout 
the professional audio industry. Therefore, we 

should look towards standardisation now. 
At the moment, metering on digital audio 

equipment shows a variety of specifications, 

depending on the manufacturer's design. 
Examples of some of the scales commonly used, 
normalised to the same length for comparison, are 
shown in Fig 2. 

What should be 
changed? 
Some analogue meter specifications seem 
unnecessary or need to be altered when applied to 

digital metering: 
Sensitivity has a different meaning as no analogue 
volts are involved. It needs only to mean 
maximum bits reads maximum scale. 
Scale range of analogue ppms is from 24 dB (EBU) 

to 55 dB (DIN). The average digital scale is about 
60 dB. 
Integration time defined by the response to 5 kHz 

tone bursts, is not needed with digital metering 
as this only applies to the masking of overload 
signals, so perhaps even a one -sample peak should 

OUND STRO 
Doing for Music Editing ... what 
Word Processing did for Office Efficiency! 
Stereo Digital Recording and fast, 

`ÿK accurate editing... 

Desk Session Take Sequence MI 
oUt1D ̀1PESTRO 
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At last - see what you are doing! 
12 minutes to 8 hours stereo recording on hard disk. 
Friendly Software makes the whole process so easy! 
Non -destructive editing. 
Spin -in against timecode. 
CD event listing. 
Powerful track sequencing mode. 
4 times oversampling monitor. 
Sony PCM 1630, Fl and EBU interfaces., 
Comprehensive support facilities. 

IAUDIO M DESIGN 
U.K. and Export Sales: 
Unit 3, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne 
Berks. RG8 7JW U.K. Tel: 0734 844545 

New Wave Technology Fax: 0734 844545 
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Fig 2 A comparison of several current 
digital audio meter scales 

be indicated by the digital meter. (Integration is 

applied in the overload detection facility and this 
needs standardising.) 
Decay time of 2 to 3 secs for 0 to -20 dB has been 
reduced on most digital metering and a figure of 

about 2 secs for 0 to 60 dB appears to be popular. 
This may be due to engineers previously 
accustomed to vu meters and the faster decay 
time that gives more detail and similar apparent 
ballistics. 
Scale linearity appears to have been generally 
modified in digital, with expansion to the top 
15 dB as compared to the approximately linear dB 

scale for analogue meters. 
Delay time to be quoted as less than 300 or 

150 ms in several analogue standards, may be 
viewed as being too long for modern digital 
recording. 

Conclusion 
With such changes appearing in popular 
commercial equipment and the growth of digital 
audio, especially its advantages in transmission 
and copying, it appears that the old standards for 

analogue metering cannot easily be translated for 

the digital domain and the result is that 
manufacturers are producing their own 

`standards'. Perhaps it is time the international 
organisations set about developing a digital 
metering standard specification to help conformity 
of recording practices and ensure the best possible 
use of the digital medium. 

Acknowledgement: Thanks to Finesplice Ltd for help in compiling 

this article. 
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WE 00 MORE THAN 

MERELY SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS 

4"saMwEEUaaw m/oaport MEANT" MECZcn* FM 1003 MO, 
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Sennheiser offers solutions to your problems 
with sophisticated technology and a wide 
range of products. 
But Sennheiser offers even more - top -qualify 
service and continuous product improvement. 
Sennheiser products: built by professionals - for 
professionals: 

* Studio condenser microphones 
* Dynamic microphones 
* Lavalier condenser microphones 
* Cordless microphone systems 30 - 950 MHZ, 

up to 100 channels 

For detailed information and the name of your 
local dealer please write to: 
Sennheiser electronic KG, D -3002 Wedemark, 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Tel. 05730/600-0 

ISENNHEISER 
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Software that 
solves audio 
production 
problems. 

A family of programs for IBM 
AT compatibles that automate 
many of the record keeping 
chores of audio production 
work, especially for film and 
video post production. 

ound Mu3ic Gataloan{ 

Organize Tapes, Samples, 
CDs, DATs, Film & Records 

Enter your own data or use our 
free catalog listings of CD 
sound & music libraries 

Search with multiple words 
using "and" "or" & "not" 

Control CDs via interface to 

Sony CDK -006 jukebox 

EPPect6 Pottin6 
Manage spotting lists 
referenced to reel, scene, 
timecode or feet /frame 

Search, copy & paste from 
effects catalog to spotting 
lists 

Gue Printinç 

Prints standard re- recording cue 
sheets in feet/frames or 
timecode on any size paper 

Shows title, description, ID 
number, position, fades, handles 
& internal events 

Allows 96 tracks per premix 

Extensive conformation functions 
facilitate picture changes 

Multiple fonts & colors 

APR Printouts 
Simply enter basic spotting 
information once to print 
standard cue /line sheets as 
well as a variety of other forms 

Sort and refine before printing 
to create specific printouts by 
character or reel 

Transfer spotting information 
into Cue Sheet program for 
easy Cue Sheet printing 

L-e.OYIädO 

10378 Holman Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
Phone (213) 277 -5161 
Fax (213) 277 -9086 
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In mid September I got a call from a firm of 

market analysts employed by the British 
government's DTI (Department of Trade and 
Industry) to prepare a report on the market 

prospects for new television and sound 
technologies. The caller wanted to know where to 

get information on sales of professional studio 
equipment in the UK. I was my usual ratty self. 

Why is the DTI paying good money to a market 
research company to advise on a subject they 
know so little about that they have to phone a 

journalist to get a telephone number for 

information which is central to the report they 
are compiling? 

But that's not the point of the story. It happens 
all the time and is probably why some sectors of 

UK industry are in such a mess. 
The point of the story is that the researcher 

referred to stereo TV sound broadcasting as being 
'in the future'. A week after the official start of 

Nicam stereo broadcasting in the UK, by Channel 
4, Thames and LWT in London, and Yorkshire in 

the North, the DTI's advisers still didn't know it 
had happened. 

Total publicity put out by the IBA amounted to 

one dull press release a month ahead of the 
launch. The ITV companies' publicity was one 

press release from Channel 4, which I never saw, 
and, judging from the lack of press coverage, no- 

one else saw either. What it needed was a press 
conference to explain what the event meant. 

It becomes clearer every day, that the ITV 

companies are more worried about their franchise 
renewals in 1992, than technical niceties like 
stereo sound. Under the new government policy, 
the franchises will go to the highest bidders. 

The ITV companies' lack of enthusiasm and the 
IBA's lack of publicity has turned off the 
advertising agencies who originally liked the idea 
of making commercials in stereo. 

And even after the official launch there were 
still engineering hiccups, with the London 
transmitters still mistakenly sending out silence 
or test tones on the Nicam channels instead of 

programme sound. 
In short, the launch of Nicam seems to have 

been a very well kept secret, even to the people 
running the stereo stations. The event will go 

down in history as a sodden wet squib. The real 
losers are those members of the public who have 
recently bought `stereo' TV sets and VCRs and 
will soon find out that they are incapable of 

receiving Nicam. 
In London the Evening Standard ran an advert 

from Dixons on September 21st -10 days after the 
start of Nicam -that featured a £450 non -Nicam 
TV set with 'four speaker stereo sound (from a 

stereo source)'. What is Nicam if not a stereo 
source? 

Either the public doesn't bother to phone the 
IBA for advice anymore, or the IBA won't admit 
to the confusion it has caused over Nicam. But 
the BBC freely admits it has recently been 
flooded with calls from viewers asking how they 
go about converting stereo receivers for Nicam. 
"Sorry, you can't," is the BBC's stock response. 
The best viewers can hope for is an add -on black 
box, which strips out and decodes the Nicam 
signal ahead of the aerial socket. 

Although the IBA has provided stereo links to 

Barry Fox 
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live sound 

reinforcement and 
some advice to an 

editor 

transmitters, the studios have done little or 

nothing to install stereo switching. There is still 
confusion over the stereo sound -in -syncs system 
that is to be used. The BBC has a pile of SIS 

encoders ordered 3 years ago from Pye Varian. 
These work at 676 kbit /s, because the BBC feared 
that 728 kbit /s SIS signals would be too easily 
corrupted. The IBA opted for 728 encoders from 
RE Electronics in Copenhagen. 

As previously reported, the first models tested 
by the IBA gave problems, which the IBA only 

admitted to when confronted with pages from 

their own internal report. 
The IBA now says the problems are solved, with 

reframers to repair discontinuities in the data and 
mute briefly if errors cannot be corrected. The 

IBA also says that since the August Bank 
Holiday, 1989, Channel 4 has been using these 
encoders without any audible nasties. But the 
BBC needs convincing before it switches the order 
from Varian to RE. 

By chance I was in Denmark recently with some 

BBC and ITV sound engineers. There are two TV 

stations in Denmark: TV1, which, like the BBC, 

has no commercials, and TV2, which is partially 
supported by commercials and partially financed 
by the very heavy licence fees that viewers pay 
(almost twice the British fee of £66). Both are 
committed to Nicam. 

TV1 converted their main transmitter in 

Copenhágen to Nicam. This serves one-third of 

the population and although there has been no 

formal announcement of a stereo service, 
anything available in stereo is broadcast in 

Nicam. 
TV2, which started broadcasting in October 

1988, was equipped for Nicam from day one and 
serves the whole country. But it is also still an 
unofficial service. 

Not surprisingly, Danish television is buying its 

sound -in -sync stereo encoders from RE. But TV1 

admitted to us that its stereo sound was still 
going to the transmitter by analogue FM 

subcarrier. Why? Because, says TV1's sound boss, 

there are still problems with the clicks, splats and 
pops encountered by the IBA during tests with 

ITN. (News people like the idea of digital stereo 
because they can keep clean sound effects and 

clean commentary separate.) Some of the TV2 

links use the SIS encoder, others use 140 Mbit /s 

microwave links. 
BBC, ITV and press ears flapped at this 

revelation. 
The next day we all attended a meeting 
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arranged by the Danish Pro Audio Group, of 
which RE is a member. A representative of RE 
was scheduled to attend but he failed to appear. 
Obviously embarrassed, the very professional Pro 
Audio Group organiser later asked why. 

RE had forgotten the meeting with the BBC, 
ITV and press! 

This is probably the first time in history, that 
the consumer electronics industry has been ready 
with a full range of the domestic hardware needed 
to receive a new service, before the service 
suppliers are ready with hardware to deliver it. 

You can be sure that the consumer electronics 
industry will remember this, next time the 
broadcast industry asks them to support another 
new service launch. The next time will be in 
1992, when the Barcelona Olympics are broadcast 
in high definition TV. I wonder whether the 
market analysts preparing that report for the DTI 
will have recognised this unpleasant home truth. 

More on `live' sound. For 25 years the 
BBC has kept an in -house Radio 
Orchestra that tackles all types of 
popular music, from classical hits, 

through sweeping strings to big band jazz. 
Musically the standard has always been very 
high. 

The Radio Orchestra gave a concert recently to 
celebrate its 25th anniversary. The BBC booked 
the Queen Elizabeth Hall on London's South 
Bank and gave tickets to selected listeners. The 
augmented orchestra has around 65 musicians. 
The Queen Elizabeth Hall is quite small, and has 
a live acoustic. 

So what happens? All the musicians were close 
miked, for recording for future broadcast. But was 
it really necessary to pipe the live sound through 
a couple of small stacks at the side front of stage, 
with the level wound up so high that even 
towards the rear of the hall, the sound of the 
drummer's high hat was quite clearly coming 
from the speakers, rather than the orchestra? 

Do 65 musicians really need electronic 
assistance in a small, live hall? In a situation like 
this surely the sound reinforcement should simply 
be used to give soloists a little lift. 

The sad truth is that in 25 years the public has 
grown to expect a reproduced sound, even from 
live orchestras that need only subtle assistance. A 

generation has grown up so used to listening to 
sound through loudspeakers, that live sound no 
longer sounds right. 

ike Thorne used to edit Studio 
Sound and sister publication Hi -Fi 
News. He went on to become a 
highly successful record producer, 

with hits from Soft Cell and the Communards. 
I sat with Thorne in a pub recently. We talked 

about some musician's obsession with playing too 
many notes. Or the juke box there was a nice 
R'n'B track with a simple trombone solo just a 
few well -chosen and well -placed notes. 

"Everyone benefits from a bit of editing," he 
remarked. "Someone to say, hold on, you don't 
have to prove anything. In fact, being a record 
producer is not much different from editing Studio 
Sound. " 
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Entering the 1990s is a lot like going 
out with a girl on a blind date who has 
a mysterious secret: you're going to do 

it but you really aren't sure whether 
you are going to enjoy it or not. For better or 
worse, we are on the threshold of the last decade 
of the 20th century. It would seem that we look 
forward with much more trepidation than our 
forbears did 100 years ago. To them, the end of 
the 19th century and the coming of the 20th 
promised to embrace the coming of the world of 
technology. Now, technology has come and come 
and come. We are not altogether sure that we 
want it to continue coming at quite the pace we 

have accepted over the last few decades. 
Before we look forward, it might be interesting 

to look back. One could clearly identify the 
beginning of the 'audio era' with the 1920s and 
the commercial advent of amplification. The 
pioneering work of companies such as ATT and 
their Bell Labs, EMI, General Electric, RCA and 
Telefunken made amplification a commercial 
reality. The radio and recording studios of the 
1930s used by the BBC, CBS and NBC, RCA 
records and others helped to produce programmes 
and recordings that entered millions of homes 
around the world. The dulcet tones of Al Jolson 
poured from the movie screen at the same time 
that AIT was experimenting with stereo sound. It 
was at this time that the concept of electronic 
entertainment actually became a reality. Also a 
harsh reality was the direct access to news and 
newsmakers given us by the live radio reports of 
those whose names became household words 
(Murrow, Kaltenborn, Shirer) while covering other 
household names not so pleasantly connotated 
(Hitler, Mussolini, Tojo). By 1939, television had 
become a reality for the BBC at the Crystal 
Palace and for RCA at the 1939 New York World 
Fair. 

The '40s were a difficult time, at least for the 
first half of the decade. It became obvious that 
there was a downside to the miracle of audio 
amplification. Through it and radio, and with the 
aid of the newest innovation of magnetic tape 
recording via Magnetophone, Adolf Hitler and 
others like him were able to rouse the masses 
into the suicidal horrors of World War II. Without 
his rallies and broadcasts, Hitler would have 
faded from the scene quite quickly. Fortunately, 
the radio also nurtured Winston Churchill and 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt to raise the 
democracies into an arsenal of victory. The 
Goddess of Audio also supplied the Gods of War 
with acoustic fuses -torpedoes, mines, huge 
Beachmaster sound systems to co- ordinate the 
Normandy landings and other developments. 

The second half of the '40s was marked by the 
gradual absorption of the incredible quantum 
leaps that World War II had brought to the 
business of audio and entertainment technology. 
We had audio power tubes -both pentodes and 
triodes, miniature tubes, FM broadcasting, audio 
tape recorders, the first not -so -crude hi -fi systems 
and, of course, the LP record. Disney and Bell 
Labs had already brought multiple tracks of film 
sound to the big screen with Fantasia. It's funny 
how what comes around comes around again. The 
first hi -fi fanatics began to mount Altec, 
Goodmans and Wharfedale speakers in closet 
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doors or in walls to take advantage of the infinite 
baffling- today's latest trend to the tee from Kef 
and other makers. 

The story of the driving force behind tape 
recording is a good one, too. It seems that 
fledgling Magnetophone- inspired Ampex 
Corporation had trouble selling the idea of 

broadcast audio tape recording until Bing Crosby 
heard about it and realised how much extra time 
it would give him on the golf course. In a way, 
the late 1940s were a time for the birth of high 
fidelity audio as we know it today. The 
combination of high fidelity FM radio and long 
playing (LP) discs plus the post -war 
entrepreneurial push for anything electronic 
meant that there were quality sources of music 
and quality makers of speakers, amplifiers and 
tuners. And of course, for what it was worth, 
there was the new kid on the block -television. 

The '50s have to bear the accusing finger 
of history as a time when things were 
'just too perfect'. The middle classes rose 
to prominence, women in starched 

dresses and heels, with perfect hairdos and pearls 
raised perfect children to go off to perfect schools; 

even if at least one of those kids was called 
`Beaver'. Men clothed successfully and 
synonymously in grey flannel went off to work 

daily with rolled newspaper and umbrella. Cars 
attempted to emulate the styling imagined for 

space flight. Everybody had more of everything 
than they had ever had before. Rationing in the 
UK and the US just seemed a bad memory. The 
'50s were an age of recovery, an age of national 
pride, an age of political stability and of suburbia. 
The demand for consumer goods had never been 
stronger and it begot the time of the universal 
audio system installed in every hearth in every 
cottage and castle from Edinburgh to Brighton 
and Boston to San Diego. All of these wonders 
started in Los Angeles so the myth went and 
travelled across the country and then across the 
waters. Britain had a painful 'due bill' to pay 

over World War II and achieved its triumphs 
about 5 years behind America. Audio continued to 

expand and improve as stereo debuted via dual - 
headed binaural record players and 2 -track tape 
machines for the studio as well as for the home. 
There really was an audio industry with both a 

user base and equipment makers. Recording was 
going great guns as new titles for catalogues were 
being laid down. Then, near the end came 
Sputnik and the dream seemed to crumble. 

If the '50s seemed like a daydream until 
Sputnik, it may have been because so much of 

what was sold was designed to sell rather than to 
last. Replacement had become a way of life. Even 
in the more stable audio field the consumer and 
the pro were being asked to discard the first 
generation of tube monophonic equipment for the 
second generation of tubed mono and then in the 
'60s to go for tubed stereo and again in the '60s 
to buy the first generation of solid state stereo. 
Consume, consume, consume. But it was more 
than that. It was a time of rebellion. Rebellion 
against the staid ways of the '50s, against 'the 
system', against the war in Vietnam or Northern 
Ireland, against almost anything. Against boring 
suburbs, trading stamps at markets, planned 
obsolescence, conformity and women's clothes with 
skirts wider than doorways. In audio, the 
rebellion against analogue and against monaural 
sound was raised. The stereo LP took off and 
obliterated all of the 7'% inch open -reel stereo 
tapes that had been struggling along as a release 
format. The first wave of products from Japan 
arrived on foreign shores; being neither reliable 
nor exciting but having such copious volume and 
low prices that an ominous chill was felt up and 
down the electronics industry. 

The '70s were in many ways analogous to the 
'50s; at least for audio. It was a time of relative 
prosperity and super groups. The record industry 
set new records for sales and recording studios 
were the hottest properties in town. The '70s was 
the decade of touring and both groups and sound 
systems were honed to the cutting edge of state -of- 

the -art. The Grateful Dead carried a sound system 
with three times the power of a clear channel lA 
AM radio station. Vacuum tubes dropped by the 
wayside as the transistor gave way to the IC chip 
with multitudes of transistors. Auto sound became 
a legitimate category and FM stereo radio had 
become a routine feature. Products from Japan 
had become reliable if not too exciting and 
certainly in copious supply at reasonable prices. 
Woody Allen made Sleeper and movies became big 
business as successful single picture revenues 
worldwide moved into the nine -digit category. The 
general population found the '70s an era of doubt. 
Doubt over Vietnam or Northern Ireland 
questioned our national goals, politicians' 
influence, as did messy scandals. We experienced 
an energy crisis and a recession. Some would say 
that the digital audio era was established at this 
time in labs and classrooms as the mathematics of 
digitisation were consummated. And oh yes, the 
'70s saw the introduction of the portable personal 
stereo which was certainly a shot in the arm to 
the audio business at all levels and for decades to 

come. 

The '80s have been the decade of zero or 

one, yes or no, open or closed. Binary. 
Digital. Computer. The personal 
computer, based on an engineered 

specification from IBM swept the world. The 
decade was also marked by the advent of digital 
compact discs, digital synthesis, MIDI buses and 
equipment, digital DAT recorders, digital 
multitrack audio recording, digital consoles and 
digital audio editors and workstations. Not to 

forget home studio digital mixers, digital 2 -track 

and multitrack recorders, digital signal 
processors, digital reverb, digital equalisers, etc. 
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Products from Japan that were and are reliable, 
exciting, innovative and relatively affordable. The 
LP was given its death sentence. For many, the 
'80s will be remembered as the era of 

information -the audio information age if you 
will. Stereo television was born only to lapse into 
a creative coma as it reached its 3rd birthday. 

The '90s. Where will the '90s take us? To new 

heights or to maturation and/or stagnation? Good 

questions deserving good answers. One thing is 

clear. The level of success to be achieved by the 
professional audio marketplace in the 1990s is 

solely dependent upon the amount of consumer 
business to be generated during the same time 
frame. High levels of consumer record buying, 
movie attendance and TV watching yield large 
volumes of recording studio activity, post - 
production work, concerts and tours, upgrading 
and new installation of sound systems for 

performance centres, ad infinitum. New 
professional equipment sales would similarly 
boom. So the strong interconnection of the 
professional and consumer sectors in audio means 
that both areas must succeed together. Listed 
below, are three issues that could severely impact 
the further development of audio in the '90s. 

Copyright protection of recorded materials is 

perhaps the most important technical issue to be 

faced in the 1990s, since it can exert the most 
constraint against any new technology developed. 
As long as the copyright holders, in this case the 
record companies, persist in their claim that there 
is no established precedent of fair use for any new 
digital technology, the options for the free and 
open introduction of new products diminishes in 
mathematical lock step with the record 
companies' complaints. We have already seen this 
happen during the end of the 1980s with the 
campaign of intimidation against DAT 

importation and the barely veiled threats against 
the introduction of recording optical disk and/or 
recording CD. None of this is to say that there is 

not a valid position for the record companies in 
trying to protect their profitability. It is just that 
this position is diametrically opposed to open use 
of any new digital recording format. 

In the '90s we have every reason to expect to 

find large optical disk drives replacing large hard 
disk drives in next generation personal 
computers. Every such machine will be able to 
record and playback digital audio, without flaw. 
The record companies will want a multiple 
recording 'spoiler' introduced to prevent 
unrestricted copying. They will also want large 
sums of money for tribute in the form of royalties 
on both equipment and software. So if a 
restrictive atmosphere is created over this issue, 
the likely result will be to poison the waters for 
further development and still the market for 
current developments. Certainly an issue worth 
watching in terms of the impact on product 
development and product developers. 

Consumer interest in audio and audio - 
related hardware and software products 
could continue to be weak. Weak 
consumer demand could consequently 

soften demand within the professional 
marketplace. The issue is to keep the creation of 

new product foremost in an endless loop. Keep the 

music, film and television software pipeline filled 
from the top to the bottom. That means business 
to the audio professional. Unfortunately, the most 

important question of 1990 is also the most 
important question of 1989 and the jury is still 
out: 'Do the entertainment software providers, the 
movie and record companies, recognise that the 
mass and affluent marketplace is in the hands of 

the over 35s ?' 

As the baby boomers who fuelled the record and 
movie boom of the late 1970s marry, have their 
own 'baby boomers baby boom', and buy houses as 
well as grow older, their tastes and discretionary 
spending patterns change. Beyond this grouping, 
who will all enter their 40th year during the '90s, 
there exists another majority of 50 and older. For 
the '90s, the population thrust is toward the over 
40s who have the affluence to sustain any trend 
that catches their fancy. It is not that the youth 
market so favoured by record and film promoters 

Do the movie and record 
companies recognise 
where the mass and 
affluent marketplace is? 

currently has to be abandoned, rather the 
entertainment software companies have to offer 
records and tapes and films desirable to the all 
too numerous greying citizens of the western 
world as well. 

With the LP record, there was always a 

catalogue of 10,000 titles and at least half of that 
number were relatively easily accessible in one 
way or another. Now, both record companies and 
record stores prefer to stock in a minimalist sense 
and availability is discouraged. No quantum jump 
in future growth in the audio marketplace can 
take place without the diversity demanded by the 
'old folks'. It is curious that the car companies 
point at least half their offerings towards the 
over -35s while the record companies merely throw 
classical music as a sop to the so- called 'older' 
buyer. Looking forward into 1990, it does not 

appear that rock groups Midnight Oil, The 
Sugarcubes, and Living Colour will capture many 
sales of the over 35s. Neither will the 12 major 
feature films pointed at romantic love among the 
yuppies turn the trick. "I want Indiana Jones - 
not Indiana Harvest Moon, after a day with the 
office, my mortgage and two kids," cooed one 
stressed -out super -Dad recently. 

E 
ven the act of trying to buy music is 

frequently offputting to anyone over the 
age of 20. Most suburban record stores 
are in shopping malls, business districts 

or on high streets. Except for megastores in 
national and regional centres, the catalogue stock 
of most stores excludes most titles that are 
favoured by 'older' consumers. The cupboard is 

frequently bare if you want Elvis Presley instead 
of Elvis Costello or (BJ) Billy Joel instead of (BJ) 

Bon Jovi. The other problem is the presence in 
virtually all suburban and exurban record palaces 
of a 6 foot tall, air headed, motorcycle leather 
clad down to his shorts behemoth who is usually 

found trying to 'chat up' the 16- year -old female 
store clerk. This beast in his spike -clad leather 
'sans deodorant', usually called 'Spud', 'Spike' or 

'Killer', does not encourage a 55- year -old woman 

to enter the store even though she might spend 

$100 on gifts if she felt safe enough to come in 

and shop. The beast will not spend $100 in the 
store in a year. Bottom line -the youth market is 

no longer the mass market. 
The third conundrum clouding the technological 

future of audio in the 1990s is similar to the first; 
in this case, the issue of 'look and feel' in 

software. Another copyright issue, in this case 
inherited directly from the computer industry, 
'look and feel' is being smilingly labelled the 
'copyright lawyer's full employment act of 1990'. 

With the personal computer likely to replace 
much of the dedicated audio hardware used or 

developed in the '70s or the '80s for studio work, 

the importance of function -defining software 
cannot be too heavily overstated. It is already 
expected to replace dedicated digital equalisers, 
reverbs and signal processors since these units are 
basically PC -type microprocessors with changeable 
analogue circuit interfaces driven by the computer 
and its associated software. As we venture into 
the world of PCs with hundreds of thousands of 

Mbytes of dynamic RAM and optical or hard 
drives with several Gbytes of storage, the ability 
to record, play, edit, manipulate and process in 

realtime becomes just another feature with the 
appropriate software. Several analysts of a 
companion industry to audio, that of video editing 
and post -production, expect much of the dedicated 
machinery of video plus audio editing and audio - 
for -video post -production to be completely replaced 
during the '90s by super PCs running editing 
software. Software will become the audio 'power' 
issue of the last decade of the century. It will 

define form and function for the PC or PC -type 

hardware. 
The threat of 'look and feel' is to reduce 

competition among audio program developers. The 
first piece of computer software dedicated to 

turning a PC into a digital audio workstation 
could be the only piece of software with a legal 
franchise if 'sounds like' is added to 'look and 
feel'. More important, in audio many functions 
and features are common by necessity. It would 
be very difficult to survive a 'sounds like' or a 

'look and feel' challenge if the principle of 'look 

and feel' is permanently validated by the courts. 
The threat of 'look and feel' is to eliminate 
competition and improvement from the business 
of software development. Since so many dedicated 
pieces of audio hardware today are dependent 
upon complex operating software, the dangers of a 
'look and feel' suit by a competitor are very real. 

It is clear to all observers that the '90s have the 
potential to be the most exciting era ever for 

electronic entertainment. There is no doubt that 
improvements in digital audio editing, recording, 
mixing and playback will happen. There is no 

doubt that the technology will continue to march 
forwards. The doubt is that the infrastructure of 

law, demand and management will allow 
technology the freedom of movement of past 
decades. Let's fervently hope that the '90s are not 

characterised in a similar piece 50 years hence as 

'not with a bang but a whimper'. 
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studio chairs designed to compliment any top London 

establishment through to the private home studio. 

Illustrated here is the Studio Furniture Module. In common 

with all the products in the range it is strong, attractive and 

functional. 

Supplied part assembled in flat pack form for easy 

transportation and assembly, Studio 

Furniture units are simply the best 

looking, best value and most 

functional available. 

Could you possibly let your equipment 

live anywhere else? 

FOR FREE BROCHURE 0462 4 9 012 5 FREE UK DELEVERY 

HHB Communications, Europe's most dynamic pro -audio sales company 
has a vacancy for a 

SERVICE ENGINEER 
The position calls for a talented individual with City & Guilds /ONC /HND qualifications and 
relevant working experience to service and repair a wide range of audio and video products. 
Principally these will be professional tape recorders (both analogue and digital) together with a 
broad selection of signal processors and domestic equipment. A knowledge of earthing techniques 
(video and audio), a keen interest in computer technology and a basic ability to fault -find at 
component level on both analogue and digital circuits will give any applicant an advantage. 
Working in our well- equipped bench area you will already be familiar with both helical scan and 
linear path tape technology. Training will be provided for specialist product types and the 
successful candidate will soon be able to carry out installation work and respond to technical 
enquiries. A clean driving licence and excellent communications skills are essential, as emergency 
service support will entail visiting important customers on -site. With this in mind, some working 
hours may prove anti -social, but these will be remunerated in addition to the basic package. In 
this thriving company, prospects for advancement are excellent. 

Please respond in writing (with full CV) to: 

Richard Kershaw 
HHB Communications 

73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU 
APPLICATIONS WILL BE HANDLED IN CONFIDENCE 

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 73 -75 SCRUBS LANE, LONDON W'IO 6QU. PHONE 01 -960 2144 TELEX 923393 FAX 01- 960 1160. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 70p +VAT per word, minimum £17.00 +VAT. Box Nos. £6.00 +VAT. VAT 
(UK only) S rate $2.00 per word, minimum 550.00, Box No. $10.00 extra. Semi -display rates on application. Copy and remittance for 

advertisements in JANUARY issue must reach these offices by 10th DECEMBER addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, 
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications (Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy 
must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten. 
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and 

the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job 

advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting 
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless Ili the job is for the purpose of a private householder or 12) it is in a 

business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be 

made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply. 

The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January 
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date 
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller. 

fRVICES 

CASSETTE DUPLICATING: 
GAUSS Loop -Bin TELEX In- Cassette 
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing 
OPEN REEL DUPLICATING 
(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.) 

SPEECH RECORDING 
(VOICE -OVERS;LANGUAGES;AUDIO- VISUALS) 

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD. 
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961 

THE COMPLETE 

SERVICE..... 
DIRECT 

Record Pressings 
Cassette Duplication 
Compact Discs 
Post Mastering 
P.Q. Encoding 
Print & Reprographics 
Video Duplication 
Competitive Prices 
Free Quotations 

Make it with us 

We make the hits l r 
MARKET LEADERS 

"a 01 446 3218 LONDON 
0480 61880 CAMBRIDGE 

TAPELINE 
Blank & Duplicated Cassettes 

Real time cassette duplication 
From Y." real, PCM Beta digital, DAT 
or Bette masters 
Custom Wound Ferric or 
Chrome Cassettes 
Labels & Inlays e Shrinkwrapping 

Telephone (anytime) 
061 -336 5438 

High Quality, Low Cost, Express Service 
53 -55 CORPORATION ROAD, AUDENSHAW, MANCHESTER M34 51v 
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HIGH SPEED HIGH QUALITY LOOP -BIN 

DUPLICATING BY SRL TAPE SERVICES 
r DOLBY A QUALITY 

REEL -REEL-I NAB \ / CASSETTES 

LIEC 

F1 PCM DIGITAL - IN ...OUT 
QUALITY 

CASSETTES 

AUDIO DOLBY C QUALITY 

CASSETTE {DOLBY 8 CASSETTES 

THE BETTER THE MASTER. THE BETTER THE COPY' 

HOW MANY WOULD YOU LINE' 1005000 
01 -868 5555 01.866 5555 PHONE FOR PRICE CHECK 

UAL 
USO 1145) 

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS 

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication, 
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length 

TEL: 061 -973 1884 

'-0 RAINHILL TAPE SPECIALISTS 0' 
H HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION H 

(l YREC LOOP BIN( I 

G REAL TIME DUPLICATION G 
H (NAKAMICHI) H 

Q PRECISION WOUND CASSETTES Q 
(FERRIC AND CHROME) u 

POST- PRODUCTION SUITE L 
I FULL PRINTING SERVICE I 

T Music House T 

Y 369 Warrington Road Y 

Rainhill, Prescott 
Merseyside L35 8LD 

051 -430 9001 
APRS 

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS 
AMPEX AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE MAIN DISTRIBUTORS 

Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank 
precision wound cassettes C1 -120, labels, library cases 
and cards, C- zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges. 

tttttt 12 Britannia Road 
Sale, Cheshire M33 2AA rm.. Tel: 061 -9051127 

SOUND ANO VIDEO SERVICES 

FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE 

STUDER-REVOX 
SERVICE - SPARES 

NEW & USED SALES 
Factory condition machines 

currently available 
Studer A62 Stereo Trolly £800.00 
Studer B62 Stereo Trolly £1,000.00 
Studer B62 Stereo VU /PPM £1,300.00 
Studer C37 Stereo Valve £1,000.00 
Studer B67 Mk1 .75 15ips £2,000.00 
Studer A807 HS Trolly VU £4,000.00 
Studer A80 Mkt 8 Track £3,500.00 
Revox A77 Mklll HS £450.00 
Revox A700 Two Track £700.00 

All Calibrated and Guaranteed 

We will refurbish your 
older Studer or Revox 
to factory condition 

CALL 
0246- 275479 

VODA PHONE NO. 

FAX: 0246 -550421 

-TURNER- 
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS 

-TURNER- 
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS 

- TURNER - 
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS 

-TURNER- 
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS 

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Manufacturers and suppliers: 

TURNER ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 
PO BOX 49 

ETCHING HAM 
E. SUSSEX TN19 7NZ 

TELEPHONE 0435 882581 

jbs records 
MUSIC -SPEECH -DATA 

REEL -TIME /HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette 
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000. Computer printed 

Labels. Solo, '/." real, Sony Betamax or R -DAT recording. 
Fast Security Delivery service 

FILTERBOND LTD., jbs records div., FREEPOST 
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, 8014 2BR 0992. 500101 
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BRUEA - $PEC!4LIST$!IIH!X!iY6 i0 SURROUND STEREO 

Get out of town! - Acres of seclusion, masses of parking, 
state -of- the -art studio with daylight. 24trkSR, 1/4" 

SR +C.T.T.C., DAT, F -1. Computer -mix, 5850 Video U -Mat, 
Zillions of synths included, Steinway 7'. Half the West End 
rate with no compromise. 10 mins past Gatwick (M25/23). 

Tel: Mike Hazell /Derek Austin 
0444 -415822 Fax: 0444 -415798 

ABIS 
24 Track Amek Angela. 

C -Mix automation. 
1,200 sq.ft. Live Room. 

Lexicon 480L. Otari 2- track. 

Phone Tim Strickland on 
0742 750283 

for further details 

i AN111111 

2 STUDIOS 

LOADS OF K'BDS inc 
FAIRLIGHT 3 Rev. 7 

WITH WORM DRIVE 

CHAPPELL 9'- 
THE BEST RECORDING 

PIANO IN LONDON! 

HUGE CONTROL ROOM, 
CATERING & BEAUTIFUL 

LOCATION 

PARSIFAL 
Lamb House, Church Street, Chiswick W4 2PD 

Telephone: 01 -994 7711/4445 

THE COUNTRY HOUSE 

24 Track Recording, Digital Sequencing, Digital Mastering 

TEL: 0359 31800 FAX: 0359 32294 
Thurston Lodge, Thurston, Bury St Edmunds 

Suffolk 1P31 3SD, England 

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems 
bought, sold, installed and manufactured by 
TAM /ENGLAND, I3a Hamilton Way, London 
N3 IAN. Telephone: 01- 346 0033. 
TASCAM /SENN /BEYER, trade counter. Erricks 
VCD, Brighouse 722121. (X) 

QUALITY CASSETTE MASTERING AND 
COPYING, any quantity. Video duplication 
PAL /NTSC /SECAM transfers. 24 hour, seven 
days a week service. G.W.B.B. Audiovision, 42 
Lancaster Gate, London W2 2NA. Tel: 01 -723 
5190. 

ODD nap © 
Recording Studios Ltd. 

STUDIO ONE 
24 Track Recording Facility 

STUDIO TWO 
24 Track Mix -down Suite 

PROGRAMMING /SONG WRITING SUITE 
Atari +Steinberg Software 

12 Track Recording Facility 

PHONE TREVOR ON 061 -797 2908 
For Rates 

NEED A PROFESSIONAL 
PROGRAMMING SUITE 

24/32 TRACK PROGRAMMING 
MOBILE HOME RECORDING STUDIO 

ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE 

TEL: 0243 512127 
FAX: 0243 511373 

RVICES 

CASSETTE DUPLICA TORS 
The specialists in the supply and servicing 

of cassette duplication equipment 

SONY TELEX GRAFF TASCAM WOLLENSAK 

AIWA Cassette Decks 

Bulk Custom Wound Cassettes 

AKG BEYER JBL FOSTEX SECK 

SCS AUDIO VISUAL LTD BODEN STREET 
CHARD SOMERSET. 

TELEPHONE 0460 67237 

High quality, real time 
cassette duplication. 
from DAT, PCM F1, 

THE reel to reel or cassette 
masters. 

MUSIC SUITE TEL (0239) 711032 
TAC /AMEK Matchless console with floor- stand. 
36/24/8/2 with full patch -bay. Less than six 
months old in immaculate condition, currently in 
use with an MTR90 Mkt. £13,700. Phone Nick 
on 061 -236 7530. 

B R AwN C H 

A P P L E B Y 
I H I T e n 

Branch Et Appleby Limited is the 

leading European Professional Audio 

Head manufacturer and are first 
choice by many O.E.M.'s. We can 

design, retrofit and modify head 

assemblies to take advantage of 

the latest technology in 

performance and extended life. We 

also offer a same day turnaround 
reprofiling service. 

Call: Frank Franklin on 
01 -864 1577 

Branch Ft Appleby Limited 
Stonefield Way 

Ruislip 
Middlesex HA4 OYL 

England 

SOMETHING EVERY 

STUDIO MUST HAVE! 
Tape Deck Console 
with up to 11 units rack 
mounting facility. 
Fits all popular tape decks 
and NO RACK MOUNTING 
KITS ARE NECESSARY. 

REVOX TASCAM FOSTEX 

(including the 7" Fostex Deck) 
with Free rack mounting 
screw kit 

£99.00 PLUS VAT 

THIS PRODUCT IS DESIGNED AND 
MANUFACTURED BY US 

TASCAM We 
have been supplying 

TASCAM for 10 years 

AMPEX All formats up to 2" -rom 

- stock at competitive prices 

MAIL ORDER ANYWHEREACCESSVISA 
7 HOVE PARK VILLAS 

TSProfeffIonal HOVE, EAST SUSSEX 
BN3 6HP 
TEL: (0273) 822485 sowzAudio 

HELP!! 
THE COLONIES NEED GOOD 

EQUIPMENT! 
Send us your Neve and SSL, your 

Pultecs and Fairchilds, your 
huddled Neumanns, and AKGs. 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
"this is not a problem" 

0101- 617- 784 -7610 TEL 
0101- 617- 784 -9244 FAX 

USED (SWITCHED) GPO PATCH PANELS, 16 
way - £28.00; 20 way - £32.00; 60 way - 
£80.00; 100 way - £130.00. 35 lllsonic tiles (used) 
£110.(0942) 892193. 
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REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
(104 x AIWA AD -F880 3 -HEAD) 

(backyard 
STUDID 

AF'FIS 

Unit 2, 
Fairwater Ind. Est. 
Norbury Road, 
Cardiff. 
CF5 3AT 

Tel. 0222 554195 

mmt=)er Fax. 0222 578176 

WANTED NEVE EQUIPMENT 
of all types. We buy and sell valve 

microphones, outboard gear and consoles. 
DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 

2944 SAN PABLO, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA, USA 

TEL: 94702 (415) 6442363 FAX (415) 644 -1848 

THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT IS SURPLUS TO REQUIREMENTS 

Soundcraft Series 38 32:24 with T.T. patchbay E6.500 
JBL 4435 Studio Monitors - demo use only E2,250 
Allen & Heath 'Sigmá 20:24:24 144:24) bargraphs. NEW E9,450 
Allen & Heath 'Saber' 24:16 in medium frame es-showroom E5,329 

UK customers please add VAT 

AXIS AUDIO SYSTEMS 061-474 7626 Fax: 061-474 7619 

LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc., new and used 
equipment always available and wanted. 
Lockwood Audio Sales 01- 866 0671. (X) 

ROUNDHOUSE 
RECORDING STUDIOS 

REQUIRE 

ASSISTANT MAINTENANCE 
ENGINEER 

EXCELLENT SALARY & CONDITIONS 

CONTACT: 
GERRY BLON 
01 -485 6131 

100 CHALK FARM ROAD 
LONDON NW1 8EN 

THE NATIONAL FILM 
AND TELEVISION SCHOOL 

Invites applications for three year professional 
course starting Autumn, 1990 for training in the 
area of Sound Recording including location 
recording /transfer /track laying, post -sync, music 
recording, mixing and experience of all other areas 

of film making. 

The Sound Department is one of ten at 

Beaconsfield; the others are Animation, Art 
Direction, Camera, Direction, Documentary, 
Editing, Film Music Composition, Producing and 

Writing. 

The School operates an Equal Opportunities policy 
and there are no special educational qualifications 
or age limits. However candidates must be able to 
provide evidence of their potential. 

Brochure and Forms from: 
National Film and Television School (Dept. ST.SO.1 

Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire 
Tel: Beaconsfield (04941 678623 

Application Deadline 15th January, 1990 

The School is financed jointly by Government and 

Industry and is fully recognised by ACTT 

AA Tape Winders 
0268 765010 

For rapid supply of exact length 
Audio Cassette +Tape Duplicating 

Aces 16 & 24 -track repairs, 
modifications. line -ups, etc. 

KNIGHT AUDIO 
Telford (0952) 728120 

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting, 
pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin 
Masters. Location Recording. Free Brochure. Tam 
Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3 IAN. Tel: 
01-346 0033. (X) 

USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE AND WANTED 
Studer A -80 Mklll 24 track 

Otani MTR 90 Mkll 
24 track with remote and autolocate 

Soundcraft Mkll 24 track with remote 
Soundtracs CP6800 

32 input console with patchbay 
Soundtracs PC Midi 16 

Telephone Tony Larking on 
0462 490125 

Our clients include leading manufacturers 
and distributors of pro -audio equipment, 
major recording studios and post - 
production houses. I am interested in 

talking to individuals who possess 
relevant industry experience and who 
wish to pursue careers in the following 
areas: 

Sales Management /Engineering 
Analogue and Digital Design 
Project Engineering 
Product Management 
Service Engineering 
Software Engineering 
Studio Equipment Maintenance 

To discuss your next career step 
telephone Mike Jones on 

(0256) 470704 or write to him at 
Broadcast Professionals. Unit 9b, 

Intec 2. Wade Road 
Basingstoke. Hants RG24 ONE. 

Broadcast Professionals 
Pro -Audio Recruitment Specialists. 

Testing Engineer 
for Which? 

- Consumer Audio/ 
Video Products - 
Circa S15,000 

You must have at least 5 years' experience 
in measuring the performance of audio/ 

r: video products using sophisticated instru- 
mentation, be able to work both in a team 
and on your own initiative under minimal 
supervision and have good communication 

f skills. 

Interested? then please apply with 
full CV to the Assistant Personnel 
Officer, Consumer Research Lab- 
oratory, Harpenden Rise, Harpenden, 
Herts LAS 3BJ. 

041.'4 /Of Ardie ' 

(4, 

fl 

STUDIO 
SOUND 

AND BROADCAST ENGI ERNG 

CIRCULATION 
DETAILS 

STUDIO SOUND is available 
without charge to directors. 

managers, executives and key 

personnel actively engaged in sound 

recording in any part of the world. 

Copies must be individually 
requested. Non-qualifying readers 

will be notified in writing and 

invited to take out a subscription 'see 

below for details'. 

NEW READERS ENQUIRIES: 
Link House Publications plc. Link 

House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon 

CR9 2TA, UK. Tel: 01-686 2599. 

EXISTING READER ENQUIRIES: 
Circulation Dept, Studio Sound, Link 

House Magazines Ltd. Central House, 

27 Park Street. Croydon 

CROIYD.UK 
Change of address should be 

notified in uniting to this address 

and the label containing the old 

address and reference number should 

be enclosed to ensure accuracy. 

SUBSCRIPTION ENQUIRIES: 
Subscription Dept, Studio Sound, 

Link House Magazines Ltd. 120 -126 

Lavender Avenue. Mitchum, Surrey 

CR4 SHP. UK 

The cost of an annual subscription to 

Studio Sound is: 

UK: £24.00 

Overseas surface mail: f30.50US$52 

Overseas air mail: f52.501US$89 

LISA airspeeded delivery 570 

The publishers reserve the right to 

refuse applications considered 

inappropriate and restrict the 

number of free copies sent to any one 

company or organisation 

Studio Sound is available without charge to qualified readers: these are directors, managers, executives and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording in any part of the world. The Publisher 

reserves the right to refuse applications considered inappropr'ate and restrict the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers can buy Studio Sound 

at an annual subscription of £18.00. All enquiries to: Subscription Department, Link House Magazines, 120 -126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP. Published by the proprietors 

Link House Magazines Limited, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA and printed by Lawrence-Allen (Colour Printers) Ltd., Gloucester Street, Weston -super -Mare, Avon BS23 1TB. 
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BY AMEK 

MOZART by AMEK is a significant step forward for 
console technology. No other combination of first -class 
audio signal paths and integrated computer control exists 
elsewhere, and in such an irresistible price category. 

In the past few years the studio environment has 
become very complex. Not only more tracks, but the 
introduction of retriggered synths and the use of large 
amounts of effects has created a need for a console 
which far exceeds the capabilities of conventional 
mid -80's products. 

MOZART's SUPERTRUE automation system allows 
real -time and off -line control not only of faders and mutes 
but of numerous switches per input module. Auxiliary 
sends, Eq. Insert and other functions can be switched in 
and out as the mix proceeds; or complex switching 
operations can be set up and triggered by SMPTE from 

the Event Sheet. Some of the other events include a 
complete MIDI- triggering system and a facility for loading 
user -definable fades between two timecode points, 
however long or short. The advanced Mix Editor system 
includes Merge and Splice functions. 

MOZART has 32 output busses and up to 16 auxiliary 
busses according to the choice of input module. 
All busses are balanced. The console has 12 stereo 
effects returns and frames are available for 40, 56 or 80 
inputs. Equalization and sonic performance are to the 
standard set by AMEK. 

MOZART presents a range of facilities which are 
unique. It opens a new range of opportunities for the 
modern recordist to reach the boundaries of his 
imagination. 

Head Office, Factory and Sales: 
AMEK Systems and Controls Ltd., New Islington Mill, 
Regent Trading Estate, Oldfield Road, Salford M5 4SX, England. 
Telephone: 061- 834 6747. Telex: 668127. Fax: 061- 834 0593. 

AMEK /TAC US Operations: 
10815 Burbank Blvd, North Hollywood, CA 91601. 
Telephone: 818/508 9788. Fax: 818/508 8619. 
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A827 Multitrack 
Aspiring to a Studer multitrack recorder may seem like a 

distant dream to some people. 

The A827 is the solution. 

The new Studer A827 has the ultra fast proven A820 tape 
transport with 14" reel capacity. There are 3 tape speeds 
with integrated varispeed controller, an optional internal 
synchronizer /resolver and switchable Dolby HX PRO. It 
comes complete with phase compensated audio elec- 
tronics, NAB /CCIR /AES EQ switching, 2 alignments /speed, 
amorphorus heads for improved response and long life and 
an RS232/RS422 port for full audio and transport control. 

And if you should so desire, there are also comprehensive 
interfacing possibilities and a very impressive range of 
peripherals. 

Your aspirations realised with Studer's cost -effective 
solution. 

STUDER REVOX 
STUDER INTERNATIONAL AG Regensdorf Telephone (411) 8402960 
STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 2545651 
STUDER REVOX A R L Paris Telephone 533 5858 
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831 

REALISE 

YOUR 
ASPIRATIONS 

STUDER'S COST -EFFECTIVE A827 

BRUCH 
501W1"4"/14/ 

F. W. O. Bauch Limited 
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts, WD6 4RZ 
Tel: 01 -953 0091 Fax: 01 -207 5970 
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